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Lactopeptine is used in all Hospitals, and has the endorsement of the Medical

Profession throughout the world.

Preparations of Lactopeptine

LACTOPEPTINE POWDER
Containing the five active agents of digestion: PEPSIN, PAN-
CREATIN, PTYALIN, LACTIC and HYDROCHLORIC ACIDs, in the
proportions in which they exist in the healthful human stomach.

LACTOPEPTINE ELIXIR
Represents above preparation in liquid form, combining a tonic
with the digestive action. An elegant and palatable preparation.

LACTOPEPTINE ELJXIR
WITH PHOSPHATES IRON, QUINIA AND STRYCHNIA

A powerful General and Nerve Tonic, in combination with
ELIXIR LACTOPEPTINE as described above.

LACTOPEPTINE TABLETS
Each Tablet contains 5 grains of LACTOPEPTINE POWDER.
Elegant, accurate in dosage, and exceedingly palatable.

0000

For Sale THe NEw YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,
by ail Druggists. 88 Wellington Street West,

TORONTO.

THE HUNTER, RosE Co., LIMITED, PRINTERS, TORONTO.
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I CATARRHAL

HYPERSECRETION

BLENNOSTASINE
WILL GIVE PROMPT
RESULTS<a.

In Acute Coryza
One grain doses given every half-hour will speedily control the mucous

discharge. In most cases the attack may be cured in from 12 to 14

hours.

In Laryngeal and Bronchial Colds
The congestion is diminished in a remarkably short time. The attacks

may be completely aborted with Blennostasine. It is superior to Bel-

ladonna and is non-toxic.

In Chronie Nasal Catarrh
It is advisable to give larger doses-from three to five grains every six

hours or until the physiological effects are obtained. No unpleasant

symptoms are observed and the result is excellent, the congestion of the

mucous membrane being at once relieved.

In Asthma and Paroxysmal Sneezing
The excessive mucous secretions are arrested and the sneezing ceases.

Accumulations of mucous at night are prevented by a five grain dose

administered at bedtime.

Blennostasine Is the best given in pilular form; 1, 3 and 5 grain pills, Gelatine-
Coated, are supplied.

Samples and Literature free on request.

McKesson & Robbins, New York.
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GAS PIRES
Open Fire Places .

English Tile Grates
Tile Hearths, Etc.

BPass Fire Irons, Fenders,
Coal Scoops.

Rice Lewis & Son
(LIMITEID)

Cor. King and Victoria Streets, TORONTO.

T 0 THE STANDARDListerine. ANTISEPTIC.

LISTERINE is to make and maintain surgical cleanliness in the
antiseptic and prophylactic treatment and care of all parts of the
human body.

LISTERINE is of accurately determined and uniform antiseptic
power, and of positive originality.

LISTERINE is kept in stock by all worthy pharmacists every
where.

LISTERINE is taken as the standard of antiseptic preparations;
The imitators say it is something like "LISTERINE."

LAMBERT'5 A valuable Renal Alterative and Anti-Lithic Agent of
LITIH IATED marked service in the treatment of cystiti, qout,

Y heumati8m, and diseases of the Uric DiatheisI1YDRANGEA. generally.

Descriptive Literature on Application.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, ST. LOUIS.
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There is no Substitute
Sfor Codt-Liver 0il

° BUTLER, in his new Matería Medica, makes this very

clear. He says :
Cod-tiver oit is more readi(y absorbed and oxidized

than any other fat. Il has already been prepared by the
\ ljver and, therefore, partly elaborated.'

Scott o Vuteíon
" The Standard of the WorW"

contains this ''pep aed and etaborated'' oit, emalsiffea and combined

& th glycerine and the hypophosphites.

Tho la no Substituto for Soott's Emulslon.
It is the onty permanent emulsion. Il Is not unpleasant to the faste. It

keeps in any clbnate. It has been tesed for nearly a quarter of a century.

Two sizes, 50c. 8nd s.. la prescrn plhase r007 & BOWNE,
specify unbroken package. Snel size potp P

• especielly for convenhence in cases of children. aOIdO

;-o *t e.A-M.-ýd.dC ea
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CHLOROFORM AND ETHER SULPHURIC..*.
Pure. Lyman's S.G. 1.49 Pure. Lyman's S.G. o.725

FOR ANESTHETICAL PURPOSES.
(The above have been manufactured by our firm for over forty years, and are being used by leading

Surgeons and Physicians in Canada.)

The late Dr. J. M. McCollum said of our Chloroform. " that durin the nearly five )cars that I held the position
of Medical Superintendent of the Toronlo General Hoepital, the Chloroforn manu~factured by The Lyman Bros. &
Co.. Limited, was administered to about one thousand annually, and in no case had we fatality from it. I have aIso
used itffor thirteen years in private practice."

Dr. T. G. Johnston, Sarnia, says: " For the last six or seven years I have used no other Chloroform than that
manufactured by The Lyman Bros. & Co.. Limited, both in surgical and obstetrical practice, and have had, and
still have, every reason to be thoroughly satisfied with it."

We Qaim the
Following
Advantages

ist. Its CompaPative Cheapness.
2nd. The Stage of Excitement is not Nearly as Great as wlth

Other Makes.
Spd. The After-Effects aPe not so PPonouneed.
4th. No Offensive OdoP During Administration.

Dr. C. O'Reilly, Medical Superintendent of the Toronto General IIospital, says of our Ether Sulphuric: During
the last several years the Ether manutactured by The Lyman Bros. & Co., Limited, has been extensively used foranæesthetical purposes in Toronto General Hospital, and no accident has taken place from its administration."

Dr. James F. W. Rose says: " I have overcome my former rejudice against Ether, but The Lyman Bros. &Co., Limited, are now supplying an article p 4ut up in and lb. tins equal to any in the market. I have used it
frequently, and have seen it used by others during the last twelve months for operations of all degrees of severity.
The after-effects are no greater than after Squibb's or any other pure Ether."

We claim for this Absolute Purity aqd Comparative Cheapness. Wheq ordering Specify LY1Al BROS.

The Lyman Bros. & Co., Limited. - - Toronto.
"Canada Lancet" joins in highest recommendations.

O'Keefe's Extof M alt.
Carefully prepared Jrom the best

Canadian Barley Malt,
and Bohemian Hops.

and English

Containing no Foreign Matter.
Lowest Possible Percentage of A Icohol.

All particulars will be gladly sent to any physician addressing:

W. LLOYD WOOD,
Wholesale Druggist, - - = TORONTO.
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Your Winter

Comfort - -

Is a certainty, if you use the

SDO IC
Complete Boiler

OT WATER BOILER
- AND -

OXFORD RADIATORS.

The BOILERS are low in price, econoni-

cal in the use of fuel, and will burn longer

without attention than any other heater.

.The RADIATORS are mechanically cor-

rect and artistic in design, with the only

perfect joints-iron to iron, no gaskets used.

Endorsed by the leading engineers and made

in sizes to suit any room of any building.

See our Catalogue for full details.

.The Gurney Foundry Co., Ltd., Toronto.



Accurate Administration of Lithia

To make fresh sparkling Lithia water of definite strength
dissolve one of . . . . . .

WM. R. WARNER
ORIGINAL EFFERVESCENT

Lithia Water Tablets
IN A GLASS OF WATER.

Efficacious, Convenient, inexpensive.

An Effectual Remedy in....

Rheumatism,
LithiaTablets Lithemia,

Each tablet contains

""'"''''''''''Gravel,
A tablet dissolved in

,ake" a Lith:a water Bright's Disease,
which is stronger and

orelable than the Gout, Etc., Etc.
natural spring water.

WM.R.WARNER &CO.
Manufacturing

-J MT IS DIURETIC AND ANTACIO.

Each tablet contains three grains (made also five grains) Citrate of Lithia, so that a
definite quantity of soluble Lithia is administered in a pleasant form, besides having fresh
water with each dose, presenting a therapeutic value of higher standard than the various
Lithia spring waters. This is a scientific preparation of the highest standard.

Supplied by all Druggists, or by mail. Take no substitutes.

ORIGINAL WITH AND MADE ONLY BY

William R. Warner & Co.
PHILADELPHIA.

& Co.'S

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.



GRANULAR EFFERVESCING . .

(WARNER & CO.)

As Prescribed by the Physician Will Cure

SICK HEADACHE, caused by indi-
gestion and over indulgence-

HEADACHE resulting from protrac-
ted mental effort, and close confine-

tE SPEEDy . ment-
adache and H EADACHE due to loss of sleep and

Có . ... |.||..|...rest-
NERVOUS HEADACHE occasion-

ed byexcessive grief or other causes-

DULL, THROBBING HEAD-
ARN ACHE from overwork and disorder-

ed stomach-

HEADACHE from excessive use of

tobacco or from over-heating-

ervousH BROMO SODA will quickly relieve
eessive NEURALGIc and RHEUMATIc HEAD-

TVGüsACHE.

Sin Sea $ Where nervous depression follows de-
1epsy, privation of alcoholic stimulants,

Sopium, etc., when habituated to their
use, Bromo Soda is recommended
with utmost confidence as a prompt
and certain remedy.

William R. Warner & Co.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.PHILADELPHIA. LONDON.



Stu SUPERIOR TO PEPSIN OF THE HOG . u

ING LU VIN
A Powder-Prescribed in the same manner, dose and combinations as Pepsin.

A Specific for Vomiting in Gestation.
The dose in such cases is 10 to 20 grs., mixed with water or sherry wine, in preference

to placing the dry powder on the tongue.

A potent and reliable remedy in 5 and 10 grain doses for the cure of

INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, SICK STOMACH, MARASMUS.
It is superior to the Pepsin preparations, since it acts with more
certainty, and effects cures where they fail . . . . . . .

Prescribed by the most eminent physicians.
Prepared by WM. R. WARNER & CO., Phila.

Front Prof. Roberts Bartholow's, M.A., M.D., L L.D., Work on Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
1 879 INGLUVIN-This is a preparation from the gizzard of the domestic chicken-ventriculus

callosus gallinaceus. Dose, gr. v.- 9) j.
Ingluvin has the remarkable property of arresting certain kinds of vomiting-notably the vomit-

ing of pregnancy. It is a stomachic tonic, and relieves indigestion, flatulence and dyspepsia.
The author's experience is confirmatory of the statements which have been put forth regarding

the exceptional power of this agent to arrest the vomiting of pregnancy. It can be administered n
inflammatory conditions of the mucous membrane, as it has no irritant effect. Under ordinary cir-
cumstances, and when the object of its administration is to promote the digestive functions, it should
be administered after meals. When the object is to arrest the vomiting of pregnancy, it should be
given before meals.

1889 and 1896 INGLUVINisa **preparation said tobe made of the gizzard of the1889and 896domestic chicken-ventriculus callosus gallinaceus. Dose, gr. v.- D j.Ingulvin has the remarkable property of arresting certain kinds of vomiting-notably the vomiting of
Pregnancy. It is a stomachic tonic, and relieves indigestion,flatulence and dyspepsia.

Recent investigations have shown that Ingluvin owes its curative effects, not to any ferment cor-
responding to pepsin, but to a peculiar bitter principle. This result is the more satisfactory, since
such an organ as the gizzard could hardly furnish the necessary quantity of a digestive ferment to
effect the results now known to be produced by Ingluvin.

Under ordinary circumstances, and when the object of its administration is to promote the diges-
tive function, it should be taken after meals. When the object is to arrest the vomiting of pregnancy,
it should be given before meals.

But only the successful use of this agent and the apparent sincerity of the composition as given
to the public would seem to justify its mention here.

INGLUVIN FORMULÀÆ.
Very frequently the physician deems it advisable, when prescribing Ingluvin, to add an adjuvant

such as Nux Vomica, Gentian, etc. We therefore recommend the following formulæ:
Ingluvin, 36 grs Ingluvin, 6o grs.
Ext. Nuc. Vom. Y4 gr. Ext. Gentian, 12 grs.
01. Res. Ginger, 34 gr.

m. et. ft. caps. xii. m. et. ft. caps. xii.
Sig.-One or two as may be indicated. Sig.-One or two as may be indicated.

Ingluvin, 36 grs.
Oxalate Cerium, 24 grs.
Bismuth Subnit, 24 grs.
Ext. Nuc. Vom. Y3 gr.

m. et ft. caps. xii.
Sig.-One or two as may be indicated.

Many physicians throughout the world are assuring us that Ingluvin is superior to Pepsin (a claim
we have always asserted).
kC- Joseph F. Edwards, A.M., M.D., Atlantic City, N.J., writes that he places more reliance onIngluvin than on Pepsin, and has not been disappointed.



Solubility, Reliability and Permanency are the requisites in

a perfect pill as made by W. R. Warner& Co. and prescrib-

ed by the Medical profession with satisfactory results for the

past 40 years. Friability is no proof of Solubility. Avoid

substitutions and consequent disappointment. . . . ..

Pil. Suinbul Comp.
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

Ext. Sumbul, i gr. Ferri Sulph. Exs. i gr.
Asafetida, 2 grs. Ac. Arsenious, 1-40 gr

DR. GOODELL-" I use this pill for nervous and
hysterical women who need building up."

This pill is used with advantage in neurasthenic
conditions in conjunction with Warner & Co.'s
Bromo Soda, one or two pills taken three times a
day. Per ioo, $i.oo.

Pil. Cascara Cathartic.
WARNER & CO. DR. HINKLE.

Each containing-
Cascarin, Y gr.
Aloin, Y4 gr.
Podophyl, 1-6 gr.

Dose-z

Belladonna, q gr.
Strychnine, 1-6o gr.
Gingerine, 1, gr.

to 2 pUis.

Pil. Peristaltic.
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

Each containing-
Aloin, 14 gr.
Ext. Bellad, Y8 gr.

Dose- to 2 pUlls.

Strychnin. z-6o gr.
Ipecac, 1-16 gr.

Per oo, 40 cts.

Pil. Persistaltie (Mercurial).
Aloin, 14 gr. Strvchnin. -6o gr.
Ext. Belladon. 's gr. Ipecac, 1-16 gr.

Per oo, 50 cts. Calomel, i- o gr. Per 50o, $2.35.

Especially serviceable in the hard conditions of
the bowels and torpidity of the liver, usual in con-
nection with piles. This pill will produce free and
copious evacuations, and render invaluable ser-
vice when indicated.

Pil. Chalybeate.
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

Ferri Sulph. Fe S0 4  Ferri Carb. Fe C03
Potass. Carb. K2 C0 3 Potass. Sulph. K2 S0 4

3 grains. Dose-i to 4 pills.
The above combination which we have put in

pili form produces when taken into the stomach,
Carbonate of the Protoxide of Iron (Ferrous Car-
bonate) in a quickly assimilable condition.

Per 100, 40 cts.

Pil. Chalybeate Comp.
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

Saine as Pil. Chalybeate with 's gr. Ext. Nux
Vomica added to each pill, to increase the tonic
effect. Dose-i to 3 pills.

Per 100, 55 cts.

LIBERTY, Ohio, June 9, 1897.
Messrs. Win. R. Warner & Co., Philadelphia.

GENTLEMEN-Last winter I unearthed a small
vial of vour Aloin Granules that by chance had
been s"towed away for twzelve years. Having
always used your Aloin Granules in my practice
I of course used these, and, as far as I could de-
termine, they were as efficient as the day they were
made. I tried them on myself several times, with
results as good as could be wished for. I have
kept a few as a curiosity. They are O.K.

Yours truly, J. H. ADAIR.

Pil. Arthrosia.
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

For the cure of Rheumatism and Rheumatic Gout

FORMULA-Acidum Salicylicum, Resina Podo-
phyllum, Quinia, Ext. Colchicum, Ext. Phyto-
lacca, Capsicum.

Almost a specific in Rheumatic and Gouty af-
fections. Per ioo, 6o cts.

Pil. Digestiva.
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

A VALUABLE AID TO DIGESTION.

Pepsin Conc't, i gr. Gingerine, 1-16 gr.
Pulv. Nuc. Von. / gr. Sulphur, js gr.

This combination is very useful in relieving
various forms of Dyspepsia and Indigestion, and
will afford permanent benefit in cases of enfeebled
digestion, where the gastric juices are not proper-
ly secreted.

As a dinner pill, Pil. Digestiva is unequalled,
and may be taken in doses of a single pill, either
before or after eating. Per ioo, 6o ets.

Pil. Antiseptic.
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

Sulphite Soda, i gr. Salicylic Acid, i gr.
Ext. Nuc. Vom. 14 gr. Dose-i to 3 pills.

Pil. Antiseptic is prescribed with great advan-
tage in cases of dyspepsia attended with enfee-
bled digestion following excessive indulgence in
eating or drinking. It is used with advantage in
Rheumatism. Per oo, 55 cts.

Pil. Antiseptie Comp.
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

Sulph. Soda, i gr. Salicylic Acid, i gr.
Ext. Nuc.Vom. ' gr. Powd.Capsicuni,1-1ogr.
Concentrated Pepsin z gr. Dose-i to 3 pills.

Pil. Antiseptic Comp. is prescribed with great
advantage in cases of Dyspepsia, Indigestion and
Malassimilation of food. Per ioo, 55 cts.

ies»FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGISTSE66e

• WILLIAM R. WARNER
1228 Market Street, Philadelphia. 52 Maiden Lane, New York.

& Co.
197 Randoph Street, Chicago.

PILL-
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Surgical lIstru nents
Good
Quality... Moderate

Prices.....

Microscopes,
Medical Centrifuges,

Steam Sterilizers,
Dry Cell Batteries,

Current Controllers.

+

Selected %x

Stock . .«

Serums for
Tetanus .«
Diphtheria
Tubercu-
losis , t

Marsh Stethophones,
Bacteriological Apparatw

Hospital Glassware.

LYMAN SONS & C1,5 380-386 St. PAUL ST.,
MONTREAL.

-ar CATALOGUES FREE.
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" T RITIPA LM."
TIRA ITE M-AR]CJ.

Compound Fluid Extract of Fresh Saw Palmetto and Triticum.
Each Teaspoonful (the usual dose) represents 30 grains of Fresh Saw Palmetto Berries and 6o

grains of Triticum Repens.

A Genito-Urinary Tonie.
QT' This compound fluid extract has been devised by us for the convenience of physicians who may desire to prescribe
fresh Saw Paimetto and Triticum in combination. It bas the advantage over extemporaneous prescriptions in that
the proportions and vehicle have been so nicely adjusted that what in themselves are disagreeable medicines now be-
come agreeable and acieptable to patients. This desirable result bas been obtained at the cost of much experiment,
so that the preparation represents more than the ordinary skill of the pharamacist.

There is at present a large demand for a class of remedies for the treatment of chronic diseases and debilities of
the genito-urinary apparatus of both sexes. To supply this demand an equally large number of drugs and com-
pounds have been offered. Among the more recent aspirants for recognition in this department is the fresh berries of
the Serenoa serrulata, or Saw Palmetto, of our Southern States. Its virtues, as a tonic to the reproductive system,
were discovered by Dr. J. B. Read, whose introductory article appeared in the " American Journal of Pharmacy," for
April, 1879. Since that time the drug bas grown in reputation as a sexual tonic, sedative, diuretic, expectorant, and
remedy for catarrhal conditions of the mucous membranes in general. Triticuni, in the meantime. bas held its high
reputation as a diuretic free from irritating qualities, and bas been much used in the treatment of chronic urinary dif-
ficulties, on account of its bland and soothing nature. The combination of two such drugs, each highly recommended
for the same class of troubles, but differing somewhat in method of action, yet working n harmony, naturally gives
to this compound fluid extract a vider range of usefulness than either drug possesses alone. And, when the merits of
the many aspirants for therapeutic favor in the treatment of genito-urinary affections of a chronic nature are con-
sidered, it will be found that none other offers such advantages as our preparation.

The word " Tritipalm " was coined by us, not as the name of a medicnal preparation, but as our commercial sig-
nature, to distinguish our brand of Compound Fluid Extract of Fresh Saw Palmetto and Triticum from other brands
that may afterward appear on the market.

As we are the orignators and introducers of this valuable compound. and in presenting it to the profession are
confinintg ourselves strictly to professional channels. we feel justified in soliciting physicians to specify our brand of it
rather than risk the welfare of their patients and their own reputation to the danger of possible substitution of in-
ferior preparations.

Physicians who desire the advantages afforded by using our make of Compound Fluid Extract of Saw Palmetto
and Trîticum, as presented above, will, therefore, kindly specify the same by using the word " Tritipalm " on their
prescriptions. Literature and samples will be mailed on request, mentioning this journal.

MenufacturingFREDERICK STEARNS & CO., "'""c".
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A. Windsor, Ont. London, Eng. New York City.

Collection of Accounts ..A Specialty

' STAD MERCANTILE ACENCY
...OF TORONTO, Limited.

Capital Stock, $80,000. - - Subscribed, $43,000.
Paid up, $12,900.

OURl FEES AND CHARCES ARE TAKEN OUT OF THE COLLECTION.

WRITE FOR TERMS AND REFERENCES.

6o Victoria Street, = = TORONTO.
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PHYSICIANS PRESRCIBE

ORANULATED EFFERVESCENT

ALKALITHIA
.. FOR..

ASTH
K. & m.

A
RHEUMATISM, CYSTITIS,

. . . . LEUCORRHEA, ETC.
WITH THE BEST RESULTS.

Specify "KEASBEY & MATTISON " When Prescribing

THE HOLGATE-FIELDING 00., Ltd. - TORONTO.
Sole Canadian Agents for Keasbey & Mattison's Preparations, will be pleased

Co forward to any hy sician literature regarUin~ any of K. & M.'s

1K. & M. 1
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e.
Wyeth's Elxir Terpin Hydrate

There seems to be little or no doubt froin recent investigations and the fiat-

tering results of the internal exhibition of this derivative of Turpentine, that it

plays a very important part in the therapeutics of the profession. In the treat-

ment of Chronic and Obstinate Cough, Bronchitis, etc., it has proven almost a

specific. The eminent authority, Lepine, says unequivocally, and with emphasis,

that " it is the best expectorant in existence." This, also, seems to be the im-

pression it has made upon a number of our own medical men most familiar with

the treatment of diseases and ailments of the lungs and throat.

Pep dozon pinte, - - $12.60.

Wyeth's Eixir Terpin Hydrate and Codeine
This combination will, we think, prove most acceptable, embracing the ex-

pectorant and calmative properties of these two most valuable remedies. The

experience of those who have already used this latter elixir has proven it to be

eminently successful in allaying the distressing cough following Influenza and

other Bronchial affections, without disturbing the stomach by creating nausea or

loss of appetite.
TERPIN HYDRATE................... - --- '-

CODEINE SULPHATE................................... grain.

PeP dozen pinta, - $15.00.

As compressed by MESSRS. JOHN WVETH & BRO. in the form of Tablets, it

affords the most convenient, agreeable and efficient mode of administration.

Wyeth's Elixir Uterine Sedative Specific
Viburnum Opulus (Cramp Bark), Hydrastis Canadensis (Golden Seal),

Piscidia Erythrina (Jamaica Dogwood), Pulsatilla (Anemone Pulsatilla.)

The above combination cannot but at once appeal to the intelligent prac-

titioner as almost a specific in the treatment of the various kinds of pain incident

to the diseases of the female sexual organs, so varied in their character and such

a drain upon the general health and strength.

It is most valuable in cases of Dysmenorrhœa. Never fails, and is equalled

only by opium, without having any of the dangers of that narcotic.

It possesses very remarkable and antispasmodic properties. It also acts as

a nervine tonic, astringent, and is a useful reniedy in Diarrhoea and Dysentery,

and is particularly valuable in preventing abortion and miscarriage, whether habit-

ual or otherwise.
Per dozen pints, - $11.40.

DaYis & Lawrence Co., Limited,
Sole Agents for Canada, - MONTREAL.
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THE OXYTUBERCULINE OF HIRSCHFELDER IN TUE TREAT-
MENT OF TUBERCULOSIS.

BY F. LEONARD VAUX, M.D.C.M. TRIN.,

Senior Aest. Phys. Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York.

When Jenner, in 1798,-discovered that milkmaids who had been acci-
dentally inoculated with cowpox were thenceforth immune to that most
terrible of scourges, smallpox, he not only presented to the world its
greatest therapeutic agent for the prevention of disease, but in addition
laid the foundation of serum therapy. Nearly 100 years later a poor
German physician, but recently graduated from the University of Berlin,
sat in his small office poring over the microscope in the intervals between
his few professional calls, which were rewarded by the munificent sum of
sixpence. But Robert Koch was amply repaid for all his labor and self-
denial when, in 1890, he announced to the world, through the columns of
the Deutsche Medicinische Wochen8chrift, that in his opinion, after the
greatest care and research, a specific serum for the cure of tuberculosis
had been discovered.

We all remember the manner in which this announcernent was received,
the scientific world first dubious and then exultant, the shower of
honors, medals and decorations, and, above all, the fame which bade fair'
to make his name immortal. But that which touched his heart more
than all else were the cries and prayers that came to him over the en-
tire globe from those suffering in every conceivable manner from the
Great White Plague of the North. Mothers brought their infants, and
men whose lungs were but one huge cavity came also, all buoyed up with
the firm belief that in Berlin a sure and certain cure awaited them.

But sadder than the coming was the going, for despair reigned in their
hearts and altered their very countenances. Nor was the disappoint-
ment confined to great centres. It is safe to say that wherever modern
medicine had a foothold in this globe, that there were brave and patient
practitioners attending doomed yet hopeful patients, both looking for-
ward to the hour when the savants of Europe and America should pro-
nounce the new remedy a cure indeed, and modern enterprise have manu-
factured and placed it within reach of all.

Nevertheless, though. the expectations of the world have not been



realized, Koch's tuberculin still remains an absolute diagnostic agent for
the discovery of the dread disease, though the febrile reaction is too vio-
lent to allow its use elsewhere than in cattle. If tlirough its use, how-
ever, bovine tuberculosis be ultimately stamped out, and infection by
milk and meat disappear, Koch's labor will not have been in vain. Dur-
ing the past ten years he has been steadily at work, and the results of his
further investigations were summarized in July, '97, by the description
of a new antituberculous serum, designated T. R., which he claims will
be of great value and is now being tested clinically in very many hospi-
tals. Of this I shall speak further on. In the last eight years serum
therapy has received great impetus from the work of Roux, Behring,
Ytinase, and last, but not least, Widal, who, with Pfeiffer and Wyatt
Johnston, are deserving of great praise for their work in the serum diag-
nosis of typhoid, which must be only a step toward the serum cure of
that disease. But much as this is needed and valued, the minds of ail
scientists turn toward the Mecca of their hopes, the prevention and cure
of tuberculosis. Many serums looking to this end have been brought to
the notice of the profession from time to time, only to sink back into ob-
scurity. Some excellent results, however, have been credited to them,
and in more than one instance it has been hinted that laek of funds
to carry on turther investigations has alone prevented the consummation
of the desired end.

For sonie time back Dr. Hirschfelder, Professor of Medicine in Cooper
Medical College, San Francisco, has been working on a serum which he
claims to be possessed of undoubted curative properties, and which he
styles " oxytuberculine." Of the details of its manufacture and the mode
of its administration I shall now speak, and shall also cite several cases
which under mv observation have been treated with it.

It may be of interest here to speak briefly of the different methods
employed by various workers to produce a serum designed to check or
cure tuberculosis, noting also the main points of difference between them
ail and the new oxytuberculine.

KocH's TUBERCULINE (The Original).-" Upon the surface of veal
bouillon, containing glycerine and peptone, a pure culture of the bac.
tuberc. is floated and cultivated at 38° C. After 6 to 8 weeks a pellicle,
consisting of tubercular scum and containing the tubercle bacilli, will
have covered the surface and sunk to the bottom of the vessel. The
supernatant fluid is then sterilized by heat passed through a Pasteur filter,
and evaporated to ' its volume. This is the crude tuberculine such as
was formerly used. Now this crude liquid is precipitated with alcohol,
washed, and dissolved in water, after which it is ready for use."

KLEB'S MODIFIED TUBERCULINE (Antiplithiine).--This is merely an
adaptation of the above, bcing nuch diluted. Here, as in Koch's tuber-
culine, an organic acid is developed in procea of manufacture, which
prevents further growth of the tubercle bacillus. Let the medium be
alk'alinized and growth begins again. We are indebted to Trudeau, of
Saranac, for these investigntions.

PAQUIN'S Sk.RUM.-The procedure used here follows closely the lines
laid down for the preparation of diphtheria antitoxine, and indeed was
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put forward only after the researches of Behring and Roux, involving as
it does the knowledge of antitoxines, a theory not previously enunciated.

Starting with Koch's tuberculine (original), gradually increasing doses
are injected into a horse till it is rendered immune to further injections
of a corresponding amount. The blood from the jugular vein is then
allowed to flow into a sterile flask, where it coagulates, and the sterile
serum thus obtained is used as an antitoxine.

Mlaragliano, in Italy, has evolved a similar process, and many recoveries
have been reported, especially in America, from the physicians using
Paquin's serum, prepared in St. Louis. It is extremely difficult to esti-
mate the amount of antitoxine actually dissolved and present in the ser-
MnI so obtained.

Koch proceeded on the principle that immunizition would be secured
when the body should be invaded by great masses of bacilli (as in general
miliary tuberculosis, when at a certain stage the bacilli disappear), and
these bacilli should come in direct contact with the tissues. The necessity
of separating the bacilli from the cells in which they are found had been
pointed out some time previouslv, and this Koch aimed to accomplish by
extracting the bacilli with deci-normal sol. N.A.O.H. The fluid obtained
in this way was designated T. A. (Tuberkulin Alkalisches), but was not
free fromn bacilli, for in a field of the microscope 5-10 might be seen lying
dead, separatelv, not in heaps. When administered it produced a reaction
quite similar to that of the old tuberculin of '90; relapses were, however,
less frequent. Finally it ws abandoned. Failing to extract the bacilli
from their covering of fatty acid, Koch resolved to crush them in a
mortar, dissolve the mass in distilled water, and treat it with a powerful
centrifuge.

In. this way the fluid was divided into two layers.
Koca's T. R. (Tuberculum Residuum). 1. An upper layer containing

'T.B.C =T. O. (Tuberkulin Oberst).
2. A lower layer consisting of a colloid sediment with a few bacilli=

T. R. (Tuberkulin Rest).
The T. R. was then again dried, pulverised, and treated as before in a

centrifuge (giving 4,000 revolutions a minute) for î hr. The process was
repeated again and again till the last bacillus was destroyed and the
whole fliid become perfectly transparent. Trudeau, however, has found
living bacilli in T. R. and douibts whether one can ever be sure that they
are absent. Koch evidently believes that one or more living bacilli are
incapable of harm to a tuberculous organism.

The immunizing action of T. R. is very great, but this is entirely apart
from any febrile reaction, while in the old tuberculin the two were
associatel. If one be immunized with T. R. he is proof against treat-
ment with, T. A. or T. O. For the preparation of T.R. the most recent
and. virulent cultures must be used.

HIRs&HFELDER's TUBERCT'LINE (Oxqtuberculine).-I have dwelt upon
the principal tuberculins and serumis whicli up to the present have at-
tracted the attention of the medical profession, as a prelude to the detail-

For the sake of brevity the tubercle bacillus will hereafter be referred to as T.B.C., a
Pu"oaym which in constantly employed in Mt. Sinai Hospital.
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ed description of oxytuberculin, and in order that a better comparison
may be made between the underlying principles involved in its manufac-
ture and those of others, and to do this rightly reference must first be
made to an event which is now classic in the annals of surgery and medi-
cine.

In 1862, the late Sir Spencer Wells, opening the abdomen for the re-
moval of what he believed to be an ovarian tumor, was surprised to find,
instead, the intestines covered with pearly nodules, interspersed between
which were gray granulations, fibrinous deposits in all directions, and a
large amount of opalescent fluid. He quickly closed the abdomen, recog-.
nizing instantly that he had to deal with tuberculous peritonitis and be-
lieving that his action might causethe woman her death.

To his surprise the symptoms for which operation had been advised
soon disappeared, and on re-opening the abdomen some time later it was
found that the tluid had been absorbed and the tubercles had gone.

Since then laparotomy for the relief of tuberculous peritonitis has been
looked upon as a justifiable and even a routine procedure, so much so, in
fact, that Konig has recorded 131 cases with but 3% of deaths, Lindner
205 cases with mortality 7.5°/. and Rorsch 358, with complete recovery
in 250. (Allbutt, System of Med. iii., 670).

The theory most generally accepted is that of the oxygen so admitted
being fatal to the bacillus tuberc., or more likely to its toxalbumins, as
the bacillus itself is aerobic. This theory is indeed in line with the
general constitutional therapy of sunlight and air advocated by all
physicians for their consumptive patients; whilst in the great process of
nitrification we see but another application of this law.

In studying this theory and the phenomena mentioned, Hirschfelder
became convinced that the deleterious agent present in tuberculous peri-
tonitis was really a tuberculine, such as Koch had artifically produced
from veal bouillon and a culture of the bacillus ; and that the admission
of ozone to the abdominal cavity had, by destroying certain poisonous
properties of this tuberculine, left a purified remedial agent, which he
named Oxytuberculine. It was this oxytuberculine, he reasoned, which
caused the tubercles to disappear, and at once he determined to cultivate
if possible an artificial product. Accepting Koch's tuberculine (original)
as the best to be obtained for the basis of his experiments, search was
next made for the most suitable oxydising agent, which, after many ex-
periments, was found to be Hydrogen peroxide, H2. 02.

The first results were not gratifying and Hirschfelder substituted for
Koch's tuberculine one made as follows: " A highly virulent culture of
T.B.C. was floated upon veal bouillon containing 4% Glycerine, 1% Pep-
tone and J% Sod. Chloride, to every litre of which, when neutralized 3
c.c. of a normal solution of Soda Carb. was added." It will be noted that
in both tnberculines an acid is generated, which of itself would be fatal
to development after a certain point, but in the modified serum the al-
kalinity is ultimately restored. (Since T.R. has been placed upon the
market it is used in preference to all others).

The remainder of the process is as follows: " A measured quantity of
the tuberculine so formed is mixed with 1-10 the quantity of a 10 Vol Sol
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H2..0.2., and placed in a stertilizer at 1000 C. Every 12 hours the same
quantity of H2. 02. is added until the total amount so added equals that
òf the tuberculine. The total quantity so obtained is heated once more
for 12 hours at 100° C. and then found to present these characteristics:
Containing H2. 02.; highly acid; decidedly darker than. the original
tuberculine. The solution is then alkalinized with N.A.O.H. and re-heated
to drive off the excess of H2. 02., after which 50/ of Boric Acid is added
to keep it from decomposing, and the solution is then filtered into sterile
vessels." Such is the process by which a tuberculine has been inanufac-
tured differing radically from any of its predecessors, and giving brilliant
promise but requiring to be carefully weighed in the balance of profes-
sional opinion generally.

ADMINISTRATION.-1. The best syringe to use is a large one such as
Diphtheria Antitoxine is given with, and graduated up to 40 or 60 c.c.

An asbestos packing is preferable, as then the entire syringe can be
taken apart, and each portion boiled, thus rendering it absolutely sterile.
An ordinary aspirating syringe or large hypodermic may be used if none
other is handy.

2. The oxytuberculine is now irritating and may be injected subcutane-
ously in almost any portion of the body, though the back is generally
selected. Uiniform and gentle pressure should be made over the site of
injection to aid in diffusion. There is no febrile reaction, and the pain
only that of an ordinary type. There will be no subsequent infiltration
of tissue, unless the liquid has become infected, which may happen, as it
is an aseptic not an antiseptie solution If it become cloudy, or should
the injection produce local irritation, the fiuid must be re-sterilized by
heat for about 15 minutes.

The skin, of course, is to be well cleansed before injection, and the
needle boiled.

3. Commence treatment with 5 e c. injected daily and increased by 5 c.c.
every 3 days, until 20 c.c. is given. This is the usual limit, but in many
cases a much larger dose can be administered.

Hirschfelder has given 100 c e. (over three ounces), which is about
equivalent to 5 c.c. of Koch's old tuberculine.

4. When the usual maximum dose, 20 c.c., has been reached stop for
three days, and in preference to increasing the dose commence a second
series of injections with an initial dose of 5 c.c.. and if necessary a third,
fourth or fifth series.

5. If the case be in an advanced stage, injections may require to be ex-
tended over a period of about 3 nonths.

6. Unlike Diphtheria Antitoxine no remote effects upon the organs of
excretion need be feared.

RESULTS.-Dr. Hirschfelder is naturall v enthusiastic over his discovery,
which, if reports are true, is certainly an important one. The investiga-
tions were reported by hin to his class, as they progressed, during the
the session '95-'96 and when comnpleted, a committee of the Faculty of
Cooper Med. College were asked to undertake a complete and impartial
investigation into the merits of this new tuberculine, and in addition to
examine the cases then, and previously under treatment. The committee
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has lately reported most favorably, endorsing Dr. Hirschfelder's claims as
to its curative properties. and laying special stress upon the fact that
oxydation had completely destroyed any deleterious products of T.B.C.
The Royal Belgian Academy of 'Medicine his, at the request of Dr.
Hirschfelder, sent a distinguished member of the Academy to San Fra,-
cisco to investigate every feature of the case, and to report not only as
to its remedial powers, but as to its discovery and preparation. Trials of
oxytuberculine are now being carried on in Brussels and Paris, so that ere
long authoritative reports may be expected. Many physicians are now
making use of it throughout the West, though, so far as I can ascertain,
Mt. Sinai is the only osp. at present giving it a systemiatic trial.*
Under the rules of the Hospital, however, tuberculous patients are only
admitted in exceptional cases, therefore extended reports must corne from
institutions, having a large number of consumptives. Appended will be
found the records of six cases, together with the latest statistices collected
by Hirschfelder. Pending the reports from Europe, there is no reason
why physicians generally should not make use of oxytuberculine, espe-
cially in early cases, for clinical experiment has proved that if not
curative in every instance, it, at least, produces no febrile reaction, con-
otitutional depression or deleterious influence upon the body organs.
This I can confirm from my own observations on the few cases here, in
which it has been tried. I would also urge that practitioners using it
should report- their remulta either pro. or con.; for, reports from the great
body of physicians in the United States and Canada will be of much
more value than the opinions of a few savants, no matter how great their
learning or how wide their reputation.

In noting these facts and presenting the following cases, I am anxious
not to extol oxytuberculine as having wonderful curative properties,
and on the other hand to avoid any expressions which might prevent it
fron being thoroughly tried. It is but right to add that the statements
of Dr. Hirschfelder have been warmly challenged by some physicians, they
claiming that the process has been borrowed almost in toto from Koch,
the principal difference being that he uses Hydrogen Dioxide instead of
Hydrogen Monoxide. Of the truth of this statement I cannot say; it
seems to me, however, that there has been a great deal of bickering en-
gendered by Hirschfelder's work, iainly between champions of rival
Medical Colleges.

A detailed and accurate description of the manufacture of both Koch's
new tuberculine and oxytuberculine has been given above, to which
reference may be made. Hirschfelder acknowledges his indebtedness to
Koch for all work up to a certain point, claiming merely that oxytuber-
culine is a decided advance which he himself has thought out. It is
urged that Koch initiated the theory of oxidation by centiifuging the
mass of titrated bacilli dissolved in water (Hydrogen Monoxide) go that
Hirschfelder, in employing Hydrogen Dioxide at a later period, is merely
altering the process. After a close perusal of Koch's original article -in
the Deutsche Med. Wochenichrift, April 1, '97, I cannot find other rea-

*The oxytuberculine was obtained in July from Dr. Hirschfelder, through the kindness of
Dr. L. W. Allen of the Resident Staff, and was the first to be used in the East.
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sons for Koch's use of H2. O. than as a solvent, while the object of centri-

fugation is plainly stated.
Personally, I believe the tuberculine to be an excellent remedy, and

the marked result obtained in Case IV. has impressed me very favorably.

Had I a large number of tuberculous patients to treat, oxytuberculine

would certainly be used with all.
As with every therapeutic agent, the chances of success are in direct

ratio to the stage of the disease.
Hirschfelder lays, naturally, much stress upon this point and divides

the disease into 4 stages:
i. " Infiltration of lungs with more or less pallor, loss of weight, cough,

sputum containing T.B.C.
ii. Extensive infiltration of lungs with hectic fever, emaciation, large

amount of sputum with many T.B.C. No cavities.

iii. Cavities, but still a fair degree of vigor. No dyspnoa when patient

is quiet, but marked shortness of breath on exertion.

iv. Large cavities, and decided dyspnœa, profuse night-sweating, etc."

Total No. Cured Much Slightly Un- Worse. Died.
treated. Improved. Improved. changed.

Stage i. 4 4 •

Stage ii. 9 4 5

Stage iii. 25 2 18 3

Stage iv. il 1 5 1 2 1 1

49 Il 28 3 5 1 1

INTUBATION.-Dr. Trumpp mentions that there is still some doubt as

to the method of taking out the tube after intubation, whether by means

of a piece of attached thread or by the extractor. There are disadvan-

tages attending the thread method, and especially because the fixing of

the tubes thus produced does not allow of its free play, and hence causes

a liability to erosion of the parts. The use of the extractor, on the

other hand, is hardly possible in private practice, as a sudden stoppa e

of the tube by membrane might cause suffocation unless the tube cou d

be withdrawn without delay. T he use of the extractor may also re-

quire considerable skill, especially where a small tube sinks deeply into

the larynx. In a case where attempts at extraction caused a small tube

thus to sink further down, the author adopted the following device:

Pressure with the thumb was made on the trachea, just below the cricoid

cartilage, where the end of the tube could be felt; the cough thus pro-

duced forced the tube out. The author has found that this method of

expression never failed in the cases in which he subsequently tried it.

The pressure nay be made with both thumbs, the fingers finding support

on the neck; it should be directed inwards nd directly upwards. If a

more powerful pressure is exerted the tube may be forced not only into

the mouth but even completely out of it. The author has never seen

any dismdvantages attendingthis method. Of course the pressure should

be made intelligently and not in too forcible a manner.-Mun. Med.

Woch.
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TUE RADICAL CURE OF UMBILICAL IERNIA BY OMPRAL-
ECTOMY.

BY JOSEPH RANSOHOFF, M.D., F.R.C.S., CINCINNATI.

The division of umbilical hernias into the congenital and acquired haslong been fixed, since they differ in etiology and, to a certain extent, intheir anatomical relations. In the present paper I beg to limit consider-
ation to the umbilical hernia of adults.

In all its phases this bas been, from the infancy of the art chirurgical,the umost dreaded and the least cared for of the more common varieties ofrupture. The rapidity with which gangrene develops in comparison withother forms of strangulated hernia and the relatively large fatality ofrelief operations must account for this former dread. For the long neg-lect in the matter of radical treatment, other than retention by truss,
to which the non-strangulated hernias of the navel have been subjected,
three factors are responsible. First, the mechanical diffieulties of theoperation inherent in the abdominal parietes; second, the complications,
visceral and orental, within the hernia; and third, the very general ten-dency to recurrence. A brief consideration of these factors seems war-
ranted, ince it entails the better comprehension of, the sources of failure
and points the way to methods that nake this less frequent.

The mechanical difficulties afforded by the abdominal walls are ordin-
arily a very thick layer of adipose tissue, in the depths of which, often
two or three inches removed froin the wound nargin, there is found asmall hernial ring. In three of the cases Io be appended, this layer offat, with the old o[eration of median incision, would have made the lo-
sure of the ring in the depths of the wound very difficult. Added tothis layer of fat, in hernias that are larger than the size of a walnut,
there is a very thin layer of integument, a spread-out covering of theumbilical cicatrix, which after operations even aseptically made is prone
to undergo necrosis and be the cause of a late wound infection. The
chief obstacle to success, so far as the abdominal wall is concerned, is inthe hernial ring itself. As a rule, it is an aperture the margins of which
are thin, rigid, and difficult of approximation, even when the ring is an



inch or less in diameter. In yet other cases, from omental adhesions or

the use of convex pads, the margins are very much thickened and rigid,
but none the less difficult of approximation. It is for this reason prob-
ably that most operators have at one time or another seen the necessity
of enlarging the fascial aperture or excising it altogether, to be enabled

to bring about a fair apposition. The most perfect approximation of the

umbilical ring, wben firmly united, still leaves no miuscular covering be-
twe en the peritoneum and the integument. The tendency to recurrence

with every renewed tension upon the abdominal wall, such as would

occur during pregnancy, would necessarily follow.
The visceral and omental complications of umbilical hernia form the

source of greatest anxiety during the operation. In hernias of small

size, though irreducible, the contents are, as a rule, hmited to a large
mass'of omentum, which, though adherent in one or many places to the

sac or the ring, can ordinarily be separated with little ditliculty and re-

moved. In the larger hernias there is almost invariably found a part of
the transverse colon, and not infrequently many coils of the small intes-

tine. While the latter do not ordinarily form adhesions, the transverse

colon is prone to becorMe adherent to the sac wall or to the omentum, or
tô both. To complicate further the relations, the sac is, as a rule, mul-
tilocular and divided into iimperfect compartments by the presence of

bands stretching f rom wall to wall. Fortunately, in these cases the her-

nial ring is, as a rule, very large, for which reason strangulation at the

ring is a comparatively infrequent occurrence in these cases of umbilical

hernias that resemble eventration. Nevertheless, even heie obstruction

of the protruded intestine is followed by colicky pains, vomiting, or gas-
tric disturbances often enough to make it necessary to attempt a radical

cure; or, if this is not feasible, so to enlarge the ring by incision as to

preclude the probability of temporary obstruction. In these large even-

trationý much has in recent years been accomplished by radical opera-
tion ; the only limit to operative interference would be so contracted a

con ition of the abdominal cavity as to prevent or preclude the probabil-

ity of a return of the protruded intestine without the danger of inducig
oberuction. There is no phase of abdominal surgery in which the dan-

ger of unintentionally wounding an adherent intestine is greater than in
these large umlilical hernias when operated upon by the old method of
the single median incision.

From the foregoing, the tendency to recurrence in cases operated upon
by the older iethod is in part explained. The imperfect apposition of
the margins of the ring, the absence of a muscular covering, unequal
pressure on the wound inargins by the interrupted su, ure passing through
the entire thickness of the abdoiiinal walls, the tendency to fat necrosis
and loughing of the integument, are all held accountable for the imme-
diate failures often obtained and the very decided tendency to recurrence.
Within recent years three very decisive steps have been taken to over-
come the obstacles to success theretofore existent.

The first of these is the excision of the umbilical ring in all radical

operations; the second, the suturing of the median borders of the recti

muscles to each other; the third, the closure of aponeurosis and mutseh'
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by a suture separate and distinct fronh that of the overlying adipose and
cutaneous layers.

In 1888 Keen was forced to resort to excision of the ring in a case of
strangulated hernia. Before that, in 1866, Storer had already resorted to
this procedure, which probably has been force l on many operators. It
remained, however, for Condemin, 1892, to elevate his procedure into a
distinct method of operating for umbilical hernia. His object from the
beginning is to excise the hernial ring, for which purpose he opens the
peritoneum by elliptical incisions which meet above and below the med-
ian line and are carried directly down to the peritoneum outside of the
peritoneal covering. After division of the skin, adipose layers, and fasciæ,
he opens the peritoneum on the outer side of -the ring itself. The single
median incision is therefore discarded entirely. In the cases in which I
resorted to this procedure, and two of them were of very large hernias,
the operation proved to be very simple. It very greatly facilitated the
return of the reducible portion of the hernial contents, and after the
split ing of the sac, subsequently made, lessened, it seemed very greatly,
the difficulties of separating adherent omentum and intestine. In one of
the cases the hernia was quite as large as an adult head, the patient be-
ing of short stature and weighing over two hundred pounds. Except for
the elliptical incision, the task of exposing, thoroughly the ring and of
severing adhesions of omentum and transverse colon would have been ex-
tremely tedious and accordingly dangerous. A further advantage of the
complete excision of the hernial sac, with all the'coverings of the hernia,
together with the ring, is that at the close of the operation the conditions
of the wound are best suited to primary union. The attenuated skin, the
surrounding fat, the fibrous margins of the hernial ring, which are liable
to necrosis, are removed, so that the wound really is like that left after
the ordinary median laparotomy. In this method of operating, further-
more, there is included, as a rule, by necessity, the suggestion made by
Gersuny in 1893, to suture together the median borders of the recti after
opening their sheaths, in order that a continuons muscular plane may
oppose the recurrence of the hernia. Unfortunately, the subjects of ac-
quired umbilical hernia are usually women blessed with more fat than
muscle, and the recti are found to be poorly developed, atrophic, or the
site of fatty infiltration, so that in them too much importance must not
be attached to the completion of the muscular plane between the abdom-
inal cavity and integument as a preventive of recurrence. A third step
in advance has been made in the separate suturing of the fascia and
muscular layers on the one hand, and the integument on the other. In
the four cases recorded, I have resorted to the silver-wire buried suture
for the deeper structures, and the subcutaneous suture for the superficial
part of the wound. In only one of the cases, that of the largest hernia,
did secondary infection follow on fat necrosis. The deeper portion of the
wound was not opened by the mishap. It is nearly a year since the op-
eration was performed and a recurrence has not taken place. In a second
case, in which the radical operation followed the relief for strangulation,
a similar wound complication resulted. In one of the cases, which healed
per primam, an abscess formed about the ligated omentum four months
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after the operation and discharged through the abdominal wall. In

three of the cases which I beg now to report, the operation was that of

radical cure by omphalectomy. In the fourth case, that of a strangulated

hernia, the omphalectony was made secondary to the old operation.

CASE I.-Mrs. S , Dayton, O., aged forty-nine years, widow, has

given birth to ten children, the oldest twenty-seven years of age. She

has had a hernia since the birth of her last child, ten years ago. It was

at first reducible, but, notwithstanding the use of trusses, has grown very
much and become irreducible. She has never had any strangulation, but

has suffered very much from colicky pains and constipation, which attacks

come on at irregular intervals of one or two nonths, and confine her to

bed for days at a time. When not so affected she is able to do her work

as a laundress. During the last two months she has been almost entirely
unable to work.

Present condition: Very fleshy woman, little over five feet in height,
weighing between two hundred and two.hundred and ten pounds. Pre-

sents an umibilical hernia nearly as large as an adult head, within which

portions of the colon can be readily mapped out by percussion. On a

rough estimate, about one-third of the hernial protrusken is reducible.

What feels like an oMental mass can be outlined within the tumor. The

hernial ring has a measurement of about six inches in its long diameter

and three in its transverse. Owing to omental adhesions the outline of

the ring cannot be everywhere distinctly felt.
Operation, October, 25th, 1895, at the Good Samaritan Hospital, mor-

phine and A.-C.-E. anosthesia. An incision beginning about three inches

above the upper margin of the hernia in the middle hne, surrounding it

on both sides, and terminating a little distance below in the median line,

was made. After dividin., the abdominal wall, layer after layer, upon
either side, the subperitoneal fat was reached and the peritoneum opened
on the left side, the finger being used as a guide. Incision was made

through the peritoneum upward and downward, completely encircling the

ring upon its left side. By retracting the medim margn of the wound
the ring was readily exposèd to view, and the entrance through it into

the hernia of the omentum, parts of the transverse colon, and of the coils

of the small intestine could be seen. With the intestine exposed, reducible

portions of the hernia were returned to the abdominal cavity, where they

were retainied with large gauze aprons. To facilitate the return of the

adherent portions, the ring and the hernial sac were now divided Irom

within and the adherent contents completely exposed. There were many
large and small apartnents in the hernial sac. The entire omentum was

contained within the sac, adherent in many places, but for the most part
converted into an irreducible fibro-lipomatous mass, which was removed,

after ligation, in four divisions. The adhesions of the transverse colon

were likewise separated without much difficulty. The removal of the

hernial sac, together with the overlying integument, was completed by
division of the peritoneum in the line of the ellipse upon the right side.

Closure of the wound was made by buried silver-wire mattress sutures.

The external wound was closed by buried silkworm-gut sutures.

To prevent pocketing, three deep silkworm-gut sutures were placed
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through the entire thickness of skin and fat layer of the abdominal wall.
When completed, the wound resembled an ordinary laparotomy wound
about ten inches in length. Time of operation, forty-five minutes.

Subsequent history: The patient made an uninterrupted recovery,
except that a fat necrosis developed within the grasp of one of the inter-
rupted silkworm-gut sutures. This was followed by suppuration on the
fourteenth day and somewhat protracted recovery. There never was
any elevation of temperature above the normal. The patient was dis-
charged well December 8th, six weeks after operation, without abdominal
support.

CASE II.-Mrs. J. D -, aged sixty years, of Richwood, Ky.; married,
mother of six children. She has had an umbilical hernia for niany years,
and has frequently suffered from colicky pain. She was seized with
violent pain, vomiting, and obstipation on April 9th, when she was seen
by Dr. Duncan, of Walton, Ky., who recognized the presence of strangu-
lation. When seen thirty-six þours after the inception of the symptoms,
the patient presented an umbilical hernia the size of a large walnut,
tender to the touch, and irreducible. The integument covering it was
very thin, and through it a mass of omentum could easily be distinguish-
ed. The usual symptoms of acute strangulation were present.

Operation, under A.-C.-E. anæsthesia. Incision in the middle opening
of the sac revealed a well-marked strangulation by a ring one-half inch
in diarneter. The contents were an adherent mass of omentum, beneath
which was found a coil of the small intestine tightly held by the ring.
When this was divided, the intestine was readily brought into the wound,
and, being found healthy, was returned. The omentum, adherent to the
sae wall in a number of places, was removed after ligation of the pedicle.
When the sac had been removed it was found that the edges of the ring
were very much attenuated, rigid, and difficult of approximation. An
inçision was therefore made one-half an inch above and below the mar-
gins of the ring, and this completely dissected out The sheaths of the
recti muscles were by this procedure opened and readily approximated.
The superfluous integument was removed by two semilunar incisions and
the wound closed by deep and superficial sets of sutures. This patient
made an uninterrupted recovery, save for a limited sloughing of the fat
contained between the superticial and deep sutures. The hernia has not
returned.

CASE III.-Mrs. S. R , of Greeley, Col., operated upon at the Jew-
ish Hospital, January 4th, 1895. Patient, aged fifty-nine years, mother
of four children, has had an umhilical hernia for many years. She has
never had attacks of strangulation, but frequent attacks of colicky pain,
gastric disturbance dyspeptic in character, and cardiac palpitation. These
are almost always developed after the ingestion of a full meal, and are
associated with sevei e pain in the hernia. At other times the hernia
presents nothing indicative of its relation to the gastric symptoms pre-
sented.

Present condition: Patient has a small umibilical hernia the size of a
walnut. The abdominal wall is den'ely covered with fat and is pendu-
lous; the hernia is covered with attenuated skin, through which adher-
ent omentum can be outlined.
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Operation: A.-C.-E. narcosis. An elliptical incision completely sur-
rounding the hernial tumor and beginning an inch above and terminating
an inch below the median line was made. The incision was continued

through the entire thickness of the abdominal wall, ineluding the peri-
toneum. The peritoneum was first divided on the left side, when the

omentum could readily be discerned entering through the hernial ring.'

Since no intestine entered at all, the incision was made througlh the peri-

toneum upon the opposite side, and the hernia, together with the omen-

tum, drawn into the wound. The latter was ligated at its point of en-

trance into the sac and returned to the abdominal cavity, The operation

was completed by deep, buried silver-wire sutures and subeutaneous silk-

worm-gut sutures. The patient made an uninterrupted recovery. She

was discharged from the hospital February 10th, 1895. Three months

later she developed an abscess about the omental stump, which was open-
ed through the abdominal wall in the region of the gall bladder. With

the outflow of pus there was discharged the ligature placed about the

omentum. This is the only case in my experience in which the ligation

of the omentum has been fol lowed by suppuration.

CASE IV.-Mrs. J. C-, Cincinnati Hospital, married. Admitted to

the service April 24th, 1896. She lias in the last years been very fleshy,
and for ten years has had an umbilical hernia, which has, through fre-

quent attacks of colie, interfered with her work as housemaid. The

hernia is about the size of a large fist and irreducible. Pressure upon it

is painful in places. Intestinal contents cannot be discovered.

Operation, April 25th, 1896, as in previous case. The sac contained

almost all of the apron of the omentum, which could not be returned and'

was removed in sections after ligation with strong catgut. The hernial

ring measured an inch in length by three-fourths of an mch mn width.

The umbilical ring, and all of the overlying soft parts ineluded within the

elliptical incision, were then removed and the wound was closed with'

deep silver and superficial silkworm-gut sutures. The patient made an

uninterrupted recovery.
The cases reported have been operated on within two years, a period

too short to warrant conclusions as to the permanence of the cures.

Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that in umbilical as in post-oper-

ative ventral hernias the visceral protrusion usually occurs within a few

months of the operation. In all of the cases the abdominal wall at the

wound site is firm, and I hardly look for recurrence. The salient features

of the operation as performed, namely, excision of the ring, suture of the

recti muscles, and buried inetallic sutures, form the basis of my confi-

dence in the results obtained. Should further experience fail to shake it,

it is certain that many patients with umbilical hernias can by this

method be rescued from what is always a source of great annoyance, and

often a direct menace to life.-Medical Record.

OIL OF WINTERGREEN FOR HERPEs ZOSTER.- Chambard - Hénon re-

lates a case of herpes zoster cured by oil of wintergreen, used externally.

-Journal de Médicine de Parie.
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THE TREATMENT OF SPRAINS.

Injuries classified as sprains fall, on closer inspection, under one or
more of four headings. These are contusions, ligamentous injuries, syno-
vitis of the joint, and teno-synovitis of the muscles near the injured
joint.

The treatment which has been pursued is as. follows.: The mildest
cases have been satisfactorily treated by daily massage and bandaging.
I have never used inimediate massage in severe sprains, perhaps from a
feeling of timidity, but partly because I have seen cases of recent sprain
made decidedly more acute from the application of massage in presum-
ably competent hands. At the City Hospital we have facilities for
massage, but in my term of service I have limited it wholly in the severer
cases to the timie when heat and extreme sensitiveness have disappeared,
and w lien it seems to me desirable to stimulate the local circulation. Our
hospital out-patients recover more quickly and more completely than be-
fore we had massage facilities.

Taking the ankle-joint as a type in acute sprains, I have been able to
obtain the best results by the immediate application of wet mill-board
strips applied over several layers of sheet wadding and bandaged tightly
but evenly. This dressing is left undisturbed, except for additional roller
bandages applied outside, for two or three days. At the end of this time,
if the swelling has disappeared for the most part, if the sprain was a
severe one, a circular plaster-of-Paris bandage is applied from the toes to
below the knee. This bandage is split and renmoved every two or three
days to note the progress of the joint. With the subsidence of the acute
symptoms massage is begun, and the plaster at once reapplied for twenty-
four hours. The plaster is discontinued gradually, to be replaced by a
flannel bandage. Douches of hot and cold water are used in connection
with massage.

The aim of the treatment is at first to quiet the gereral and local cir-
culation by general and local rest, and thus to limmit the effusion and
joint irritation, and then at the earliest moment to revei t to stimulating
measures and restricted use of the recovering joint.

The immediate application of plaster-of-Paris is objectionable, because
in twenty-four hours the swelling subsides somewhat and leaves the
plaster loose; or, if the swelling increases, discomfort or constriction
may occur.

Half-way measures have little to commend them. Cotton bandages
and hot water, however faithfiilly applied, are but poor makeshifts.
Sticking plaster is better, but lacks precision, althougli affording a par-
tial fixation; and in the ankle, applied as a figure-of-eight bandage, it
often affords excellent support. But, in general, it may be said that a
sprain is either slight enough to be treated by massage from the first, or
severe enough to receive for a day or two, at leasr, the most complete and
eflicient fixation.--Io8ton Med. and Surg. Journ.
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The insanity of adolescence presents a complex psychological problem.

So very varied, indeed, are the manifestations of the signs and symptoms
that to discriminate the normal mental powers from the abnormal requires

a broad knowledge of the human mind both in health and disease. When

we remember that the fundamental science of mind is psychology i is

evident that if we wish to pursue an analytical study of the mental

phenomena found in the insanity of adolescence we must follovr, at least,
the well-known bearings of the normal psychology.

When the changes of the ego incidental to the period of puberty and

adolescence are projected abruptly into the life of an individual, there

follows a disturbance of the mental equilibrium which, if not carefully

guarded, may result in insanity. These new impulses, these new ideas,
belong to the affective mental life of the individual, and unless these im-

pulses and ideas invade " the old circle of thought and become constituent

parts of it, thus making his subjective feelings subservient to the altered

physical state, there is apt to result a great revolution in the intellect."

The first evidences of insanity will be in the higher psychical functions

and in disturbances of the motor-sensory nerves. For convenience in con-

sideration then of the subject, the higher psychical disturbances will first

be reviewed, then the motor-sensory, then the nutritive functions.

BIGHER PSYCHICAL.

Within the past quarter of a century there have been great strides made

in the stn dy of the genesis of the mind, from the standpoint of the physiol-

ogist. This movement, led by Preyer, has given us the present science of

psycho-physies, of which child study is a prominent and growing part. This

painstaking and essentially practical method of the study of mental devel-

opment gives us actual facts observed under actual conditions, and bas

thus relieved us of that inconsequential metaphysical conception of mind

and its growth, which from the time of Plato bas stood for psychology.
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These methods of study, when applied to adolescence, give us sex differ-

entiations in the higher psychical phenomena, the differentiations of mdi-

viduals and, in fact, the differentiations of -race psychology itself.

The study of the normal psychology of adolescence is but in its infancy;

much yet remains to be brought out by laboratory methods of nquiry.

However, we know that adolescence is a period that demonstrates admir-

ably Herbert Spencer's definition of mind, that it is composed of feelings

and the relations between feelings, for adolescent mental phenomena are

largely al feelings. Volition is at high tension, and the emotions while

not dissociated from the intellectual states are yet under great strain.

Then it is that discrimination from which, Bain says, mind starts, is ex-

cited to its greatest. The consciousness of new impressions is expanded

s0 that the minuteness, the delicacy of feeling, is brought out. The native

inequality of individuals is more apparent at this time and the mental

alertness. so-called smartness, becomes significant.

Then another feature of the normal psychology of adolescence is the

retentive faculty, memory. It is at this time that much of the intellectual

development occurs. The plastic power of the mmd in acquisition is at

its height, and this function, which is the highest energy of the brain, sub-

mits as never before to mental exercise. While largely self-sustaining and

recoverable from strain, the mind can at this time be greatly over-strained

and permanent damage result. The constructive functions of the mmd

during adolescence are especially interesting, the flights from mere repeti-

tion to the heights of imagination and fancy are s metimes astonishing.

One of the greatest feats of the plasticity of the mind is concentration.

The expenditure of nervous force under normal mental conditions is

great. This power when abnormal turns nervous energy into one channel,

and, as a result, all other processes suffer.

Emotions are really the battlefield of adolescent revolution. The in-

tense emotions of love, of anger, of power, of superiority, of self-love, of

vanity, of curiosity, of activity, of disgrace, of censure, all play their

parts in the varied sad scenes of the disease. At no time in the life of an

individual are the emotions more alert and quick to respond to impressions

without reason than during the period of adolescence. Love is at the

height of its glory, and when within the bonds of normal control it brings

blessings in its train. It is a passion which is said to be blind, even in the

normal, but in the abnormal it runs riot and brings disgrace, dishonor,

even murder and suicide in its wake. The amatory passions seem to con-

trol the whole aspect of adolescence, and open the way for the ingress of

allied impressions.
Love and religion mingle-they go hand in band because the emotional

elements are one and the same. It is a fact proven by the statistics of

revivals of religion that it is at this period that more conversions are made

than at any other. Emotional prodigality at this time plants the seeds for

future disturbances of the easily impressionable. Religion invites intro-

spection which, if not guided by reason, eventuates in great dangers.

Socrates recognized that the youth must be urged to exert his powers to

go higher than self and not pause for introspection. If " self-conscious.-

ness " becomes the dominant emotional demonstration the youth is apt to
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become greatly disturbed as to his relations with God and the future, and
harm results. Pseudo-piety generally precedes most mental break-downs
of adolescence, and it may be considered as a premomitory symptoin.

Thé anatory passion, as befure stated, is largely the most prominent
affective agent responsible for miuch of the mental disease of this period.
It leads to the practice of masturbation, and when this is engrafted on a
mentally unstable or nervous individual, sooner or later its effects will be

noticeable.
In certain introspective forms of mental disease we find emotional con-

centration so intense that all other nervous functions are distut-bed. I
have seen peristalsis arrested by the affective impressions of melancholy.
In fact, the physical effects of concentration are apparent in all cases of
the melancholy type.

The abnormal psychology of the higher psychical aspect, then, is to be
found in the will, volition, discrimiiiation, agreement and in emotional
upheavals.

SENSORY-MOTOR.

The special study of the sensory-motor disturbances of adolescence have
not been fully studied, but the researches thus far have shown mcreased
reflexes, intensification of special sense powers in the normal, and in the
abnormal when the maniacal forn of insanity results.

In the mental disease called katatonia, by Kahlbaum, we may have an
insanity quite frequent during adolescence. It is characterized by pro-
found motorial involvement. Melancholia first is evident, followed
by maniacal change of longer or shorter duration, after which appear
the characteristie rigidity, immobility and ar,æsthesis. Spontaneous
movement is entirely arrested, in fact, profound catalepsy may be noticed.
Usually imnobility is not complete, but the so-called symptom of nega-
tivisn is narkedly present when we attempt to move a limb. When this
is done the muscles antagonistic to the movement become rigid and otfer

powerful resistance.
If we succeed, however, in moving the limb it will remain in the posi-

tion we placed it in, indefinitely.
Such patients are given to statuesque attitudes, not artistie, however.

This arrested notor function involves the entire system of voluntary
muscles, and even the eyelids and vocal cords. Mutisn may prevail, as a
result, for months, although the patient may be conscious of what is said
and attempt to speak. It is remarkable'with all this inhibited action, when
the patient seems utterly unconscious of bis surroundings and remains in

this condition sometimes for ionths, that after those symptoms disappear,
and he opens bis eyes, can speak, etc., Fe can recite pretty much all

that bas happened during this interval. That they have kept account of

time, the days of the month, etc., is frequently the case.
I know this to be a fact. froni several cases studied and noted during

my hospital experience. Vaso-motor and trophie symptoms are usually
present during such attacks. The explanation of these motorial phenomena
is that there is revolution in sensory-motor centres of the cortex. The dis-

ordered function involves both the motor and sensory areas and extends
to the trophic centers in the cord. This intricate morbid phenomenon in-



cludes the vaso-motor effects and nutrition. In the words of Maudsley,
" The sorrow which has no vent in tears may make other organs weep."
The melancholy thus is but the mental expression of a condition of the
cortex which the sensory-motor and trophic changes also indicate. ' It is
possible that the theory of the movement of neurone will yet give us a
more scientific explanation of this fact.

NUTRITION.

Nutrition is greatly impaired in profound cases of adolescent insanity,
especially of the melancholy type. A neurasthenic condition is present
in many of the cases. Digestion is especially disturbed, the tongue is
coated, the breath is foul. Imperfect digestion is a factor and consti-
pation becomes of serious importance at times. -Bodily weight suffers in
both forms: in the maniacal from exhaustion, and in melancholy, fron in-
disposition to eat.

Nutritional disturbances may invade purely central nervous organs and
cause arrest of the skull growth and further signs of degeneration extend-
ing to the hair, nails, and even the bones thensel"es.

CLINICAL DESCRIPTION.

Now the clinical description of the disease is best shown by the recital of
several cases illustrating the various types.

CAsE I.-The patient, female, aged 19, single, father died insane, grand-
father insane. At the age of 16 puberty was well estabtished. She had
been more or less capricious ever since, but it was only within a few months
preceding her commitment to an insane hospital that ber conduct, etc.,
commenced to attract attention from ber friends.

ELhical changes first noticed, a lack of respect was shown ber elders, she
became pert, self-willed, and would brook no authority. Her conduct next
became more turbulent on account of opposition which she received be-
cause of ber fondness for male society. She would fail in love with everv
male who would pay ber the least bit of attention. This grew worse until
attraction for the male sex caused ber to become lewd. She solicited men
openly on the street. Her conduct otherwise became more degenerate.
She would steal and lie, and on account of her stealing she was appre-
hended and then found to be insane. On admission to the hospital for
the insane she burst into maniacal fury, jumped, kicked, swore, destroyed
her clothing, exposed ber person by denuding herself of clothes. She
offered stubborn resistance to everything, would bite, scratch, etc. She
was sleepless and noisy. This outburst lasted for some time, but as ber
physical health improved through treatment, there resulted improvement
first in conduct, then in reason, and at last she recovered and is to-day
well.

It is to be remarked that the prognosis in such a case is good, if treat-
ment is begun early. To this end the existence of mental disease might
be recognized early, and the capricious conduct, the mental aberrations, be
attributed rightly to disease and not to the whimsical conduct of girlhood.

It is too frequent, indeed, that physicians snap their fingers with dis-
dain at such cases and say it is nothing; it will all pass away. My ex-
perience as a family physician (for I am in general practice as well as
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being interested in the special practice of mental and nervous diseases,)
leads me to say that the diagnosis of mental disease will not be tolerated
in a family, as a rule, until some gross act of impropriety or criminal act
impresses them with the fact that something is wrong. An early diag-
nosis in such mental disease and immediate treatment give a favorable
prognosis. Delayed treatinent increases the danger of chronicity, alarm-
ingly.

CASE II.-This patient illustrates the sensory-motor symptoms as well
as the intensity of mental abstraction. Male, aged 22, single, mother in-
sane. He was a college student, and while engrossed in bis studies which,
by the way, were carried without apparent effort, lie became very much
interested in a young lady. His devotion was peculiarly distressing to
her because of its persistence. She liked the young man, but his attention
seemed so utterly at variance with the established customs, that she
thought him peculiar beyond reason. He developed jealousy, became
somewhat demonstrative, harbored delusions of suspicion, and at last de-
clared that he was confident she was immoral.

He became convinced that she was pregnant, and that she had accused
him of being the parent of the unborn child. His vagaries grew and all
centered upon sexual thoughts. At last bis friends declared he should be
treated ; especially were the young lady's friends emphatic in denouncing
bis ideas as purely delusional, which subsequent history found true. He
Was committed to the hospital, having previously become decidedly
inelancholy, introspective and inclined to suicide. On admission he pre-
sented cataleptie symptoms which became more pronounced, and, ulti-
mately, very profound. For seven months be was in the condition de-
scribed by Kahlbaum as katatonia. He had to be fed with a tube, nursed
in every way. His urine was drawn for weeks at a time, and then again
it would involuntarily flow from him. The same condition of the bowels
existed. Sensory changes, vaso-motor and trophic symptoms were pre-
sent, and, for a time, it looked as if death woùld result. However, he
began to improve, and in four months from the cessation of the cataleptic
state he left the hospital recovered. To-day he manages a large farm
with success, and frequently calls in to see me.

Thus is shown the intensity of mental abstraction, how the whole
cortical area, even the spinal cord, was involved in the profound inhibitory
disturbances.

CASE III.-It is not unusual to note a combination of the melancholy
type with the maniacal, in fact, they merge one into the other. In such
cases it bas been my observation that masturbation is very frequently a
factor, possibly in all these cases, if we could obtain full information re-
garding it.

The following is an illustration: Male, aged 20, a peculiar boy
given to introspection, and anti-social in bis make-up. Loved soli-
tude and sombre things, given to excessive piety. His condition finally
became of such a nature as to attract attention. He seemed afraid, would
cry easily and did peculiar things, attempted suicide, feigned epilepsy
and injured his brother. He became morose and would not eat, said that
he had committed the unpardonable sin, would read his bible by the hour,
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could not get forgiveness, etc.; then imagined he had lost bis manbood.
He was placed under my care in a general hospital, where for several

weeks he improved. His parents thought best to remove him to his
home, where he soon relapsed. I suspected that masturbation was a
complication, for in my experience such relapses are usually due to this
practice being resumed.

The delusions, too, are in line with the insanity of masturbation. This
patient is no better to-day than he was six months ago, although a special
attendant is with him constantly and every effort is made to keep him
from the pernicions habit of self-abuse.

The prognosis in such cases should be guarded for the reason that this
practice not infrequently occurs as the result of the disease, and in such
cases degeneration is a factor, and terminal dementia sooner or later
occurs.

CASE IV.-The following case illustrates a type of which ovarian de-
rangement is a prominent symptom, amenorrhea being present. I believe
with Bevan Lewis that the amenorrhea is coincident witli the mental dis-
turbance, and not the caue of it. He says: This period is a great cyclical
developmental stage in which the unfolding of the generative stage goes
on, par passa, with the changes in the innermost penetralia of the
central nervous system. In other words, what is goirg on in the pelvis
and in the brain are but expressions of the same. functional nervous dis-
turbance.

The trophic system of nerves is especially disturbed by this nervous
upheaval. Again, I have seen in cases ot arrested developnent where up
to puberty a fair intellectual development had been attained, that when
the period of adolescence is entered upon, there was evident check in de-
velopment, eventuating in imbecility and arrest in ovarian-uterine evolu-
tion.

The case is as follows: Female, aged 17, menstruated once at 16 and
not since. Soon after the appearance of menses she became iiiorose,
secluded herself, would not eat or speak. This condition persisted for
several months, when she suddenly bccame hilarious, noisy, destructive,
impulsive, and would expose berself indecently. She became pert, vulgoar,
and talked incessantly about love, marriage and sexual indulgence. She
endeavored to attract men, even colored men were approached, and every
attempt made to satisfy her sexual desires, whiclh indeed becamne great.
She was noisy on admission to the hospital, whistled, pounded on the
doors, cursed and used vulgar language. With the improvemnent of ber
physical health she became more quiet, but was inclinud to be hilarious
and restless for several weeks. In due time I hope the excitement will
abate, for it usually does and recovery follows, when the patient gains in
physical health coincident with mental inprovement. The improvement
of the physical health without, mental improvement should be regarded
as unfavorable for recovery. (This patient recovered.)

I could cite other cases, each illustrating some of the peculiarities of
adolescent insanity ; no one case em'braces them all, but time will not per-
mit. Sufficient bas been shown to enable me to conclude that:

1. Adolescent insanity is a pure psychosis, dependent upon hereditary
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factors and acquired conditions which especially inhibit the higher psy-
chical centres, and later the sensory-motor functions of the cortex.

2. The vaso-motor and trophic centres are involved in this form of in-

sanity.
3. The sympathetic nervous function is disturbed and a result there is

apt to eventuate in the female suppressed menstruation or over excitation
of sexual impulse, producing nymphomania.

4. That masturbation is a complication which in the male is apt to
causes relapses and may determine chronic or terminal dementia.

5. There is no period in the life of an individual more important than

adolescence, and ail the safeguards which education, morality and religion
can throw about this period are conducive to a life of future usefulness
for the youth of our land.

[E.-We are inclined to think that catalepsy is not as frequently
found as might be inferred from this article.]

NEW YORK VIEWS OF TYPHOID FEVER.

Communicated to Atlanta Medial and Surgical Journal, New York, December 15, 1897.

The fact that, like the poor, cases of typhoid fever are always
with us, probably explains the degriee of interest, even approaching en-
thusiasm, evoked by the announcement that typhoid fever has been sel-
ected as the theme for discussion at a medical meeting. This spirit of
interest reaches even to those fin de siecle practitioners who ordinarily
look with disdain on ' general medicine " as not being an up-to-date spec-
ialty ; and they will even admit, on these occasions, that there are a few

topics worthy of attention outside of the domain of surgery and gyne-
cology. Certainly, such an opinion finds ample justification ; for one

who listens to a general discussion on the treatment of typhoid fever

c-Innot fail to be impressed with the great diversity of opinion and the

almost total lack of guiding principles that have become crystallized in

the practice of the medical fathers. Thus, one practitioner of many
years and large experience with hydrotherapy will declare, unreservedly,
bis abiding faith in the Brandt method of treatment, and will be ably
seconded by a younger, but equally enthusiastic, professional brother,
who confidently asserts that, although a.few years ago many of our lead-

ing physicians were opposed to this treatment, hardly any can be found

now who are willing to oppose it. Another speaker will admit that the

" tub-bath treatment is the best routine method in the hospital," but adds,
that he is not sure that it has, in itself, been the means of saving many
lives. Stili another will express his entire disapproval of tub-bathing as
a method of treatment, and will insist that, both at the bedside and in

the post-mortem room, he bas observed disastrous results from its em-

ployment. After swords have been crossed and honors divided over the

matter of the bath treatment, the impartial listener and earnest seeker

after the truth is likely to be treated to a sharp tilt between the aavo-

cates and opponents of intestinal antisepsis, as a prominent feature of the
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management of typhoid fever. After these important questions have
been disposed of for the time being, there usually follow a scattering fire
and a good deal of skirmishing over the advisability of using alcoholic
stimulants, the coal-tar anti pyreties, opiates and catharties.

The foregoing is not a mere fanciful description, but is a picture drawn
from real life, and is intended to introduce and, to some extent, explain
what follows.

In a paper on methods of typhoid bathing, based on analysis of 200
cases of typhoid fever observed in hospital practice, Dr. J. P. Thornley
stated that of forty-eight patients treated by the tub-bath alone, three
died, giving a mortality of 6.2 per cent. Relapses and complications were
observed in 37.5 per cent. Twenty-six patients received sponge baths,and the nortality was 15.3 per cent. Of the fifty-eight who receiv-
ed both sponge and tub-baths, 13.7 per cent died, and relapses occurred in
55.1 per cent. Of seventeen who received neither sponge nor tub-baths,
three died, and these three were really inoribund on admission to the hos-
pital. The cases treated by both forms of bathing were of a very severe
type, while the others were comparatively mild. In discussing this paper,
Dr. William H. Thomson said, that out of sixtv-one typhoid fever pa-
tienti treated by him in the Roosevelt Hospital in four months, only five
died, and only eleven had delirium. He attributed these good results to
the treatment, which consisted in giving a bath as often as necessary to
keep the temperature below 103° F., a purgative dose of calomel and
jalap twice a week, large doses of saccharated pepsin and bismuth and adiet of equal parts of milk and lime water. Dr. S. Baruch, who is an
ardent advocate of the Brandt treatment, said that as the diagnosis could
not be positively made before the fifth day, it should be made the rule tobegin hathing all suspicious cases early, and without waiting for a pos-
itive diagnosis. He followed Brandt's rule of giving a bath at 65° F.,
every three hours if the rectal temperature was 102> F. or over, and paid
no attention to the patient's protests; but if the chattering of the teeth
showed that the patient was really too cold, the bath was discontinued.
In discussing the same subject on another occasion, Dr. S. S. Burt stated that
he very seldom resorted to cold baths, because he had come to the con-
clusion that while they lowered the surface temperature and stopped
heat radiation, the generation of heat still went on, and consequently,after a short time the body temperature was likely to be as high, if nothigher, than before the bath. Dr. William Henry Porter said that he
had abandoned the cold bath treatnent after seeing the bath powerless toreduce the temperature below 105e F., and after the autopsy had shown
in this case a remarkable degree of congestion of the kidneys. In his
opinion, the whole treatment of this disease consisted in decreasing toxin
absorption and stimulating the glandular organs to activity. So much for
some of th opinions regarding this oft-disputed part of the management
of typhoid fever.

At one of the meetings of the Society of Alumni of Bellevue Hospital
Dr. Condict W. Cutler took up the other aspects of this subject. Of the
one hundred cases forming the basis of his paper, seventy had been treat-
ed by the heroic methods now largely in vogue, and thirty by a less en-
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ergetie plan. In brief, this latter treatment consisted in the use of calo-
inel and quinine at the very outset, and subsequently in the free use of
morphine to quiet the nervous system, and of small doses of whiskey to
anticipate vital depression. The smallest daily dose of morphine that he
had used had been one-fifth of a grain, and the largest, two grains. De-
lirium was quieted by it, and the action of the Leart improved; but the
drug was contraindicated if there was coma or much stupor already pre-
sent. High temperature he controlled by sponging with tepid water,
followed by frictions. The patient was kept on a diet of peptoriized
milk until convalescence was assured. In the discussion of this paper,
Dr. A. Alexander Snith stated that he was in the habit of controlling
marked restlessness by the use of some preparation of opium, or before
the eighth day, by combining an opiate with small doses of one of the
synthetic coal-tar preparations. He had come to rely almost exclusively
on morphine for the control of intestinal hemorrhage, to the exclusion of
the ice-bag, which he suspected was sometimes responsible for the recur-
rence of the hemorrhage. The great danger in this disease is not from
the pyrexia, but f rom the depression of the vital forces; and, therefore, it
seems probable that physicians have made a mistake in becoming such
slaves to the clinical thermonieter. The body temperature is not in itself
a trustworihy guide to the use of baths; the physician should take into
conisideration the condition of the nervous and circulatory systems, and
of the skin, and, in private practice at least, the " bed bath " will be found
the Most convenient and effective. In the opinion of the writer, Dr.
Smith performed an important duty when he uttered a warning against
the tendency of the meiical profession to adopt a too meddlesome plan of
treaLment. He clinched the argument hy citing cases illustrative of what
Nature could do in the way of rest' ring the sick one to health, even uider
seemingly very adverse circunstances, when not interfered with in her be-

neficent work by the injudicious efforts of the physician. In continuing the
discussion, Dr. Egbert le Fevre said, that in studying the pathological
findings, one nust be impressed with the fact that this is normally
a disease of two weeks' duration, and that acordingly our treatment
during these first two weeks is of vital importance. He favored at the
outset an eliminative treatment, consisting in the administration of small
doses of calomel and of large quantities of water. A case was often
made severe by giving too much food. Dr. W. H. Katzenbach also em-
phasized the importance of the early treatment, by stating that the prog-
nosis depended largely upon absolute quiet and good nursing during the
first week of the disease. Unless the physician took pains to secure for
his patient perfect quiet, both of body and mind, he had not done his
whole duty in this very important respect. High temperature could be
safely and conveniently controlled by a warm pack, or by sponging with
t3pid water. In giving such a sponge-bath the nurse often made the mis-
take of giving it under the bed-clothes, whereas unless the patient were
freely exposed to the air during the bath it was almost valueless.

It is evident from the views here expressed, that inedical practitioners
in this city are far from being of one mind in regard to what constitutes
the most approved treatment of this very important disease. It is rather
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difficult to reconcile the statement, that the routine administration of
opiates is highly important, with that which claims that the most suc-
cessful and rational treatmient of typhoid fever to-day is essentially an
ehmiative one. I may here say that we do not hear as nuch now as
forierly about the great value of intestinal antiseptics. Some of the
most earnest advocates of this treatuient have become tired of waging
war with these inadequate weapons against the hordes of microbes, and
are now content to use the "eliininative treatment," or such other meas-
ures as tend to promote intestinal asepsis. Finally, it must be obvious to
all that the claim, already quoted, that but few physicians in New York
City are now opposed to the cold-bath treatment of typhoid fever is pre-
posterous.

OGDEN G. LUDLOW, M.D.

NATURE AND TREATMENT OF MANIERE's DISEAE.-In an editorial in
the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal of September 30, 1897, after
discussing the causes of Meniere's disease, the writer says:

" As for the treatment of this disease, that by large doses of quinine
(for which we are indebted to Charcot, who first formulated it from theo-
retical considerations) is now the most in favor, at least in the French
hospitals. It has been a matter of frequent experience since Charcot first
published the remarkable results which he had himself obtained from
this remnedy that full doses of sulphate of quinine administered every
day for two or three weeks produce a positive amelioration of aIl the
symptoms. During the first few days of the treatment the head symp-
toms (tinnitus and the vertigo) are worse, and the vertio is so intense
that the patient niust be kept, in bed to avoid the falls which he other-
wise might receive. The medicine, too, is likely to upset the stomach,
so that Gilles de la Tourette advises to prepare the patient by a niilk
diet betore commencing the quinine treatment. It should be the aim to
give the patient from seventy-five centigrammes to one gramme (ten to
fifteen grains) during the twenty-four hours. This may be given in div-
ided doses, or one-third of the daily quantity well diluted in water after
each meal. At the end of eight or ten days the vertigo and tinnitus
diminish, in many cases to completely disappear after a few days more
of treatment.

" Naturally many obstinate cases are only benefited, not cured, and in
all a frequent return to the remedy after a period of suspension is
necessary.'

TINCTURE OF IODINE FOR HERPES ZuSTER.-Painting with tincture of
iodine has proven very satisfactory for herpes zoster.-Cleveland AMldi-
cal Gazette.

[We should suppose that this would depend entirely on the time at
which applied. If used after the very earliest stage it would be simply
irritating.--ED.]
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PAROXYMSAL TACHYCARDIA.-In a recent issue of the British Medico-
Chirurgical Review P. Watson Williams contributes an article on this
topic. After discusing the general aspects of the condition, he states
that in his opinion the results of treatnent, on the whole, are eminently
unsatisfactory in controlling or arresting the actual attacks. The writer
has already remarked that in one severe case the only drug that in
any way seemed to benefit the patient was digitalis, and that in both
cases digitalis had given good results. Bouveret states that digitalis
has proved of only moderate value. Oettinger, keeping his patient in
bed, found the pulse improved and the quantity of urine increased un-
der digitalis; but Pye-Smith has found digitalis and strophanthus " most
disappointing in tbese cases. Absolute contineient to bed in the recum-
bent posture for a length of time led to the slowing of the pulse, and
often to complete cure." Yet the author's own experience, and a con-
sideration of recorded views of others, tend to the conviction that al-
though digitalis has but a limited action in controlling or aborting
the actual attacks, it is the most useful drug for improving the circula-
tion in the intervals between the severe and prolonged attacks. When
the mitral valve has become incompetert from secondary dilatation of
the heart, when the urine is deficient in quantity and albuminuria lias
occurred, when anasarca supervenes and the respiratory function is em-
barrassed, then we shall find that digitalis in some forin affords the best
chance of restoring the failing circulation and improving the heart gener-
ally.

Sonie have given morphine with advantage-at least, it sometimes
calms the patient without cutting short the attacks. Oliver considered
he had cured his patient with belladonna.

Caffeine, nitrate of amyl, and nitroglycerin have been tried with no
result. Sometimes a strong dose of brandy or whiskey stops an atttack,
and in Nothnagel's case the attacks were arrested by deep inspiration.

In several cases faradization of the vagi has been tried, and failed
to have any effect; but pressure on the vagi in the neck, and in one
case compression of the thorax, would stop the attacks. These proceed-
ings have been tried in other cases, however, and failed.

It is important to attend to the general health, and especially to rec-
tify any gastric disorder; anemia should be treated with iron and gen-
eral tonics. Tea, coffee, smoking, undue exertion or excitement, and any-
thing which tends to excite the nervous system, should be carefully
avoided.

Dr. Rumbold, or., says that the functions of the middle ear muscles
are to select and amplify such sounds as the listener desires to hear most
distinctly; making it appear that the ears have muscles of accommo-
dation quite analogous to those of the eyes.
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TUE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATIMENT OF MULTIPLE NEURITIS.

BY CHAS. LEWIS ALLEN, M.D.,

Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

The comparative frequency of multiple neuritis, its varied etiology, its
prognosis, favorable as compared to the hopeless outlook in the chronie
diseases of the spinal cord, with which it is most liable to be confound-
ed, make its study of interest and importance, as well to the general
practitioner as to the specialist. To the former I would more particu-
larly address myself, in asking attention to some points in its diag-
nosis, prognosis, and treatment, studied in the light of recent advances
in our knowledge.

A knowledge of the etiological factors of a disease plays an important
part in its diagnosis and treatment, and multiple neuritis is usually div-
ided into different forms, according to its different causes.

With the exception of certain senile and degenerative forms-which
differ considerably in their course and in the distribution of the lesion
fron the other forms-probably all cases of multiple neuritis are due to
the presence in the blood of some poison, introduced from without or de-
veloped in the body, in a course of a morbid process. The poisons deriv-
ed from without are definite in character and of known composition.
Among them alcohol and lead play the greatest role, but arsenic, mercury
silver, and copper among the metals, and carbon bisulphide, nitrobenzol,
aniline, and carbon monoxide among the non-metallie poisons, are capable
of causing neuritis.

The poisons developed in the body have no such definite composition,
or at least we have not yet been able to make out just what their com-
position is. Among these, that of diphtheria is the most apt to produce
a neuritis, but neuritis may develop also as a result of typhus, typhoid,
tuberculosis, variola, scariatina, erysipelas, pneumonia, septicæmia, etc.,
as well as in rheumatism and diabetes. In lepra, a peculiar and charac-
teristie form of neuritis occurs; while in the very fatal beriberi or kak-
ke, endemic in the East and in Brazil, we have a multiple neuritis, ap-
parently infectious in origin and presenting a well-marked clinical pic-
ture, which differs considerably from that with which we are familiar in
this country. A malarial form of neuritis closely connected with remit-
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tent fever has been described as coming from India and other countries,
where severe malarial fevers are prevalent. In American books malaria
is mentioned as a possible cause of neuritis, but it does not seem to be
regarded as a common one. Possibly a closer studv of cases of paralysis
of the leg, which occur in the malarial regions of the Southern States,
may show that neuritis from this cause is not so rare. Cases of neuritis
due to cold are not unconmon. Perhaps they are rheumatic in origin;
if not. they are most likely due to the action of some poison, developed
in the system as a result of exposure to cold.

A neuropathie constitution is undoubtedly predisposing, and two or
more causes may combine to produce an attack. As to the pathological
anatomy of the diseease, it will suffice to call attention to the fact that
multiple neuritis is primarily a parenchymatous inflammation, while neur-
itis of single nerves is interstitial, confined at the start to the connective-
tissue sheath, and involving the nerve fibre proper secondarily only.
Multiple neuritis may be acute, but is more usually sub-acute or chronic.
The acute cases may run a course not unlike acute ascending paralysis of
Lndry, or may present the same symptoms, only in more violent form,
as the more chronic cases, being accompanied in addition by fever and
constitutional disturbance.

The symptoms of multiple neuritis "are of three classes-motor weak-
ness, sensory disturbance, and inco-ordination " (Gowers). According to
the predominance of one or another of these, we have a motor, a sensory,
and an atactic forin of the disease. These symptoms vary in degree in
different cases, but are generally combined.

Alcoholic neuritis is by far the most common, and can very well be
studied as a type of the disease. It results from the continued use of alcohol,
especially in the form of spirits, is a disease of adult life, and is said to be
more comimon in women drinkers. Neuropathic constitution and expos-
ure undo;ubtedly predispose to an attack. It begins with tingling and
nunbness in the tinger-tips and soles of the feet. Sooner or later this

spreads up the limb, and is followed by pain and loss of power, the legs
suffering earlier and more than the arms, often exclusively.

The pain is located along the nerves and in the muscles. It is burning,
boring, or aching in character, and varies much in degree. The affected
muscles are tender and painful on pressure, on account of involvemnent of
the muscle nerves.

The disease shows a tendency to involve special nerves-in the leg, the
peroneal; in the arm, the posterior interosseous-supplying respectively
the flexors of the ankle and extensors of the toes, and the extensors of
the wrist and fingers-homologous groups of muscles, which, when par-
alyzed, give rise to the " foot drop " and " wrist drop," so characteristic of
neuritis.
- Any other nerves may be involved in the progress of the disease,
those of the extensor muscles suffering most. The " knee jerk " and per-
haps other tendon reflexes are lost, or very much diminished; the skin
retlexes suffer less. As the disease progresses the muscles atrophy and
show altered electrical reactions. In mild cases the atrophy may be
slight and electrical reaction only quantitatively altered ; but in bad
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cases atr'ophy is great, " reaction of degeneration " is found, and recovery
is very slow. Nornally both nerve and muscle respond to stimulation by
either galvanic or faradic current, and with gaIvanism the strongest con-
traction is produced by the negative pole (cathode) at the moment of
closing the circuit. When degeneration of nerve fibres is present, how-
ever, there is loss of faradic irritability by both nerve and muscle. To
galvanism the nerve does not reply at all; the muscle responds, and to a
weaker current even, but no longer gives a quick, sharp contraction. It
contracts with a slow vermiicular movement, and may show greater irri-
tability to the positive pole than to the negative. This change constitutes
"reaction of degeneration." If the peroneal group of muscles is alone in-
volved, the patient can walk, but caninot lift his feet well. If the other
muscles of tie legs are attacked he may be completely paraplegic. Sen-
sory disturbance begins with tingling and numbness in the affected re-
gion, and hyperSsthesia and painful sensations aie soon added. Later,
anosthesia, more especially to touch, comes on. Temperature sense is
little affectel. Inco-ordination may occur to a greater or less extent. It
is generally combined with motor and sensory uisturbance. When it is
the chief or only symptom, we have a special type of the disease, the
atactic, and to it I would invite attention, as it is the formn which above
alI others may give rise to an error of diagnosis, its resemblance to loco-
motur ataxia being marked. The idea that inco-ordination of the legs,
with disturbance of sensation, was due always to scierosis of the posterior
coluinîts of the cord was universally prevalent until, in 1883, Déjerine
published the clinical histories and results of autopsy in two cases, which
showed that these symptons could be produced by lesions of the peri-
pheral nerves, the cord being entirely uninvolved. For this new form of
ataxia he proposed the name of " nervo-tabes periphérique," and as peri-
pheral neurotabes (or pseudo-tabes) it is described in English books.
Déjerine's cases presented nany of the chief signs of locomotor ataxia,
viz., inco-ordination, diminished sensibility, pains in the legs, Romberg's
symptom (inability to stand with the eyes shut), and loss of knee jerk.
The spinal cords were found absolutely normal, while the nerves showed
dezeneration ; and, specially to be remarked, this degeneration was
almost entirely confined to the cutaneous nerves, the muscle nerves being
but slightly affected. The resemblance to locomotor ataxia is still more
striking in the rare cases in which the eye muscles are aflected.

In neuritis, besides atrophy of muscles, trophic changes in skin, bones,
and joints may occur. Slight edema and " glossy skin " are most
common.

In alcohalic neuritis the general symptoms of alcoholism-tremor,
coated tongue, and gastric disturbance-are apt to be present. Aside
from delirium tremens, there occur more chronic forms of mental dis-
turbance, often following the course of the neuritis in its extension or
improvement. The characteristic psychosis is hallucinatory confusion,
with a forgetfulness which lasts a long time, being often as slow to im-
prove as the paralysis. Such is the picture of alcoholie multiple neuritis,
and sketches fairly well the symptoms of the disease in general.

Lead neuritis, the next in frequency, has a special tendency to involve
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the extensors of the wrist and fingers, and produces the " wrist drop,"
which when seen alone at once suggests lead poisoning. The long supin-
ator usually escapes. The homologous muscles of the legs are soimetimes
affected, but not nearly so frequently as in neuritis from alcohol.

Arsenic affects the same groups of muscles as lead, but the legs are more
frequently involved and sensory .ymptoms are more pruminent. Merculrial
neuritis has been described, occurring usually during a course of mercurial

injections for syphilis. The legs are chiefly aff cie d. Neuritisfrom poison-

ing by other metals is not coinmon, but when it occurs it resembles ieuritis
fron lead. Neuritis following acute infectious diseases is far more vari-

able in its distribution, and tends to involve a greater number of muscles
than the forns just mentioned. Uf all diseases diphtheria is the nost

likely to be followed by neuritis, which assumes here its most dangerous
form, having tendency to involve the nerves to heart and respiratory
muscles. The, palate is usually affected tirst; the voice becomes nasal,
and liquids which the patient attempts to swallow regurgitate through
his nose. The eye muscles are next attacked, there is loss of power of

accommodation and so of vision for near objects. The muscles which move
the eyeball may also show weakness. Next in fi equency the li mbs are in-

volved ; less commonly the muscles of the trunk, neck, and larynx,
the heart, the diaphragm, the bladder, and rectum. Neuritis is less com-
mon after other infectious diseases, and when it occurs its distribution is
not very characteristic. Malarial neuritis is said to atlect specially
the legs.

Beriberi is an acute infectious multiple neuritis. It attacks particularly
the legs and heart nerves, the resilting heart weakness giving rise to
anasarca more or less widely distributed. In this country it is practi-

cally never seen, except in patients who have recenitly come from regions
where it is prevalent.

L"prous neuritis differs considerably from the type we are studying,
and will not be discussed in this paper.

An investigation as to possible cause is necessarv, as well to diagnose
the disease and its form as to institute suitable treatment. The pi esence
or absence of antecedent infectious disease can usually be learned with-
out difficulty, but it is well to remember that a sore throat too slight to
have attracted much attention ray have been due to diphtheritic or
rheumatic poison, and be followed by neuritis. Alcoholic neuritis occurs
not infrequently in persons unsuspected of alcoholic indulgence, espe-
cially in women who for years have been tippling in secret. The occu-
pation of the patient should be considered. Lead poisoning is apt to be
present in painters, plumbers, and others who work with the metal or its
compounds. Accidental sources of lead are drinking-water containing
lead, lead glaze on earthenware, and cosmeties. The cliaracter of the
paralysis has been mentioned. Other signs of saturnism are anomia,
colie, and especially the blue line on the gums. Arsenical neuritis may
resuit from one toxic dose, but chronic arsenical poisoning is not so rare,
the chief sources being wall papers and dies-especially some of the ani-
line colors prepared with arsenic and not properly freed from it. Other
metals are rarely a cause of neuritis, but the possibility of their being
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should be remembered. Rubber workers are exposed to the action of
carbon bisulphide, dyers to that of aniline and its derivatives. When
multiple neuritis begins acutely with pains in the limbs and fever, it may
be mistaken for rheumatism, unless attention is paid to the seat of pain
-whether in joints or in muscles and nerves-and inquiry as to sub-
jective symptoms of tingling and numbness is made. Neuritis differs from
neuralgia to the greater persistence of the pain, in its more symmetrical
and wider distribution, and in the loss of function, which is soon apparent.

Very acute neuritis may closely simulate acute ascending paralysis.
The latter-a spinal-cord disease apparently-attacks the legs. and
ascends rapidly to the tiunk, showing no tendency to pick out different
muscle groups, causes no loss of sensation, and generally proceeds rapidly
to a fatal issue. Diffuse nyelitis may at times resenble neuritis, as may
spinal meningitis. There is usually wanting, however, the symmetrical
distribution of neuritis. There is not so much atrophy and less altered
electrical reaction. The tendon reflexes are exaggerated rather than lost,
as in neuritis, and the bladder and rectum are apt to suffer. Sensation
of constriction about the body, "girdle sensation," is common in mye-
litis, but almost never occurs in neuritis. Poliomyelitis anterior and loco-
motor ataxia are, however, the two diseases of all others with which
multiple neuritis is apt to be confounded. Poliomyelitis, like neuritis, may
run an aoute or a chronic course. The acute form, however, is by far the
most common, and, unlike neuritis, has a special tendency to attack
young children. It begins with fever and constitutional disturbance,
and loss of power comes on quickly, but sensory symptomus are wanting.
There are wastng of muscles and change in electrical reactions, as in
neuritis, but the distribution is quite irregular. A few muscks of one leg,
both legs, or a leg and an arm, may be affected, or any other combination
may occur. The age of the patient, the rapid onset of paralysis, its irreg-
ular distribution, and the absence of sensory symptoms are the chief
diagnostic points.

(To be continued.)

SALOPHEN FOR PRURITU.-A drachm a day of salophen is said to be
very efficacious in itching from many causes.-Medical News.

FURUNCLES OF EYELID:

Tinct. canphore........................... min. x
Sulphur. precip......... . .................. gr. xv
Aque calcis .. . . .
Aque ros ........ ..... ............ ijss
Pulv. acaciæ............ ................... gr. iii

-Medical Record.
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FAVORABLE RESULTS IN OBSTRUCTION OF THE TRACHEA BY

DIPHTHERIAL MEMBRANE FROM TUE INTRODUCTION OF

CREASOTED OIL THROUGH TUE TRACHEOTOMY TUBE.

BY WM. EWA RT, M.D., F.R.C.P., AND W. A. HUBERT, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.,

Physician to St. George's Hospital and House Physician to St. George's Hospital.

to the Belgrave Hospital for Children.

The following case is of interest as an instance of recovery from a

desperate condition, and it is of some importance as showmng that we need

not regard cases of tracheal and bronchical diphtheria as beyond the

Scope of active treatment even after tracheotoly has failed to relieve the

obstruction. It may be of use to othere in similar emergencies.

A. S., aged two years and 4 months, admitted on October 31st, 1897.

Laryngeal stridor and dyspnœa since the middle of the night. Face

dusty, lips bluish; temperature 1020 ; tonsils and fauces red, but no

membrane to be seen; nose free; much inmpiratory recession of lower

intercostal spaces. Tracheotowy was performed, low down, with instant

relief; no membrane was coughed up or seen n situ; 4,000 units serum

were iDjected.
Noveiber st. Temperature remained above 1019, pulse 160, respira-

tions 52. Throughout the day the breathing was gradually gettiDg worse,

but no membrane was coughed up.
November 2nd. Temperature 99" in the morning, 101.89 in the even-

ing. There was now some inspiratory recession of intercostal spaces. At

4.30 the breathing became very difficult; the tube was changed, an oiled

feather passed into the trachea, and oxygen given to inhale, with much

relief to the patient, whose color was improved. Dr. Ewart, being in-

formed of the child's dyspnoea, had prescribed creasoted oil (1 in 20) to

be dropped into the trachea. Owing to an accident this was not supplied

to the nurse, but olive oil was used instead, the oil being dropped from

the feather used for clearing the tube. This supply of oil was kept up

every half-hour from 4.'10 p.m. Still, in spite of the oi, there was no

effort at coughing and no membrane brought up. At 6.30 p.m. there was
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urgent dyspnoea, the face dark and sweating, the teeth clenched, and muchinspiratory recession of lower spaces and ribs. Mr. Eanies passed a silkcatheter down the trachea twice through the outer tube; each time itwas withdrawn covered with membrane; some coughing was set up, largequantities of membrane being expectorated through the tube. Brandyand oxygen administered. 8.30 p.m. 4.000 units antitoxin injected.
November 3rd. Had a fairly good night. At 2.:)0 a.m. a piece of mem-brane the size of a two-shilling piece was coughed up; this was the onlypiece coughed up since the catheterisation. At 4 a.m. the treatment bycreasoted oil was begun; a large drop of the oil being introduced intothe trachea through the tube every half-hour. Each time this was donecough was set up, and membrane expectorated freely.
November 4th. The temperature had dropped to normal after a goodnight. Three doses only of creasoted oil of two or three drops each wereused during the night, with the sane result. The treatment was con-tinued during the day with much s-uccess, the membrane coming upeasily; the total amount expectorated during the last two days beingvery large.
Noveinber 5th. Breathing easier. No membrane expectorated. At12 noon the tube was plugged, with very little discomfort.
Novemnber 7th. Tube renoved ; voice returning; child much improved.November l5th. Wound healed ; child practically well. The child wastreated internally, with quinine, strychnine, and brandy.

REMARKS BY DR. EWART.

Recovery in this case was due to the careful way in which the treat-ment was carried out, and to the timely and skilful catheterisation of thetrachea. I had long made it a rule to introduce twice a day carbolisedoil into the nostrils as part of the toilet of diphtheria during the acutestage and during convalescence; but the idea of the systematie use ofoil tirst occurred to me whilst writing an article on Plastic Bronchitisfor the foithcoming volume of Professor Cliflord Allbutt's afsam ofillelicine, and it happily came to mind again at the moment I heard ofthe child 's danger. It happened that simple olive oil was used at firstinstead of the creasoted oil which had been prescribed. We gained experi-ence fron this accident which, owing to Mr. Eames' successful operation,did not affect the result. The effect of the olive oil was to facilitate thereinoval of the membrane by the catheter, when this,was used ; but theolive oil did not save the child's life, as it failtd to set up spontaneouscough or exFectoration of membrane, and cannot therefore be creditedwith havmng done more than assist the work of the catheter. The quan-tity of membrane which was discharged during the next two days showedthat all danger had not ceased; enough remained or was freshly formedin the air tubes to have led to further obstruction or to pneumonia. Themoment, however, the creasoted oil was substituted for the olive oil,cough was set up, and large pieces of membrane were expectorated withconspicuous ease. In this respect this treatinent carries out the objectsof the time-honored treatment of croup by emeties, but in a more easilyregulated fashion.
6



The direct access to the trachea rendered the introduction of the oil a
simple matter, so that it could be entrusted to a trained nurse. Whatever
the results may be in future cases, we are glad to think that in this in-
stance there was not even a suspicion of any drawback. The satisfactory
effects witnessed suggest that the usefulness of the treatment may not be
limited to cases of urgent danger, and perhaps not to cases in which
tracheotomy has been performed, and that when tracheotomy has shown
that the membrane extends below the larynx its systematie employment
might be begun early.

The application of creasoted oil might safely be tried in diphtheria of
the fauces, and its action could then be watched with relative facility.
Whether it may be possible or expedient to use it as an intralaryngeal
injection is a question for future consideration. Ou experience for the

present is limited to the case narrated, and we shall have to feel our way
with the details of the treatment. Dropping the oil into the trachea is
clearly better than the sudden injection of a quantity of it. In this way
we escape the danger of adding to the obstruction by the bulk of the oiL

When creasoted oil of proper strength (1 in 20 in this case) is used this
danger is much less likely to arise, since the effect of the remedy is to

excite cough and clear the air passages. If due caution be exercised in

respect of the strength and of the quantity of the oil used, the publica-
tion of the case may lead, it is hoped, to none but satisfactory results.

THROAT LESIONS IN ENTERIC FEVER.

BY DR. TRESILIAN.

This was a communication on eight consecutive cases within the last
two months, four of which exhibited throat lesions.

1. A very severe case in a young man, aged nineteen. He had chronic
enlargement of the tonsils, and had an attack of scarlet fever two months
previous to the attack of enteric fever. The onset of the latter was fairly
sudden, with marked deliriumi as an early feature. Temperature 104° to
106° in the first week; diarrhœa, sixteen to twenty-three motions daily;
and several sharp attacks of epistaxis. He also had three attacks of
hmmorrhage from the bowel. The rash of typhoid was well marked, and
he had a bad relapse.

At the end of the first week he complained of soreness of the throat
and pain on swallowing, the voice became thick and husky, and the
patient became deaf. On examining the throat, the fauces and pharynx
were found covered with thick shiny mucus. A spray of boric acid and
borax was ordered to be used frequently, and the next day the mucus
had all cleared away. The condition of the throat was then as follows:-
On the right tonsil and adjacent faucial pillar was a circular, shallow ulcer,
about the size of a threepenny piece, with a stippled appearance; another
similar ulcer occupied the base of the uvulva, on anterior surface; and a
third on the anterior surface of the left tonsil. The tonsils and fauces
were congested and swollen. The posterior wall of the pharynx was

intensely inflamed and raw .looking. An examination of the larynx could

not be made owing to the patient's condition
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An examination of the ears showed slight pink color and cloudswelling of the membrane. The stippled appearance of the faucial ulcerssomewhat resembled that of the lamina cribrosa of the optie nerve, as,seen on direct examination. The throat lesions improved on continueduse of the spray, and were practically well in about ten days, when thedeafness also disappeared. The deafness was considered due to thethroat lesions, a specific septic pharyngitis causing a similar condition ofboth Eustachian tubes and tympani, with swelling of the mucosa of thetympanie cavity, and an obstructive deafness resulting. When thepatient's condition permitted it an examination of the larynx was made,with negative results.
2. A young lad of ten years of age, who had, previous to being firstseen, complaned of soreness of the throat, and had enlargement of thecervical glands beneath the angle of the lower jaw. • The throat wasnormal when examined, but the glands were very enlarged. He sub-sequently went through a mild attack of enteric fever, with slight continu-ed diarrhœa, the pyrexia lasting for three weeks. When last seen andconvalescent the cervical glands were still somewhat enlarged. Theglands must have been infected from a primary throat lesion.3. A young woman, aged twenty-two, who had a sharp attack ofenteric fever. She complained of soreness in the throat in the first weekand became deaf. The condition of the throat after spraying was one ofacute pharyngitis, and the membranes when examined showed a similarcondition to that observed in the first case.

4. A young man of twenty-six years of age. In an early stage of thefever complained of soreness of the throat, which was found to be dueto an acute pharyngitis. His ears were unaffected.
These cases showed that in enteric fever an inflammatory, and, insome cases, a specific, ulceration of the throat may occur in an early stageof enteric fever, and that at a period before the diagnosis of enteric fevercan be easily arrived at-even within the first week. It also shows thatin a case in which such specific lesions have occurred, contagion by thebreath might occur to those in proximity with the patient. Referencewas made to some similar cases recorded by Dr. Watson Williams in hisbook on ' Diseases of the Respiratory Tract."
Mr. Lennox Browne, so far from agreeing with Dr. Tresilian that,these cases had no particular inherent interest, expressed the opinion that.they enforced a most useful lesson. The speaker had seen more than onecase of typhoid with throat lesions which had been admitted to hospitalon an outside diagnosis of diphtheria; and if, as had been done, complica-tions in throat and ear could be recorded in eight consecutive cases byone observer, it was reasonable to believe-as bis own experience con-firmed-that faucial lesions were much more common in typhoid feverthan is usuallv taught, and the reason why it is not taught is that so fewphysicians of iectious hospitals take the trouble to make a routineexamination of the throat and larynx, or of the ear.

Dr. Tresilian made allusion to the remarks of Watson Williams in hisbook on the danger of contagion from the throats of enteric fever patientsto nurses and attendants. He (Dr. Tresilian) thought there was greatbenefit in cleansing the mouth with alkaline lotion.
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HEADACHES FROM NASAL CAUSES.

Dr. Sargent F. Snow, Syracuse, said that he had selected from his

records thirty cases of headache that had been referred to him, and which

had proved to be due to nasal causes. Sixteen of these were treated

between 1891 and 1894, giving three to five years in which to judge of the

results; ten of them showed from ninety to one hundred per cent. relief

of their headache. The youngest patient was seventeen, and the oldest

sixty-five years of age. A large number were females ; sixty per cent.

were over forty years of age. Of the sixteen who received a full operative

course, twelve reported from nnety to one hundred per cent. improve-

ment from the treatmnent. Operative work gave the quickest and best
results. A little more of the offending overgrowth should be taken away

than was necessary to relieve the pressure, because of the tendency to

frequent congestions, but not enough to impair the natural functions of

the nose. The theory of headaches being due to stasis was supported

by several eminent authorities, and should be given due weight. ie was

of the opinion that recurrent attacks were due to the irritability of the

nasal membrane and recurring pressure on sensitive points. The relapses

might be due to stasis. If stimulating applications were given once or

twice a week, these patients remained cofortable. The bèst method wa)

to spray the parts with iodol and ether (three grains to the ounce).

There was a certain number of cases that could be successfully treated

by relief of pressure contacts alone. About seventy or eighty per cent.

of cases of hemicrania were due to removable causes located in the nasal

passages. In some, on examination, a bluish red or relaxed appearance

of the membrane would be all there was to indicate that at times there

were points of pressure. These cases did not require operative inter-

ference, but certain changes in the habits of life and occasional stim-

ulating applications. Many cases of acute headache could be given

at least temporary relief by cleansing out the nostrils and using a spray

of iodôle and ether, preceded by a light cocaine spray to dull the smart-

ing.
The good result following the iodol and ether spray was much more

lasting than from cocaine. Nasal headaches were usually neuralgic or

hemicranial in their character. We should not be satisfied with

simply securing good nasal respiration, but should secure a free normal

passage through the upper portions as well as the lower. It was true

that in many cases the middle turbinate pressed against the septum with-
out causing headaches, yet if such a condition existed in a neurotic sub-

Ject we are very liable to get reflex disturbances, as hemicrania, asthma,

or epileptic seizures. Pressure at this point with a cotton-wrapped proue

or gauze dressing is often sufficient to cause intense suffering.

TE OBSTETRIc BINDER AFTER LABoit.-Jewett believes a firm binder

is frequently of material service in the second stage of slowr

pecially in relaxed condition of the abdominal h1 'urnishing a

Point d'appui for the intra-abdominal Pressri.-Medica ge.
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TUE SIGNIFICANCE OF INFANT STOOLS.

BY LOUIS FISHER, M.D.,
Professor of Pediatrics in the New York School of Clinical Medicine, etc., etc.

Stoo.-The stool of a nursling or a baby on an exclusive milk dietshould be yellowish in color, smeary or pasty-like in consistency, andhave an acid reaction. The smell should be faintly acid but not disagree-able. The color is due to bilirubin and the reaction depends on thepresence of lactie acid, the source of which is the milk-sugar. The onlygases present are H. and CO2 . According to Escherich H, S and CH 4 towhich the odor of adult stools is due are not present. There are nopeculiar albuminoids. Those existing in mother's milk seem to be en-tirely absorbed. Peptone exists in trifling amount. Sugar is not pre-sent. Pancreatie ferment is absent and sometimes traces of pepsin havebeen found.
Mucus.-Mucus is also present in considerable quantity, also columnarintestinal epithelium.
In the stools of nurslings large quantities of lactate of line can befound, so also we frequently find oxalate of lime depending on the quan-tity of oxalate of lime ingested. Uffelmann has noted the presence ofbilirubin crystals in the stools of nurslings in perfectly healthy children.Miller, who carefully studied the varjous micro-organîsms in the mouth,found that most of them could again be found in the intestinal canal.He further found that certain germs possessed diastatic properties andwere capable of producing lactic acid fermentation. In the milk facesof nurslings Escherich found two germs; the one he called Bacteriumlactis ærogenes (or Bacterium aceticum Baginsky) and the other the bac-teium coh commune. In the meconium he found proteus vulgaris, strep-tococcus, coli gracilis and bacillus subtilis.
Number of Stools.-The number of stools during the first two weeksis from three to six daily; after the first month two stools daily is theaverage; many infants have one, others three stools daily that is largelydue to the excessive quantities of water given to infants. As soon ar theexclusive milk diet is changed to the mixed diet we then lose the char-
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acteristie infantile stool and they resemble more those of an adult, though
remaining softer and thinner throughout infancy, they become darker in

color, assume the adult odor, and have more varieties of bacteria than

those previously mentioned as found in the stool of a milk diet.

Reaction.-Reaction of stools in diarrhoeal disease and in health chiefly
acid or next in frequency neutral, alkaline stools rare. Green grass
stools usually acid, seen in early stage of dyspeptie diarrhoea, color from

a pale greenish yellow to grass green. Wegscheider has shown that the

green color is the result of transformed biliverdin. The condition in the in-

testine upon which the transformation of bilirubin into biliverdin depends
has been generally regarded as one of acid fermentation. Pfeiffer's ex-

periments (Verdauung irn Saeuglings Alter bei Krankheits-zustaenden),
(Fahrb.fuer Kinderheilkunde Bd. xxviii. S. 164) show this former opinion
to be wrong. He found that none of the acids formed in such fermenta-

tion, lactic, acetie, butyric, propionic, etc., added to yellow stools outside

the body turned them green, but made them deeper yellow. But dilute

alkaline solutions added to fresh yellow stools turned them green after

an exposure of thirty minutes to sixty minutes, and strong solutions

turned them first brown, later, after exposure to air, intense green.

Typical green stools can be produced by giving an infant two or three

grains of bicarbonate of soda. This I have tried dozens of times. The

soda must be given for a few days. This explains Pfeiffer's alkaline

theory.
Typical Green Stools.-Typical green stools can also be produced by

giving small or even large doses of calomel. If, after havmg given bicar-

bonate of soda and produced green stools, we give diluted hydrochlorie

acid in five to ten drop doses, the yellow color will again reappear in a

few days. This is also true of rheum. Stools which are pale yellow

when discharged, and which afterwards become green, are often seen in

disease. They may themselves be neutral or alkaline in reaction. This

latter may, however, depend on the admixture of urine. An excess of

bile may often cause very green stools.
Brown. Stool.-Brown stools mnay be (lue to changed biliary pigment

and to drugs, i.e., Bismuth causes the well-known dark stool; so also

tannic acid and all iron salts give the dark stool, which vary from a deep
brown to a black color.

Blood from the stomach or small intestine frequently gives the stool a

black color resembling tar. Thus a practical point in (Boas' Diagnostik

der Magen und Darmkrankheiten) is, that the brighter the color of

the blood the lower down near the rectum anad anus must the patho-

logical lesion be looked for; the darker the blood the higher up must the

cause be found, e.g., in the stomach, duodenum, jejunum, etc., if the stool

contains black blood. If the corpuscular elements of the blood are want-

ing, then the presence of blood can only be positively diagnosticated by
either a micro-chemical examination or by means of the spectroscope.

The presence of red blood corpuscles must always be regarded as a patho-

logical factor.
A brown stool in an infant is frequently caused by a diet of animal

food, or by a diet principally of broth. This stool bas no distinct consis-
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tency nor reaction. In dyspeptic diarrhea, or in some forms of entero-

colitis, we have very offensive stools, and they resemble muddy water;

with the latter there is considerable flatus during each movement.
White or light gray stools usually are of a putty-like consistency,

sometimes like dry balls on a diaper, sometimes they appear like ashes,
usually very offensive, consisting principally of fat. In the latter there

is scarcely a trace of bile, or it is even absent altogether.
Mucus is always present in all healthy stools, and is so well mixed with

the stool that it does not appear as mucus to the naked eye. Any appear-

ance, therefore, of mucus easily visible should be regarded as abnormal.

Mucus is present in every form of intestinal disease. Very abundant in

inflammatory conditions affecting the large intestine, more so than in

those affections of the small intestine, and especially so in inflammatory

conditions of the colon, both acute and chronic.
Jelly-like Masses.-Jelly-like masses or shreds of mucus, and where

the stool consists chiefly of mucus, shows that the affection is confined

to the lower portion of the colon, or that it is located in the rectum.

Long shreds of mucus frequently resembling false membrane are fre-

quently found in catarrh of the large intestine. If the shreds of mucus

are intimately mixed with the stool, then we must look for the lesion

quite high up, and if it comes from the small intestine it is usually stained

from bile. If the lesion is low down the mucus is not intimately

mingled with the stool.
Dyspeptie Stool.-Dyspeptic stool. The first change noticed in the

dyspeptic stool is the increase of fat. Often the stool is quite green, and

contains small pieces of yellowish white color, which vary in size from

a pin-head to the size of an ordinary pea.
Hitherto from their color they were supposed to be casein lumps.

Wegscheider has taught us that they consist principally of fat. Baginsky

has shown that large colonies of bacteria are contained in the lumps of

fat. Frequently they are so numerous that it looks as though the stool

were composed only of these cheesy lumps. They can be easily differen-

tiated fron real casein lumps by their solubility in alcohol and ether.

Fat Diarrhœa.-biedert and Demme have devoted considerable atten-

tion to this subject. See Biedert (Fettdiarrha im Jahrbuch für

Kinderheilkunde, 1878.) In some children the fæces showed 50 to (0

per'cent. of fat whereas the normal percentage in ordinary foces varies

from 13- per cent. (which is the normal quantity) according to Uffel-

mann.
Casein is not nearly as common an iigredient of foeces as is commonly

supposed, as I have previously stated. Casein lumps can be seen in

abundance in the course of diarrhœa, during an exclusive diet of milk.

Rawhitis is usually first noticed by persistent constipation. This is eri-

countered soon after birth, and from the history we hear that it is of

long standing, due to an atonic condition of the muscles. Associated

with rickets is usually a large, tlabby abdomen, the so-called pendulous

belly.
Escherich in (Jahrbuch fuer Kinderheilkunde, Beitraege zur anti-

8eptischen Behandlungsmethode der Magendarmkrankheiten des Saug-
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lin gsalters) says if aibuminous d&comosition with very foul, offensive

tlsexsts these articles should be withheld from the diet and carbohy-
stools exist exri foods, sugars and milk. If acid fermentation is
drates given ; dextrine fooffnsive stools, carbohydrates are to be with-
present, with sour but not offensies{ nmlbohbulopP

heldand ibumnousfoodgiven, such as animal broths, bouillon, pep-
hield and albuminous foo0d gief milk, the sugar of milk, and not the
tones, etc. In the decomposition o '

casein, is usually broken up. ids of milk are so thoroughly absorbed
Proteids of Milk.-The proteibe f in are faces.rou al ilk

that only small traces of them can be found in the fwces. Normal milk

fæeces contains large quantities of bacteria, but chiefly two kinds:

1. Bacterium lactis aerogenes (Escheriche)
2. Bacterium coli commune, other germs, especiallY those of the proteo-

lytic type (i.e., that render gelatine fluid) are not found under normal

conditions. Albuminous decompositol and its producti, tyrosin, indol,

phenol and skatol are not found in milk faces. But lactic acid, acetic

acid and formic acid, and other fatty acids, are present, causing the acid

reaction. V. Jaksch found a saccharine ferment in the fSces of children.

Baginsky found a peptonizing ferment . The amount of infants' foces

varies, but it has been found. that 100 grin. of milk food will produce

about three grm. of foeces, according to Bagifsky. This is a vital point,

but I have found it very difficuit to determine, for in most cases the ap-

kins of the infants are soiled with urine plus the fSce8, thus adding to

the gross weight.
Guide for Value of an Infant's Food.-The guide for the proper de-

termination of the value of an infants food consiots in noting:

1. The child's increase in weight.
2. The proper assimilation of food by an inspection of the fVomes.

3. The absence of all gastro-enterc disturbances. a. Vomiting; b.

diarrhea; c. constipation; d. colic or flatulence.
4. The child should go to sleep, and appear satisfied after feeding.-Ped*a'triu.

THE TRETMENT OF CARDiAC DisEASE IN CHILDREN.-In the more

severe forms of cardiac inflammation, which is the most characteristie

feature of rheumatic fever in childhood, opium, digitalis, and strophan-

thur, with an alkali, are the drugs of most service. The former is best

given as nepenthe, in frequent small doses, and it does more than any
give asnepethe in reqent madspnca, and subdue pain. Alcohol

other drug to relieve distress, lessen dspsea and s tmue atin po

is also a useful agent, as much for its sedative as for its stimusatin pro-

perties. As a last resort in older childrea, when the heart shows siens of

failure, and the pulse becomes smill and irregular, hypodermic dose of

liq. strychnie, an eighth of a drop to one drop, combined with one to

three drops of digitalis, given in the same way, afford the most powerful

means of resting the flagging heartTreatment, Edinburgh MeXUcaJ

Journal.
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ANTITOXIN RASHES.

BY FRANK L. MORSE.

(Annal8 of Gynecology and Pediatry. 1897. Vol. X. No. 7.)
The author reports 249 cases of eruptions following the use of anti-toxin in 1,972 cases of diphtheria. The rashes seemn to depend directiyupon the amount of antitoxin injected, children receiving a second andthird dose being more commonly affected than those receiving singie doses.If the rash is due to antitoxin there is litte or nosuffusion of the eyes,no cough, no eruption on the palate, and the initiai lesion of this eruptionmay appear on any part of the body, while in measies the rash appearsbehind the ears and on the neck and chest, and extends downward. Ifdue to antitoxin it will have disappeared in frox 24 to 48 hours, at whichtime a measles eruption would be at its height.
The rashes due to antitoxin assume various forms. Cases have beenobserved in which it resembied an eruption of tinea; others where it hadthe appearance of rose spots, and in two instances the eruptions have beenremarkabe on account of their character. In one of these it was a trueeczema, involving the greater part of the trunk, and also the head. Itpersisted for about ten days, and then disappeared completely. It wasaccompanied by scales and eruts, but not by the usual amount of infil-tration expected from the extent of the process. The other eruption com-menced as a diffuse erythema of various parts of the body, and was quitegenerai in character. It persisted rather longer than usual, but the diag-nosis of it being an antoxin rash was never quest;oned. As it faded, it,ssumed a marked hemorrhagic type, and over varions parts of the bodywere seen these large black and blue areas, as if due to some externaiviolence. They all, however, faded in a few days.Combinations of these several eruptions have occurred, and it is notunusual to observe a macular or papular eruption with a diffuse erythe-matous blush, and sometimes accompanied by an urticaria on the saniepatient.

A typical erythema multiforme has been observed in a few cases, andan erythema or an urticarja have been also observed, localized at thepoint'of the injection of the antitoxin.
laThe time of the appearance of the antitoxin rashes has been particu-ary' interesting, and aso very instructive when a diagnosis is to beT. ae; especialy when the rashsimulates an eruption of scarlet fever.The earliest cases appear on the second day after the injection; but itisrather.unusual to expect any rash uutil the fourth day, and most of themappear at about the end of the first week or ten days. The atest ap-pearance has been on the twentyeseventh day, as observed in cases stay-inýg in the hosptial; but one caseb as occurred when the patient wàs dis-charged from the hospital on the sixth day after entrance, but returnedthree weeks later with an urticaria, and in two months and three dayslater with a second weil-marked urticaria. Second rticarie may, of
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course, appear at any time ; but the experience in the hospital shows.
that they most likely appear at about the end of the second week, between
fourteen and twenty days.

The septic rashes of diphtheria are also sometimes seen, but not as
frequently as before the days of antitoxin, and are usually present only
in those cases which have gone untreated from the outset of the disease,
and are markedly septie on their admission to the hospital. The rash is
usually a diffuse general erythematous blush which appears suddenly,
thus resembling an antitoxin erythema, or in exceptional cases it is a
coarse punctuate eruption, too coarse, however, to stimulate searlet fever,
and in one case it has been hemorrhagic in character. They can usually
be differentiated from other rashes on account of the profound septie
condition which the patient presents. Following the administration of
the sulphate of atropine for its stimulating action, it sometimes happens
that a flush appears, usually upon the face only, but occasionally extend-
ing so as to involve the whole body. It thus may resemble an antitoxin
rash, a septic rash, or an eruption of scarlet f ever ; but the history of the
administration of the drug is an important matter, and will usually de-
cide whether the rash is or is not due to the use of atropine.

A SIMPLE REGIMEN FOR OBESE PERSONS.--Dr. Cathell reports that
he has had more than ordinary success during several years with a plan
of treatment outlined below. In his view obesity is due to one or more
of the following causes: Congenitally'small lungs with a defective oxy-
genating capacity; eating excessively of all kinds of foods; want of
lung-expanding exercise; using alcoholie drinks to excess. Many of the
drugs which have a known fat-reducing power exert an injurious action
on the other tissues of the body, and if used persistently for any length
of time, or in efficient doses, become dangerous to health. While the
various obesity cures are so rigorous that few carry them out conscien-
tiously, the treatment of the author is very simple. The patient has only
to drink after each meal a glass of the artificial Kissingen water to be
found at drug stores and soda water fountains, and on the succeeding
day a glass of artificial Vichy water also, half an hour after each meal.
This is to be continued week after week until the patient cones down to
a normal degree of stoutness, and the waters are then discontinued.
While taking the waters the person should keep a weekly record of his
weight, always using the same scales, and wearing the same clothing, and
should also for his own satisfaction, record his chest, waist and hip meas-
urements. If the loss in weight exceeds two pounds a week, the amount
of each water·should be made smaller; and if the loss has not equalled
two pounds a week, a few teaspoonfuls of lemon juice should be added
to each glass of the Kissingen water to increase its acidity, and a tea-
spoonful of aromatic spirits of ammonia to the Vichy to increase its alka-
linity. The diet should be light and contain only small amounts of fat,
starch, sugar and alcohol. Moderate outdoor exercise should be included
in the day's programme. The mode.of action of these waters taken in the
màhner described is not clear, but their efficiency is too well established
to admit of doubt.-Maryland Med. Jour.
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MEDICAL SOCIETY REPORTS.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF TORONTO.

An exceedingly interesting open meeting was held, as is the Society'scustom, on the Wednesday evening of Christmas week. Among thosepresent on invitation were Professor Adami, of McGill College; Drs. W.H. Ellis, Grasett, Hastings, Bascom, J. H. Ferguson, G. Badgerow, G. S.Ryerson, Montizambert, Cuthbertson, Pattullo, Hay, Price Brown, Patton,A. A. Macdonald, A. B. MacCallum, Silverthorn, D. McGillivray andothers, in addition to a very large number of members. The appendedprogramme will suffice to show the " tmbarras de richesse " provided bythe Committee, Professor Adami's paper cannot be properly reviewedwithin the limits at our disposal, but was an excellent resumé of ourknowledge of the subject to date, with the original results of special ex-amnation of the omentum in 150 consecutive autopsies at the Royal Vic-toria Hospital in Montreal. His figures suggested the reflection made inhis paper that it almost appeared as if the omentum had the power ofattaching itself, as if by its own motion, to points in any region of theabdomen or pelvis, where operation or other cause had produced a local-ized inflammation, with a view to assisting in the effort at localization.A hearty vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Adami, on motion of Dr. R.A. Reeve and Dr. Fotheringham. A most interesting series of slidesillustrating different eye-conditions, especially glaucoma, was shown byDr. Reeve, by the projection microscope, an instrument that will, in theimmediate future, revolutionize the teaching of certain subjects in medi-cine.
PROGRAMME:

Living Specimen:
Syphilitic enlargement of the tibia in man of 70 years.

Papers:
1. The omentum with its relation to abdominal injury.

Dr. Geo. Adami, Montreal.2. Suppurative cholangitis

Dr. H. C. Parsons.3. Notes of a case of carcinoma of the stomach with multiple sub-cut-aneous metastases.
Drs. J. E. Graham and H. J. H»ailton.Card Specimen:

1. Cirrhosis of the Liver.
Dr. Alex. McPhedran.2., Varicose veins.

Dr. Geo. A. Peters3. Sarcoma of a testis.
Dr. Geo. Bingham.
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4. Frozen sections through the head and neck in a case of carcinoma of
lip and neck.

Drs. G. Silverthorn and F. N. G. Starr.
5. Malignant endocarditis.

Dr. Herbert Bruce.
6. Organs from a case of Leukæmia.

Dr. Geo. H. Carveth.
7. Glaucomatous eyes.

Dr. R. A. Reeve.
Card Specimens:

8. (a) Gummata and cirrhosis of the liver.
(b) Softening of the brain from embolus in the left internal carotid.

Dr. R. J. Dwyer.
9. Specimens illustrating lesions of bone.

Dr. A. Primrose.
10. (a) Carcinoma of cardiac end of stomach.

(b) An extremely atrophied stomach.
Dr. J. E. Graham.

11. Heart. From a case of death from thrombus in R. auricle and
ventricle and pulmonary artery.Dr. Gibb Wishart.

12. (a) Atrophie cirrhosis of liver with æesophageal and gastric varices.
(b) Stenosis of reetum with lipomatosis.
(c) Subperitonel cysts of stomach and intestine.

Dr. H. B. Anderson.
Refreshments.

JOHN A. AMYOT,
Cor.-Sec.

TORONTO MEDICAL SOCIETY.

The regular meeting was held in the Council building Jan. 14th, 1898.
Dr. T., F. MacMahon presided.
Present: Drs. Graham, Oakley, Wm. Oldright, W.-J. Wilson, G. Bad-

gerow, H. Hamilton, Langstaff, Small, A. G. Smith, Kelly, Carveth, Par-
sons, Bascom, Ross, McKeown, MePhedran, Rudolf, Guinane, Dwyer,
Primrose, A. R. Gordon, C. R. Dickson, A. O. Hastings, Eadie, F. Starr, G.
Gordon, Webster, and J. Brown.

Dr. G. A. Peters presented a boy aged five, who had fallen and dislo-
cated his elbow, both boues of the forearm being dislocated inward.

Drs. A. Primrose and J. E. Graham discussed the case.
Drs. J. F. W. Ross and W. MoKeown reported a case of hysterectomy

for rupture of the posterior vaginal wall during parturition, the child
having escaped through the tear into the abdomen.

Dr. J. E. Graham read a paper on " The Prognosis in Cardiac Disease."
The discussion of this paper was adjourned until the next meeting.

At the meeting of the Society held on the 20th the following pro-
gramme was carried out:
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Clinical report of a case of fatal peritonitis, b Dr. F. Oakley. Thiswas discussed by Drs. Macdonald, McIlraith and arveth.Dr. G. Carveth reported a case of apnoea.
Dr. John Noble reported a similar case.
Dr. McPhedran discussed the subject.
Dr. MacMahon reported a case of diphtheritic paralysis; a case ofasthma, due to dilated stomach, and a case of puerperal eclampsia.
Drs. MePhedran and Scadding briefly discussed the first case.Dr. H. H. Oldright reported a case of morphia poisoning.Dr. Noble reported a case of the same, in which he had given gr. 1-32of morphia to a child a few weeks old. Recovery followed active treat-ment.
Dr. Noble reported a case in which a patient took -four grains of stry-chnia and two ounces of laudanum.

THE TORONTO CLINICAL SOCIETY.

The forty-second meeting of the above Society was held in St. George'sHall Jan. l2th, 1898.
Fellows present : Peters, Trow, Graham, Baines, Spencer, Fenton, Boyd,Garratt, Wm. Oldright, A. A. Macdonald, Chambers, Pepler, Anderson,Ross, Hamilton, Britton and J. N. Brown.
Drs. H. A. Bruce and G. Elliott were elected Fellorws of the Society.Dr. F. Fenton presented for Dr. G. A. Bingham a patient who had beenoperated upon for umbilical hernia. The result was good.Dr. F. Fenton presented a patient who had sustained a compound frac-ture of the skuil with losa of brain substance.
Dr. Peters discussed the case.
Dr. Wm. Oldright presented a patient upon whom he had operatedfor necrosis of the femur; a second patient ~with compound fracture ofboth legs; a third with exfoliation of a rib. He related a case of osteo-mTyehitis. 

lThese cases were discussed by Drs. Anderson, Britton and Ross.Dr. Albert A. Macdonald reported a cast of double ovariotomy for auterine fibroid. The ovaries were cystic.Dr. Anderson reported on the condition of the ovaries. One was theseat of a dermoid; the other showed a number of cysts of the Graafianfollicl es.
Dr. J. -F. Ross discussed the case.
Dr. J. E. Graham reported two cases: one of aspermatism, another ôfneuralgia of the liver.
Discussion by Drs. Anderson, Britton and Ross. 

tiThe Society then adjourned.

A PRESCRIprIoN FOR ASTHMA.-The ournal de Médecine de Paris ofApril l4th, 1897, gives the following prescriptiôfi:
W Tincture of opium, 1 drachm•

Sulphuric ether, 2 drachms.
Fifty drops every half hour until the patient is relieved.
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"APENTA"
THE BEST NATURAL APERIENT WATER.

Bottled at the Springs, Buda Pest, Hungary.

"We know of no stronger
favorably constituted Natural
W'ater.-"

or more
Aperient R

Rouai COuneMor, M PD.. rofessor
tu emttry and Direo 0f theRo~~ unQaw,,~State ChemicalInttt Mînistry of Agricul-
ture)qt, uda Pest.

Approved by the ACADÉMIE DE MÉDECINE, PARIS.

"The proportion of sulphate of Soda to sulphate of Magnesia is 15.432
tO 24.4968 in the litre, so that this Water may be classed with the best
Aperient Waters, and be pronounced one of the strongest."

"A most useful ApePient."
" The presence of lithium in Apenta Water

explains why a course of the latter is no
Unseful in warding off attacks of
gout, and in moderating their In-
tensity when present."

JULIUS ALTHAUS, M.D.,
Considting Physician to the Hospital for Epi-

lepsy and Paralysis, London; author of
" The Spas of Europe," etc.

OFESSOR OSCAR LIEBREICH,
ersity of Berlin (" Therap. Monatshete").

"•THE LANCET" says:--"A much-
esteemed purgative water."-"Its
composition la constant. The
practitioner le thus enabled to
presoribe definite quantities for
definite results."

"Used with good success in hospital and
private practice in Toronto and Montreal.^-
CANADIAN MEDICAL REVIEW.

The BERLINER KLINISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT, 22nd March, 1897,Publishes a report upon some experiments that have been made under the direc-tion of PROFESSOR GBRHARDT, in his clinic at the Charité Hospital atBIURLIN, demonstrating the value of APENTA WATER in the treatment ofObësity and its influence on change of tissue.

SOLE EXPORTERS:

THE APOLLINARIS COMPANY, LIMITED, LONDON.
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For Making Lithia Water of a Known Strength what can be
More Satisfactory than

Wyeth's Compressed .. .
Effervescing Lithia Tablets.

ti

WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS d
are most convenient for the preparation of artificial Lithia Water, and g
the great advantage these tablets have over the natural Lithia Water is Cr
that the dose can be regulated very readily to suit the case by dissolving
one or more in any desired quantity of water.

WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS tc
when taken in doses of from one to two tablets, dissolved in water, and
repeated two or three times daily, exerts a marked influence in cases
where patients are voiding uric acid gravel, causing the formation of
deposits to become less or cease altogether.

WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS
have been so perfected that they dissolve almost instantly in water, and
a tumblerful of Lithia Water of a known strength can be quickly, easily
and economically made by dropping one or more of these tablets into a
glass of moderately cold water, producing a pleasant and palatable
draught.

PPiee, per dozen bottles. 5 grains, 50 tablets in each, $5.00
-3 40o 4.00

Wyeth's Effervescing Anti-Rheumatic Tablets
Of Salicylates, Potassium and Lithium.

(Each Tablet represents 3 '2 grains of Combined Salts.)

These Tablets of Salicylates of Potassium and Lithium, in the above proportions, are readily bi
soluble, effervesce quickly and freely, producing a pleasant, sparkling draught, and we believe, tr
where salicylate salts are specially indicated, will have the cordial endorsement of physicians. Dr

os
This combinatioi is recognized as almost a specific in the treatment of Acute and Chronie

Rheumatism, RhQumatic Gout and kindred ailments, and is an invaluable remedy in all
febrile affections inducing headache, pain in the limbs, muscles and tissues; it is also pre-
scribed in Lumbago, Pleurisy, Pericarditis and all muscular inflammatory conditions.

Price per dozen bottles, - - $4.00- t
(Each bottle contains 50 Tablets.) th,

DAVIS & LAWRENCE CO., Limited,
SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA, flONTREAL.
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As Sunlight is to Darkness
is the condition of the woman who has been relieved from some functional disturbance
to her state before relief. Don't you know, Doctor, that there are few cases that pay
the physician so well as those of women-and the Doctor that relieves one woman,
lays the foundation for many more such cases-all women talk and your patient will
tell her friends ASPAROLINE COMPOUND gives relief in all cases of functional
disturbance-Leucorrhœa, Dysmenorrha, etc., and in the cases it does not cure it
gives relief. We will send you enough ASPAROLINE COMPOUND-free-to
creat one case.

DR. BRETON, of Lowell, Mass, says:
" I wish to inform you of the very satisfactory results obtained from my use of Asparoline.

I have put it to the most crucial tests, and in every case it has done more than it was requiredto do. i recommend it in all cases of dysmenorrhoa."

FORMULA. Prepared solely by
Parsley Seed - - - Or.. 30
Black Haw (bark of the

root) -...... - 60 HENRY K. WAMPOLE & CO,
Asparagus seed 30
Gum Guaiacum - - - 0
Henbane leaves - 6 Pharmaceutical Chemists,
Aromatice

To each fluid ounlce PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Pneumonia Following LaGrippe.
DY M. E. CHARTIER,

bocteur en Medecine de la Faculte de Medecine
de Paris, Membre Correspondant etranger

de la Grande Encyc lopedie, Section
de Philologie.

As a rule certain diseases prove more fatal,
hot only In given districts, but during certain
periods of time, along particular aroas of terri-
tory. We have La Grippe, decreasing in intens-
ity for the present; it has been replaced by
Pneumonia, which ls not only raging In the
United States, but in European countries. The
bacteriologists will have to explain this fact; the
truth remains however, that the mortality from
Þleumonia in its various forms ls now far in ex-
ees of any previous record.

Twenty years ago, and preceding the re-ap-
Dearance of La Grippe In its epidemie form,
Drieumonia proved as dangerous as it does at the
present time. Many cases fell under my personal
Observation, and I must admit that my Parisian
confreres were at a loss, not for a remedy for the
disease alone, but even for a logical line of treat.
Iuent. Dujardin-Beaumetz became so skepticai
that he prescribed stimulants, regardless of
therapeutical conditions. The mortaityi in his
Ward at the Hotel Dieu proved that hie patients
lkred io worse than the others submitte'd to the
antipblqistio renmsdies then en vogue.

At that time, I advocated in my treatise on
therapy, the administr:tion c:' sulphate of co-Mine in two to lve centigrammes doses-one-

fourth to one-half grain. Codeine is the onlyremedy known to me possessing a marked and
distinct effect upon the hypersecretions of the
bronchial mucous membrane. What I then
wished was an analgesic possessing antipyretie
propertieswhich I could safely use. This Ihave
since found In antikamnia and I believe it can
be exhibited safely, especially on account of its
not having a depressing effect on the cardiao
system.

Experimental doses of from one-hait to one
gramme-seven to fIfteen grains-of antikamniaadministered under ordinary conditions did not
develop any untoward after-effect. The follow-
ing trace, taken with the sphygmograph was
made ten minutes after the administration of
one gramme-difteen grains-of antikamnia.

Pulse, 112. Temp., 101 1-5 Fahr.
The above trace shows plainly that unlikeother coal-tar products, antikamnia has a stimu-

lating effect upon the circulation. In thispartic-
ular case the temperature was sensibly reduced-
1020 to101 1-5°. Te analgesic efect of the drug
was satisfactory.

My conclusion la that In the treatment of
pneumonia, antikamnia hs indicated as a noces-sary adjunct to codeine, on account of its anal-
gesic and antipyretie properties and particularly
blecause it sets s a toi c upon the nerve cen-
tres. The tablets of antikamnia and codeine
containing tour and three-quarter grains anti-
kamnia and one-fourth grain sulphate of codeine.
to my mind resent these two remedies in the
most desirableform. Ialso fnd one tablet every
hour, allowed to dissolve slowly in the mout'.,
almost a speciflo for the irritating cough so eiter
met with in these complications. For generai
internal medication, it is always best to crush
the tablets before administration.
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CHOCOLATE-COATED TABLETS.
One l1undred and Sixty of the Most Popular, Staple

and Quick-Selling Formulm Added to Our List-
A True Chocolate Coating--Beautifully

Finished, Readily Soluble, and
Strictly Faithful to Label.

The line of chocolate-coated tablets recently added to our
price list, and now awaiting the orders of the profession, comprises a
carefully selected list of standard formule. In point of external
finish the new line challenges comparison with the most beautiful
products of American and foreign laboratories. At a glance the
physician will be struck with th_ thin coating and small size,
the latter being reduced to the last limits consistent with good
pharmacy.

The quality of these products is in every respect as unexcep-
tionable as that of our regular lines of compressed and triturate
tablets. The ingredients are of the finest material ; the excipients
carefully chosen ; the solubility as nearly perfect as the formule
will permit.

Our line of chocolate-coated tablets comprises many ill-tasting
and malodorous substances which are now perfectly disguised by
the chocolate investment.

The new tablets cannot fail to meet with the admiration of
all who give due weight to pure materials, conscientious manu-
facture, and exquisite finish. Samples and price list furnished on
request.

PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY.
WALKIERVILLE, ONT.
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OBITJARY.

Both Toronto and HamiEton, and wider circles indeed than they re-
pre8ent, have been recently called upon to niourn the tintimely deccageof weil known and nuch loved practi.ioners, Dr. J. H. Burns, of t ol-
lege Street, Toronto, died with trania suddenness while sta.iuiin at ania
telephone-and leaves behietd his e meohemoy of cheery bonhoini that
wiol not ae paable trom the recollection of his wde iche of riends
both in the profession ani out of it. Dic Q. M. Shaw, OF Hiniton,diéd
of pneumonia, with almost equal, inexpectednes-ý, and l-aves a gap iinthe rank in Hamito that wili not be soon fined. Both gentey ien
wer member of the Council of the Colnege, Dr. Burns having, just gi'e
uccessruy throuh a soinewhat tcrimorlios contest, which inay hav

been the exciting cause of hi sudden decease.
We beg leave to tender to the bereaved famlies the very sincere con

dolence of the entire profession.
D
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ANOTHER MALPRACTICE CAS.

We offer our hearty congratulations to Dr. Armstrong, of Alliston, onthe outcome of the protracted litigation to which he has been subjected
at the hands of the usual combination of ungrateful charity patient andimpecunious and litigm>us lawyer. The cireumnstances as reported are as
follows, and they justify the a-i'umption that the attempt was being made
as usual by the plaintiff to get his case before a jury and get a verdictindependent of the merits of the case. As in most such cases, the loss both
pecunary and otherwise to the physician is great and entirely undeser-
ved.

On December 7, 1896, Ellard called in the doctor to attend his wifeLily Ellard, during child-birth. The doctor came, but as an operation
was necessary he asked that Dr. Island, of Barrie, be halled to assist.Before Dr. Island came, however, Dr. Armstrong performed the opera-
tion himself, and then returned home. The e.odition of Mrs. Ellard
became worse, and although the defendant was repeatedly sent for he
did not come to attend her, and she died on the 19th of December,
1896. The plaintiff tien sued for $10,00.0 damages for alleged neglectand non-fulfilment of contract.

The case was trie 1 at the Barrie Assizes in April last, when the de-fece put in thc plea that Dr. Armstrong himself was unable to attendth4Ysick woman on accaunt or illness, and that he had neyer been paid or
tendered his profe-sional tees for attending her, and the plaintiff wasnon-suited by Mr. Justice Robertson.

Ellard's counsel then carried the c2se to Osgoode Hall, when the Div-isional Court was asked to grant a new trial, on the ground that therewas suflicient evidence for the case to be given to the jury, and that theyshould have been allowed to determine the question of contract. Theplaiitiff clairmed that the evidence fully justified the inference that Mrs.Ellard would not have died had the defendant performed his duty as aniedical practitioner.
The judgrment of Chief Justice Armour is as follows: "I do n't see up-on what principle we can relieve against the non-suit in this case. Up-

on the non-contralicted evidence of the defendant, which was read bythé plaintiff and in ide part of his case, it appeared that the excuse of,the defendant for the non-performance by him, of the contrait was his
(thedefendant's) illness and consequent inability to perforn the con-tract; and that illness is a valid excuse in law for the non-performance ofsúch a contract as the one cited, as shown by several eminent author»itie . The motion muît, therefore, be dismissed."

Mr. Justice Faleonbridge said: " I concur. I feel the less regret a&be.ng obliged to refuse to relieve from the consequence of an apparent slip
because it is manifest that the plaintiff would, in any event, have had gretdifficulty in succeeding in the action."

.1
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AN INJUSTICE TO MEDICAL OFFICERS.

As a class medical officers are the most long-suffering of mei, and it isonly when patience ceases to be a virtue that their voices are raised-in
protest against a regulation or an order.

The Militia regulations distinctly state that no combatant officer shall
be appointed to a higher position than that of second lieutenant onjoining. Medical officers are appointed either aï surgeon-lieutenants or
surgeon-majors on joining. The appointment of gentlemen to the rankof surgeon-major over the heads of scores of surgeon-captains and sur-geon-lieutenants who have served for years is a gross injustice to these
officers. It is bad enough when these gentlemen have served for a year
or two, and by the resignation of their regimental superior medical offi-
cer, the junior receives sudden promotion, but it is still more unjust
when medical officers are appointed to batteries of artillery or cavalry
regiments with the rank of surgeon-major without having served asingle day in any capacity, and over the heads of ail surgeon-captains
and lieutenants. The Minister of Militia should give this matter hisimmediate and earnest attention especially since, as a medical officer,
he must well know what the feeling of the medical staff is on the
question.

Apropos of the editorial we submit the following from the British
Medical Journal:

" NON-COMBATANT " HEROES.

In the World of December 15th the following paragraph appears:
" Letters from the Indian frontier speak in the highest terms of the ser-
vices rendered by the officers of the Army Medical Staff. To such an
extent, in fact, have many of them distinguished themselves that generalofficers in command have brought their names speciaily to notice, and itis more than likely that three, if not four, will receive the Victoria Crossfor acts of heroism which corne well within the terms of the warrant
governing that honoured distinction." Not the medical profession alone.
but the army of which they are so essential a part, and the nation which
they serve so faithfully, have reason to be proud of the officers of theAmy Medical Staff. In proportion to their numbers they have amon
them, we believe, more holders of that most coveted distinction, the Vic-
toria Cross, than any other branch of the service-a circumstance which
makes the persistent discourtesy of certain officers of high ranik in treat-
ing them as ' not soldiers " but " camp followers " ail the more remark-
able. To insist on the fact that a class of men who seem to have greater
opportunities than any other of winning a decoration which is awarded
specially " for valour" are " non-combatants " appears to show that the
military mind is somewhat wanting in a sense of humour, if not of
fairness.

At the risk of being too reiterant, we rcprint from the British
Medical Journal the appended note, showing what we may expect frorn
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the Victorian Order of Nurses if not specially safeguarded. The very
difficulty here discussed was raised last month at our meetings in Toron-
to, and we were virtually assured that it did not exist. The adroitness
and fairness of the commenta of the Editor are worthy of all praise.

DISTRICT NTRSING ASSOCIATION AND THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The development of district or parish nursing in the country and rural
towns induces us to offer a few words of counsel to those philanthropie
persons, frequently ladies, who control and direct the services of the nur-
ses. The local medical practitioner may be placed in a dilemma because
he is not consulted and placed ex oficio on the committee. Yielding to
none in bis wish to secure efficient nursing for his poorer patients, he may
yet be obliged to ignore the good work that is being done, because the
services of the nurses are requisitioned independently of medical advice.
The medical practitioner can only regard the independent visita of a
qualified nurse as a form of irregular practice, which he is bound to dis-countenance. The difficulty would be at once removed if it were made
the rule that the local practitioners were placed on the district nursing
committee, and that a nurse should be sent only at the request or with
the consent of the medical attendant. We believe that the omission is
due to nadvertence, and we draw attention to these inatters because we
are convinced that by so doing we are furthering the cause of the home
aursing of the sick poor, which in a few instances las been hindered by
the want of these simple rules.-Brit. Med. Journal.

The profession at large is interested in the announcement that Dr. G.
S. Ryerson bas definitely decided to retire from political life. Regret
will be felt that we no longer have in the Local House so staunch and
loyal a guardian of professional interests as he has always shown himself
to be. He has rendered us immense service, particularly on the occasion
of the assault by the Patron element upon the Medical Act. On the
other hand, satisfaction will be felt at bis return to active work in the
practice of bis specialty, to which he intends again to devote himself.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF SUPERINTENDENTS OF TRAINING
SCHOOLS FOR NURSES.

This important Society will meet for the first time in Canada in the
near future, and its proceedings must be of interest to the profession at
large. The officers for this year are:

President-Miss Snively, Toronto General Hospital, Toronto, Canada;
Treasurer-Miss Drown, Boston City Hospital, Boston, Mass.;
Secretary-Miss Dock, 265 Henry Street, New York.
The sessions begin at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, Februarv Oth, and will be

held in the Lecture Hall (Educational Departinent), Normal School Build-
ing. A short opening address is expected from the Hon. G. W. Ross, Min-
ister of Education.

Papers will be read on the following subjects:

[ F Fý.,
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1. How to Obtain Greater Uniformity in Ward Work.
2. Practical Diet Kitchens as part ot a Uniform Curriculum.
3. Hospital Diet from the Standpoint of the Hospital Superintendent.
4. Hospital Laundries.
5. How far Training Schools are Responsible for Lack of Ethics among

Nurses.
6. The Superintendent of Nurses.

After the close of the Convention, members of the Association will
spend some time in visiting the various city hospitals, and other places
of interest in Toronto.

Toronto feels honored in being chosen as the city in which this Asso-
ciation will hold its Fifth Annual Convention.

This Association was organized in Chicago, at the World's Fair in 1893,
The following year the Convention met in New York, then in Boston,
then in Philadelphia, and last year in Baltimore.

It is expected that representatives will be present from all the larger
American Schools-about eighty delegates in all.

The completed programme will appear later.

EDITORIAL NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

SYPHILIS.
The Zittmann treatment, latterly much spoken of, consists in keeping

the patient in a room at 800 F. and administering certain decoctions ae-
cording to a prescribed rule. For the reason that he finds a large num-
ber or practitioners have difficulty in discovering the really correct
method of using this remedy-for this means of treatment is unfortun-
ately generally ignored in surgical text-books, as well as in monographs
dealing with syphilis-lhe appends the details as described in his work
on Syphilis.

The course of treatment extends to a fortnight, during which time the
patient is put upon a strict diet and regimen. The decoctions and pills
are made from the following formula:

ZITTMANN*S DECOCTION NO. ].
W Rad. sarsoe. cont., 3 iv.;

Sem. anisi,
Sem. Feniculi, 3 j, 9j;
Fol. senna, 3j;
Rad. glycyrrh. contus., 3 iv.

And in a linen bag:
Sacchar. alb.,
Alurn. sulph., 3 ij;
Hydrarg. subchlor., 3 j, 9j;
Hydrarg. bisulph. rub., 9j;
Aquæ Cong., O vj.

Boil gently down to one gallon, strain, and put into four forty-ounce
bottles. Label " The Strong Decoction."

'9.8.] 315-
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ZITMANN'S DECOCTION NO. 2.
To the dregs from No. 1 decoction add:

Rad sarse. cont., 3 ij;
Cort. limon.,
Sem. cardan.,
Rad. glcyrrh., 3j;
Aquæ Cong., O vj.

Boil gently down to one gallon, strain, and put into fqur forty-ounce
bottles. Label " The Weak Decoction."

. Hydrarg. subchlor., gr. ij;
Ext. coloc. co., gr. y;
Ext. hyoseyami, gr. ij.

Ft. pil. ij. Label " The Pills."
The patient is kept in a room at 80° F. The diet consists of : Break-fast-Boiled egg or bacon, tea; no sugar or spices. Lunch-Butcher'smeat, vegetables; no fruit. Dinner-Soup, fish, poultry.
The evening before beginning the treatment the two pills are taken,and the next four days, at 9 a.m., 10 a.m., Il a.m. and 12 m., half a pintof the strong decoction drunk very hot. At 3 p.m., 4 p.m., 5 p.m. and 6p.m., half a pnt of the weak decoction cold.
The patient is kept in bed, except for one hour "every morning. Onthe fifth day he is allowed to get up; he may have a hot bath, and dressand is allowed, if he asks for it, a little brandy or whiskey and soda.In the evening two pills are administered, the patient starting the de-coctions the next day as before. So the treatment goes on until thefifteenth day, when it is discontinued.-Cooper, in Treatment, A piril 8th,1897.

TUE DANGERS OF CHLORATE OF POTASH.
For many years the medical profession, with but little knowledge ofthe pathological conditions connected with diphtheritic infection, andwith still less information in regard to the influence of chlorate of potas-sium upon the human body, were in the habit of employing this drug inlarge quantities in the. treatment of diphtheria, some using it because itwas supposed to exercise a favorable influence upon the local diphtheriticprocess, both when it was swallowed and when it was eliminated bymeans of the salivary glands; others, still more ignorant of its influences,employed it with the ridiculous idea that it was capable of yielding oxy-gen to tue body and so supporting the system; while still others believ-ed that the additional oxygen which it gave forth actually aided in theelimination of the effete products of the disease, and thereby enabled thepatient to resist its ravages. With our increased knowledge concerningthe bacillus of diphtheria and the pathological changes which its toxinsproduce in the body, this method of treatment becaime less and less popu-lar, and finally, when the profession grasped the idea that chlorate ofpotassium was not the innocent drug that it was thought to be, its use indiphtheria became still more limited. We have reason to believe, bow-
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ever, that there are still quite a nuhnber of -physicians who continue/to
employ it either as a matter of. routine practice or becaise they are un-%
aware of its deleterious influences. The literature of medicine will be:
found to contain as each year goes by more and more cases in which the
abuse of this remedy produces poisonous influences in the body, which
are recognized to-day, although put down to other causes years ago. The
obj-ect of this note is to insist upon the fact that the chlorate of potas-
sium! is, next to the cyanide of potassium, the most poisonous of the
potassium salts. As an instance of this we may quote a case which re-
centiy occurred in Vienna, in which a boy of sixteen who was suffering
from sore throat was given a gargle consisting entirely of chlorate of
potassium. Either because of nisunderstanding of the orders or through
inadvertence the patient swallowed a considerable amount of the drug,
and death speedily resulted, the inquest revealing ail of the usual signa
of death from this substance.-Therapeutic Gazette.

FATAL REMORRUAGE FROM THE RElOVAL OF ADENOID
VEGETATIONS.

Schmiegelow (Monatsschrift für Ohrenheikunde, 1897, No. 3; Cen-
tralblatt für Chirurgie, August 14th, 1897) reports a case, not his own,
but occurring in the practice of a surgeon who had often done the opera-
tion without mishap. The patient was a boy, twelve years old, who
showed nothinig strikingly abnormal beyond a pronouncéd adenoid
habitus and scrofulus glands in the neck. The operation was dçlne.
without anesthesia, and the ordinary Gottstein annular knife was
used. Without any warning, a sudden gush of arterial blood issued
from the mouth and nose. In spite of prompt tamponing and subeutane-
oas and intravenous saline injections, death occurred in a few minutes.
The internai carotid artery was found to have been opened just in front
of its point of entrance into the carotid canal of the pars petrosa ossis
temporis. The author supposes that swollen glands had pushed the
vessel forward so that the pressure of the knife caused its rupture, for
it was not cut.

CONSERVATISM IN THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES OF THE PELVIC OR-
OANS IN WOMEN.-In the March issue of the University Medical Maga-
zine, Drs. S. Weir Mitchell, Wharton Sinkler, Charles K. Mills, and
others, in discussing the relation of nervous disorders in women to pelvie
disease, said: " We have never seen a case in which ablation of the ova-
ries and termination of menstruation cured an epilepsy, and in ail our
life have met with only four reflex epilepsies, none of which were from
uterine, ovarian or tubal diseases; and we are inclined to think that some
at least of the cases classed as epilepsies of ovarian origin are in reality
excessively violent hysterical convulsions, and we conclude that insanity
is aggravated by the menstrual epoch whether normal or not, but that it
is very rarely caused by that alone. A great deal of uterine and ovarian
disease should escape the knife by the use of patient medical treatment
-no grave surgery of the pelvis should be allowed without medical con-
sultation."

'98] 'i 317.'
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Among the many services done to the Turks by Greece in the last fewweeks, not the least is to have given them an opportunity to show howand what they can endure. The TPimes correspondent is much struckwith their eagerness to fight and with the difticulty of killing them. Hementions one man whose abdomen was penetrated by a bullet, and whonot only kept his place in the ranks till the battle ended, but marchedten miles afterwards. Another man with three wounds-two in the legsand one in the shoulder-continued on duty twenty-four hours, until anofficer noticed his condition and sent him to the hospital. Sometimes ouralcoholism has been associated with our daring and our endurance ascause and effect, but here are qualities of the saine sort in a non-alcoholicnation. Our contemporary's correspondent remarks further on the rapid-ity with which the wounds heal, and says that medical men attribute itto the abstemiousness of the Turks. Here we should scarcely be able tomatch the race whose soldiers are ill-clad, ill-fed and who take no alco-holie stimulants.-The Lancet.

IBooh 1ecviews.
The fourth edition of the work on Bacteriology by Dr. A. C. Abbott has been re-ceived The writer hs retained al that was good in former editions and made manyvaluable additions. The historical section in brief, but contains references to most of'the important steps which have served to place bacterio'ogy in its present importantposi ion. The section on the place occupied by bacteria in nature is splendidly put,.and gives to the beginner a clear ide3 of the subject. The same may be said regard-ing the explanation of sterilization. The methods of preparation of the different nediaare so sinply brought out as to appeal to everyine interested. The nutrition, growth,morpholgy and producta of bacteria are explained. The sim plet methods of isolationand identification are alone referred to, and these are applied to surgical and post-mortem work in a most comprehensive nanner. The pyogenic organisme are dealtwith at length, and the gonococcus, the plague and influenza bacilli, and the spirillaare t reated of in their morphological staining and culture pecularities and pathogenesisor otherwise, as the case may be.
The cuts of the tubercle bacillus and others are good. The infections by tuberclepneumococcus and tetragonus are followed out, and methods are given for the differ-entiation of tubercle from the organisns of pneumonia, syphilis atid leprosy. Diphth-eria is fully considered. and the typhoid and colon bacilli minutely compared Elsner'smedium and method. for the isolation of typhoid bacilli and the serum reaction arefully explained.
The an2erobic bacilli are given considerable space, and methods for their cultivationreferred to such as may be most simply appliedThe section on infection and inimunity ie terse, but brings out the varlous theories.as to infection the retention and exhaustion hypotheses, phagocytosis, bactericidalpower of blood serum, anti toxines etc., moat cleanly, concluding with a- series ùffacto as now accepted.
The examination of water and soil, and the experimental work on disinfectants closethe work.
Bacteriology is a series of methods, which when properly applied and the reactions.intelligently noted have given great results The manner in which Dr. A bbott's booktreats of these matters recommends it most highly as a guide not only to the beginner.There are nunierous foot notes containing references to literature on the more exhaus-tive and complex subjects.

3)8
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SYP. HYPOPHOS. C-O., FELLOWS
OONTAINS

The Essential Elements of the Animal Organization-Potash and Lime;

The Oxidizing Elements-Iron and Maganese;

The Tonics-Quinine and Strychnine ;

And the Vitalizing Constituent-Phosphorus ; the whole combined in
the form of a Syrup, with a slight alkaline reaction.

It differ s in its effects from all Analogous Preparations: and it possesses
the important properties of being pleasant to the taste, easily borne
by the stomach, and harmless under prolonged use.

It has gained a Wide Reputation, particularly in the treatment of Pul-
monary Tuberculosis, Chronic Bronchitis, and other affections of
the respiratory organs. It has also been employed with much suc-
cess in various nervous and debilitating diseases.

Its Curative Power is largely attributable to its stimulant, tonic and
nutritive properties, by means of which the energy of the system is
recruited.

Its Action is Prompt: It stimulates the appetite and the digestion ; it pro-
motes assimilation, and it enters directly into the circulation with
the food products.

The prescribed dose produces a feeling of buoyancy and removes
depression and melancholy ; hence the preparation is of great value in the
treatment of nervous and mental affections. From the fact, also, that it
exerts a double tonic influence, and induces a healthy flow of secretions,
its use is indicated in a wide range of diseases.

When prescribing the Syrup please write, 4Syr., Hypophos. FEL-
LOWS." As a further precaution it is advisable to order in original
bottles.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGISTS.

Davis & Lawrence Co., Limited, Wliolesale Agents,
nowrIn AL.
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BOVRIL
It is recommended by the medical profes-

sion, not only as a tower of strength to the
patient through a battle between life and
death, but also as the best of food preparations
for hurrying the convalescent onward to rug-
ged health.

BOVRIL furnishes the maximum in
strength producing with the minimum of work
to the digestive organs.

BOVRIL used in the sick chamber will
save the patient from many a dose of nauseat-
ing medicine, and prevent that danger ever
close to the convalescent of a relapse from an
overloaded stomach. In short, in critical cases
of sickness, when life hangs in danger, it has
been a

SENTINEL ON GUARD.

Sold by all First-class Druggists and Crocers
throughout the Dominion.

BOVRIL, Limited.
Canadian n aanch, 30 Farringdon Street, LONDOM, EpC.
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Publiebers' ]Department.
Dr. W. E. Hamill has removed to 88 Yonge St., where the Canadian"

Medical Practice office will be in future conducted. Anong the advertise»
ments in this issue will be found a full page list of offers of practices for
sale which will be repeated and revised each month.

LIFEBUOY SoAP.-We desire to call your attention to this soap. As
a bath soap it has no superior, being neutral, and containing, as it does,
great antiseptic properties, it cannot but commend itself to the professioù
at large. It is now largely in use in the European hospitals, and was
lately introduced into many of the Canadian hospitals.

AYER'S PETROLEUM EMULSION is comparatively a new preparation in
Canada, but has been in use in the United States and England for years.
It is devoid of the unpleasant fishy odor of cod-liver oil, and proves
about as efficacious, and, like creosote, possesses a tonic action on the
stomach, and is also a germ destroyer, and wherever it has been used it
meets with general favor by the profession.

BovINlNE.-There cannot possibly be any better proofs of the value of
Bovinine tha'n we lind in the reports of the Sound View Hospital, Stam-
ford, Conn. As a general tonic and blood maker, it is high}y recommend-
ed in ail cases of chronie ulcerations, as a local application, ulceration
of the stomach and rectum, varicose, ulcers, etc. Dr. Pratt, of Chicago,
reports a case of gangrene of the scrotum, treated by iodoform gauze,
saturated with Bovinino; result, marvellous.

Dr. N. F. Cunningham, Dartmouth, N.S., Lecturer on Surgery, Dart-
mouth University, Halifax, N.S., used Parke, Davis & Co's. Anti-Diph-
theritic Serum in fifteen cases diphtheria last September, with satisfac-
tory results in every case. Last week was called to a case at Waverley,
which terminated fatally, owing to the child being in a hopeless condi-
tion before the serum was administered. He immunized the four other
children with 250 units each; ten days have elapsed, and no symptoms
of diphtheria bave developed.

M.%SSAGE -Massage being a very scientific treatment when given by a
skilful masseur, but so litt le understood by the medical profession although
advised extensively by them, we take great pleasure in recommending
Mr. Thomas J. R. Cook, masseur, 201 King St. West, who thoroughly un-
d'erstands the treatment, having graduated from the School of Massage
and Electricity in connection with the West End Hospital for Nervous
Diseases and Epilepsy, Walbeck St, London, England. During his seven
years' practice in this city Mr. Cook has been very successful.

IN SMALL- Pox.-Unguentine has proved to be extremely valuable in
the treatment of small-pox, as it immediately arrests the excessive burn-

'198.] ' :iu91'
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ing and itching of the papular stage, and soothes the irritation in thevesicular stage, and, moreover, from personal experience of Dr. B. F.Neal, of Ellenville, Ulster County, New York, who gave it a very thor-ough trial during the small epidemic that raged in that town and vicin-ity during the winters of 1895 and 1896, he found that Unguentine inevery case prevented the spitting, and the soothing effects greatly modi-fied the patients' desire of scratching themselves, and the results in ailcases were extremely satisfactory.

COUNT OKUMA'S WOODEN LEG.-Ordered from New York. as no onein Japan can make one. It is not often that the Consular service of acountry is called upon to secure a wooden leg for a general, but that iswhat hasjust happened in the case of General, the Count of Okuma, theprime minister of Japan, says the Commercial Advertiser.
The Japanese minister to the United States was instructed weeks agoto obtain the best artificial limh in this country for Count Okuma, andhe turned the order over to the Secretary of the Legation, who instruct-ed Consul-General Ucheida to consummate the negotiations. The lattergave an order to the firm of A. A. Marks, 701 Broadway, New York.
MEDICINES FOR THE KLONDIKE.-The E. B. Shuttleworth ChemicalCompany, manufacturing chemists, of this city, have received large or-ders for their products to be supplied to physicians going to the Klon-dike. These orders consist of a very large quantity of compressed tab-lets and pills. Owing to this convenient method of preparing drugs asmedicines, physicians going a long distance prefer having them preparedin this form, as thev are more easily handled in transit than liquid med-mines.
The above firm is a strictly Canadian concern, making a specialty ofmanufacturing this form of medicinal preparations. Heretofore, Amer-ican firms did most of this class of business, but since the Shuttle-worth Chemical Company has been established, they have had strongindications in the shape of orders that, ail things being equal, theCanadian physicians and druggists are prepared to support home manu-facture.

FUnOR DISINFICIENDI.-The Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift writes:Realizing the risk that we run of being the victims of an April joke, stillwe cannot help reporting the following little history: " In K, a Silesiantown of 30,000 inhabitants, several cases of typhoid fever were reported atthe Police Department. The protecting angels of K. were up to the occa-sion, and determined to carry out ail hygienic orders most rigidly. Theyordered at once that 'ail stools should be disinfected without delay.' Afew strong policemen entered the disinfected house, and there they com-pounded secundum artem, a mixture of water and lime, with which thefearless germ-killers faithfully painted ail the chairs; and, not contentwith that, they also extended their instructions to the tables, bedsteads,etc. Only one chair, which the nurse had saved for herself, escaped thedeluge."
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THE...

PATENT
AL AKAL 00AIAKA 15._
FElT

Closing and binding the Patent Alaska Feit Mattress. M ATTRESS...
Is superior to the best $4o.oo Hair Mattress in Cleanliness, Durability and Comfort. The

best American hospitals have adopted the FeIt Mattress in preference to
the Hair one for the following reasons

It is niore Saqitary, being absolutely Pure and Vermiq Proof.
It is niore Durable, as it never gets lumpy qor loses its shape.
R i8 Cleaper.

If you do want a Hair Mattress, and can pay the price, you should get one that is DDRASLz.
Suoh a one i the Sanitary Interlaced Hair Mattress, of which we are also the sole makers.

SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

THE ALASKA FEATHER AND DOWN COMPANY,
Proprietors of the Canadian Bedding rifg. Co. 290 Guy Street, MONTREAL.

*8
UNIMPAIRED BY AGE....

We make no criticism against pills made by the Mass Process whenfor immediate use.
We do criticise this process, however, where pills are made, then coated

with Sugar or Gelatine and kept for an indefinite time.
Ail mass pili manufacturers dlaim prompt disintegration for freshly

made pills, but after they become old, a prominent mass pill maker
says with considerable pride :
Many Mass Pills in our possession made ten years ago, and as hard
'as bullets, we have yet found to disinte;rate in less than twelve
"hours when placed in cold water."

Prompt when Fresh. Twelve Hours when Old.
Agehasnodetrlratngeffctupo Ujoh'sFriable Pil.Ter quaity

of presenting the drug to the digestive organs in a form offering least re-
sistance to assimilation is one that stands unimpaired by age.

Catalogue vyith over 60 formulæ, also samples on appication to
IFLMOUR BROS. & Co., Sole Agents, Montreal.

UPJOHN'S FRIABLE PILLS. .
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HIOMEWOOD RETREAT, GUELPH, ONT.

A Private Asylum for the Care and TreatnMent of the Insane, Inebriates, and the Opium I(abit.
DIRECTORS.;

W. LANGMUIR, Esq., Ex-Inspector of Asylunis, etc., for Ontario, President.A. MEREDITH, Esq., LL. D. Ex-Chairman of the Board of Inspectors of Asylums foranada, Vice-President.
ROBERT JAFFRAY, Esq., Vice-President 0f the. Land Secury Company, Toronto.JAMES A. H EDLEY, Esq., Editor 3/onetar-Y 74imes, Tor-ont-*

MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT.
DR. STEPHEN LETT, who lias had 25 years experience in this special line of pra.tice.

For terms and other
.'information, add-ess OR. STEPHEi LETT,

{omewood Retreat, CUELPH, 0>4T.
DR. H. B. ANDERSON

begs leave to announce to the
Profession that he is prepared to
mak' Chemical, Bacteriological
or ,Microscopic Examination as
required, of Tumors or other
Morbid Tissues, Sputum, Urine,
Blood, Stomach Contents, etc.,
also to make Autopsies.

For information address,

PATHOLOGICAL LABORATORY,
Trinity Medical College,

TORONTO.

TADEtMR,( NEm
BTERED.

MN urmtte, o mecereaL Rhdqrsd
physicians in c a and irritable Digestive
g1an. and Eidney Euollient, attractie,

palatabl. Uhtevrp i hole range of cereai.
PARPNLET D 11N5 XPLE FREE.

.artwaDed la A rie Po Ask Dealer., o
dteto.FuRwe R es. te n N Y.U..

Disagreeable !
Unsatisfactory,

These words refer to many cases of
hernia which the physician has to treat.
We have had as years' experience in mak-
ing and fitting trusses-have fitted over
1,000,000 at our Philadelphia establish-
ment-and we do. not think we are pre-
sum ptuous in offering you our aid. Let us
tell you -about

Seeley's.Ilard-Rubber
Trusses

You can judge somewhat ot our ability if
you have our book, or will examine ourtrusses at Hargreaves Bros., x62 Queen
St. W., Toronto.

Wehave had advice and encourage-.
nient from such men as Profs. Gross and
Agnew, and the results of their advice and
our experience are freely yours.

Chesterman & Streeter
SUCCESSORS T'O

1. B. SEELEY & CO.
as So. i sth St., - Philadelphia, Po.
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THE CROWNING OEVELOPMENT OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE
IN HÆMA-PHERA.PY, OR BLOOD TREATMENT.

ALOOD, AND BLOOD ALONE, is physiologically ascertained to be
the essential and fundamental Principle of Healing, of Defense, and of
Repair, in the human system; and this Principle is now proved, by con-
stant clinical experience, to be practically available to the system in all
cases, to any extent, and wherever needed, internally or externally.

And the same overwhelming clinical demonstrations have also proved
A FILM O BoVoNIE: that the Vitality and Power of BovineEhowfng the Blood-vorpusces Intact. Blood can be and are PRESER VED, unim-

paired, in a portable and durable prepara-
tion, sold by all druggists, and known as
Bovinine. Microscopic examination of a
film of Bovinine will show the LIVING
BLOOD CORPUSCLES filling the field, in
all their integrity, fullness, and. energy;
ready for direct transfusion into the system
by any and every mode of access known to
medical and surgical practice; alimentary,
rectal, hypodermical, or topical.

In short, it is now an established fact,
that if Nature fails to make good blood, we
can introduce it. Nothing of disease, so

Mic hot ed far, has sèemed to stand before it.
by Prof. rR I. A rews, M.p. Apart from private considerations, these

facto are too momentous to mankind, and now too well established, toallow any further reservo or hesitatiôn in asserting them to the fullest
extent.

We have already duly waited, for three years; allowing professional
experimentation to go on, far and near, through the disinterested enthu-
siasm which the subject had awakened in a number of able physicians
and surgeons, and these daily reinforced by others, through correspond-
ence, and by comparison and accumulation of their experiences in a
single medical medium adopted for that provisional purpose.

It is now laid upon the conscience of every physician, surgeon, and
medical instructor, to ascertain for himself whether these things are so;
and if so, to develope, practise and propagate the great medical evangel,
without reserve. They may use our Bovinine for their investigations, ifthey cannot do better, and we will cheerfully afford every assistance,
through samples, together with a profusion of authentic clinical prece-
dents, given in detail, for their instruction in the philosophy, methods
and technique of the New Treatment of all kinds of disease by BovineBlood, so far as now or hereaf ter developed.

ErýAmong the formidable diseases overcome by the Blood Treatment,
in cases hitherto desperate of cure, may be mentioned : Advanced Con-
sumption; Typhoid Fever; Pernicious Anæmia; Cholera Infanttim, In-
anition, etc.; Hæmorrhagic Collapse; Ulcers of many years standing, all
kinds; Abscesses; Fistulas; Gangrene; (Gonorrhœa, etc.; Blood-poison-
ing; Crushed or Decayed Bones; Mangled Flesh, and great Burns, with
Skii-propagation from 'points' of skin; etc., etc.

N. B. Bovinine is not intended to be, and cannot be made, an article
of popular self-prescription. As it is not a stimulant, its extended em-
ployiient in the past has been, -and the universal employment to which
it is destined will be, dependent altogether on the express authority of
attending physicians. Address

THE BOVININE COMPANY, 495 WEST BROADwAY, NEw YORK. -
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Artificial Legs and Arms for Practical Purposes.
Ji A. A. MARKS, 70 Broadway, New York.

DEAR SIR,-.M righ! Ieg wAas atnpuaefour n. ches aboy he ne n 886 Ipurchs
, an artificial leg of you. I am compelled to say

after ten years of'constant use'l am convinced
that I made no mistake in taking your patent.
My occupation is farmmi-g; I often saw wood all
day; I have picked one hundred pounds of cot-
ton in a day, which was about as much as I was
able to pick before I lost my leg.

J. D. CLUCK.

A. A. MARKS.
701 Broadway, New York.

DEAR SIR.-I received the pair of artificial
legs made for me in due time; they fitted

erfecty and I have worn them constantly
,om the start. I work in the store from 6

delock in the rnorning until .o at nigbt. The
nimbs are lighter than I expected and appear

to bo very strong.
E. B. SCULL.

A. A. MARKS,
-o70 Broadway, New York.

DEAR SIR.-I have worn 'one
-of your rubber feet for.over îrs

ears with entire satisfaction.
am a truckman and have to

lift several hundredweight at a

time.
C. H. BRawsTE1I.

A. A. MARKS, 701 Broadway, New York.
DEARSI R-I sell orning pers on the railroad

trams, frequently gettig on an off a train when inmotion. Very few of my friends know that I lost
one of my feet. JNO SCHARFF.

Send for Marks' Treatise on Artißc lai Limbs 544pa7ges and 800 iltustrations. A comp ete work onthe restoration of the maimed a d crippled.

A. A. MARKS,
701 Broadway, New York City.

IN .. 'a l. ". Dr. Albert A. Macdonald.

*4 78 Bellevue Ave., TORONTO.
Private Hospital
For the Treatment of

Medical and

.*

-Surgical

DISEASES OF WOMEN.

Massage and Electricity

R FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS ......

Used In AU*Sultable Cames

Rooms from $7 to $15 a Week.

J. Algernon Temple, M.D., op Albert A. Macdonald, M.D.,
»b lceSreT~1T.18 Jmo tetTRHo

Dr J AI erno T 1
. .

205 Simcoe Street, TogoE To- 180 Simcoe Street, TORONTO.
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âdU 4jaspital for 1tbun §istastø ..

DR. MEYERS (M.R.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P., Lond.) having found increased
accommodation necessary, has removed his Private Hospital to Heath St.,
Deer Park. The situation of the new Hospital is the best and most attrac-
tive in the suburbs of Toronto, having three acres of ground shaded by fine
old oaks, and laid out for tennis, bicycling, etc. The interior has been com-
pletely renovated and possesses all the necessary appliances for the treat-
ment of

DR. MEYERS' PRIVATE HOSPITAL FOR NERVOUS DISEASES.

Diseases of the jiervous System
Hydrotherapy after the system of Wisternitz, including needle, Russian

shower baths, etc., and electricity in its various forms are administered.
It has a skilled masseuse and trained nurses, the head nurse having been
for several years under Dr. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia.

Dr. Meyers devotes his entire attention to Nervous Diseases, havingprepared himself especially for this work by several years study both inEngland and on the continent.

This is the only Institution at present in Canada devoted exclusivelyto the treatment of Nervous Diseases.
For Terms, etc., apply to

D. CArIPBELL MEYERS, t.D.,

xix

Hlours, 2 to 4 p. m. 192 SIMCOO St., TORONTO.
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"Stainless Iodine Ointment." - -

THE UP-TO-DATE IODINE PREPARATION.

Physicians will prescribe and use it in place of all others. It is better and
stronger than the B. P. Formula, and does not discolor nor crack the skin.
By permission we are allowed to refer to the following prominent physicians
in Toronto who are using and prescribing it :

Arthur Jukes Johnson, M.B., M.R.C.S. Eng., Coroner. A. H. Garratt, M.D., C.M.
J. S. Hart, M.D., M.B. R. B. Orr, L.S.A. Lon. Adam Lynd, M.B.

And Others.

It ls also being used In the TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL.

Physicians (only) who do their own dispensing can procure it direct in 2 lb. and i lb. jars at
a cost of $î.oo and $i.5o respectively (money to accompany order), express charges
prepaid ; or from wholesale druggists in i oz. bottles at-$i.8o per dozen. For 12 cents
we will be pleased to mail any physician a sample bottle.

G. BROWN & CO, PROPRIETORS,
... PARKDALE, - ONTARIO, CAN.

John A. Sutherland
flanufacturer of.

Cabinets-
Artistic Furniture

And Ail Kinds of -

OFFICE SUPPLIES
BOOKCASES
SPECIAL SHELVES
BED RESTS
FRACTURE SPLINTS

Made While Waiting.

427
eh

SPADINA AVE.
TORONTO.

MIHIGAN COLLEGE
OF

MEDICINE AND SURGERY
REGULAR WINTER SESSION OPENS

SEPTENBER 2ist, 1897.
FAcULTY.-Hal C. Wyman, M.D., Surgery; L. E.

Maire, M.D., Ophthalmology and Otolog ; Dayton
Parker, M.D., Gynecology; Wm, 1. Hamlen, M.D.,
Chemistry; Willard Chaney, M.D., Laryngology, -Rhii-
ology and Hygiene; W. R. Scurr, M.D., Neurology and
Diseases of the Mind; M. V. Meddaugh, M.D., Physi-
ology; Arthur D. Holmes, M.D., Diseases of Children;
Frank T. Lodge, A.M., Medical Jurisprudence; Frank
S. Hou gh, M.D., Materia Medica ; Wm. C. Stevens,
M.D., O tetrics; J. A. Weitz, M.D., General Pathol-
ogy; J. A. Patton, M.D., Therapeutics; Wm. A.

ackett, M.B., M.C.P.S., Dermatology and Venereal
Diseases; R. J. Hamlen. M.D., Anatomy ; R. S. Linn,
M.D., Bacteriology and Microscopy; A. K. N orthrop,
M.D., Bacteriology; Walter J. Cree, M.D., Practice of
Medicine.

The course of study required extends over four years.
The work is graded.

All clinics are held at the Detroit Emergency Hospital
and Free Dispensary. Practical clinical and laboratory
work is required of all.

FEEs.-Matriculation, annually, $,5; Lectures, each
term, $,o ; Anatomy, dissecting, second and third
courses, $îo each; Chemistry, first course, $1o, second
course, $5; Graduation fee, $25; Practitioners' course,
all departments, $5o; single department, $25. Optional
course: Experimental Therapeutics, $io; Physiological
Laboratory, $Io; Surgical Laboratory, $io. For fur-
ther particulars address

Michigan College of Niediciqe and Surgery,
7 and 9 Porter St., Detroit. Michigan.
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TImperial Life Assurance Co. of Canada.
HEAD OFFICE:

- TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated by Special Act of tUe Dominion Parliament.

CAPITAL, ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

Depoited with the Dominion Government Being the LAREST DEPOSIT of anyfor the Seurity ofPoiicy Hoiders..w&ua.1 &.wv B'ng v Canadian Comupany.....

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
PRESIDENT:

THE HONORABLE SIR OLIVER MOWAT, P.C., G.C.M.G.,
Ex-Minister of Justice, Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario.

VICE-PRESIDENT:
JOSEPH W. FLAVELLE, Esg.,

Managing Director The Wm. Davies Co., Limited, and Director Canadian Bank of Commerce.

THE HONORABLE SIR MACKENZIE BOWELL, P.C.,
K.C.M.G., Senator, Ex.-Prime Minister of Canada.

THE HONORABLE J. D. EDGAR, P.C., Q.C., M.P.,
Speaker House of Commons.

THE HONORABLE WM. HARTY, Commissioner Public
Works, Ontario.

THE HONORABLE GEO. A. Cox, Senator,
President Canadian Bank of Commerce.

THE HOxORiBLE S. C. WoOD. Managing Director
Freehold Loan and Savings Co.

J. J. KENNY, EsQ., Vice-President Western and British
America Assurance Companies.

J. H. PLUMMER, Esg., Assistant General Manager
Canadian Bank of Commerce.

A. E. AMEs, EsQ., of A. E. Ames & Co.,
President Toronto Stock Exchange.

HUGH N. BAIRD, Esg., Grain Merchant,
Director Western Assurance Company.

F. R. ECCLEs, EsQ., M.D., F.R.C.S., Etc., London,
Ont.

A. E. KEMP, EsQ., President Kemp Manufacturing
Co., and Second Vice-President Toronto Board of
Trade.

Managing Director:
F. G. COX, EsQ.

Solicitors:
MESSRs. EDGAR & MALONE.

Secretary and Actuary:
THOS. BRADSHAW, F.I.A.

Superintendent:
R. JUNKIN.

Chief Medical Referee:
JOHN L. DAVISON, B.A., M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S

This Company Issues Policies on . . .

All the Approved Plans of life Assurance and Annuities.
POLICIES p

Unpestpieted and World-Wide
From Commencement . ...

Cuaranteed Cash Surrender, Loan and Paid-up Values.

Policies Automatically Non-Forfeitable After Three Years.

F. G. COX, Managing Director, 26 King St. E., Toronto.
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'V CHjY-CELESTINS
Property French Republic.

Bottled under the direct supervision of the French Govern-
ment. Not equalled in the world for medicinal use.

Known for many centuries as the BEST and
STRONGEST Natural Alkaline Waters.

Proniote more active endosmose, neutrelize and wash out of the
system all incompletely burnt bodies. NONE GENUINE INTo give the naine of Vichy Water to a mere solution of bicarbonate BULK OR
of soda is as great an abuse of language as to give the name of wine BULKOR
to a mixture of cream of tartar, alcohol, and mineral salts which S Y P H ON S.
wine furnishes when analysed.

Drink from the tatural Spring, says Sir Henry Thomson, F.R.C.S., London.

To Avold Disappolntment please specif'y the name CELESTINS.

GENERAL AGENCY, 220 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Josh. C. Moor
Wine and Spirit Merchantae,*% ,

Direct Importer....... 433 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

Very Old Port and Sherry Wines, in Wood and Bottles.
Especially Adapted for Invalids.

Pure Old Brandies and Whiskies.
For Medicinal Use

Use " Andrew Usher's " O.V.G. and Special Reserve
Scotch Whisky.

For Convalescents ; Pronounced Absolutely Pure by
English Lancet.

N. Johnstons & Sons' Famous Clarets.
Great Variety in Quarts and Pints.

Burgundies, Malaga and Marsala Wines.

4 ORDERS FRO?4 THE COUNTRY PROMPTLY ATTENDED TC.



LIFEBUOY
ROYAL - - - <DISINFECTANT

LEVER BROTHERS, Limited, Port Sunlight, England, Proprietors of SUNLIGHT

SOAP, have received the following Report on LIFEBUOY ROYAL DISINFECT-
ANT SOAP from Dr. Karl Enoch, Chemisch, Hygienisches Institut, Hamburg:-

The examination of the sample of " Lifebuoy
Royal Disinfectant Soap," furnished to me by
Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, of Port Sun-
light, England, gives the following results as to
its action as a disinfectant:-

Solutions of 1, 2 and 5 per cent. of Lifebuoy
Royal Disinfectant Soap in water were made.
These solutions were brought to bear on a
variety of clean cultivated microbes (Bacillus),
in each case a certain exact time being allowed
for the operation ; and thus the capacity of this
Soap for destroying the various live and gro.--
ing germs was proved. To carry out this the
following species of germs or microbes, amongst
others, were used:-

1. Typhoid Microbe.

2. Cholera Microbe, taken from Hamburg and
Altona.

3 Diphtheria Microbe.

4. Carbuncle or Boil Microbe.

THE RESULTS were as follows:-
1. The obstinate Typhoid Microbes, with the

5 per cent. solution, were dead within 2 hours.
2. The operation of this Soap on the Cholera

Microbes was very remarkable, and showed this
soap to be in the hi hest degree a disinfectant.
These were taken from persons who died of
Cholera in Hamburg, and showed a result as
follows:-

With the 2 per cent. mixture, Cholera Mi-
crobes were dead within 15 minutes. With the
5 per cent. saine were dead within 5 minutes.

3. The Diphtheria Microbes were killed after
2 hours with the 5 per cent. solution.

4. The 5 per cent. solution was tried on fresli
Carbuncle germs, and the result showed that the
Microbe life was entirely extinct after 4 hours.

From the foregoing experiments it will be seen
that the Lifebuoy Royal Disinfectant Soap is a
powerful disinfectant and exterminator of the
various germs and microbes of disease.

(Signed) KARL ENOCH,
Chem. Ilygen. Inst. Hambury.

A DOCTOR'S ' We cannot overrate the value of cleanliness of person, that is, of clothes
OPINION: and body. The bath, whether it be the daily cold tul), the evening warm

bath, or the weekly Turkish. does far more than most people would helieve. To avert sickness
and maintain the body in health, such a soap as LIFEBUOY soap is heyond all praise; its soft-
ness and purity nmust commend it to all."

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND. DR. GORDON STABLES, R.N.

A NURSE'S ''I think it right that you should know I used your LIFEBUOY soap for
OPINION patients' clothes and rooms extensively throughout the late epidemie.

I never travel without it, and have found it invaluable. The more I use it the better pleased
Iam" L POLLARD,

5 PATSHULL ROAD, KaxT1sîx TowN, ENG. [Late Nurse of the R.H.S. and other Hospitals.

LIFEBUOY isguaranteed perfectly pure, and free from any in jurious chemicals. As a Cleanser,
SOAP Purifier and reliable Disinfectant it is simple in use and pleasant in operation.

DIRECTIONS You can use LIFEBUOY SOAP in the same way that you use SUN-
FOR USE : fLIGHT SOAP-ih hot water, cold water, hard water, or soft water.

Its daily use in every household will conduce in every way to health, long life and happiness.

TH E CANADA LANCET. xxiii
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Doctor
re FERROL

An Emulsion of Iron
and Cod Liver O l

o o o o o

T HERAPEUTICALLY Iron and Cod Liver Oil are twins
and should always be prescribed together, but the diffi-

.4.4 " culties attending the combination of these two remedies
in a suitable preparation have never before been overcome, and
it is with much pleasure that we place such a preparation at the
disposal of the medical profession.

Ferrol contains 6 grains of Phosphate of Iron to the ounce
and 50% Cod Liver Oil, together with Glycerine and other ingre-
dients to make a most pleasant and desirable preparation.

The advantage of thoroughly breaking up iron and oil into
minute particles in a pleasant and permanent Emulsion must be
apparent to every physician, and in order to give the profession
an opportunity of thoroughly testing FERROL we will send a
full-sized bottle (16 oz.) to any physician sending his name and
address.

FERROL COMPANY,
Markham, Ont.
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The Hotel...
Chamberlain

OLD POINT COMFORT,
VA.

The Finest Hotel on the
Atlantic Coast.

The Winter and Spring climate of Old Point Comfort is delightful. . Located

between the extremes of the North and South, it blends in happy proportion the

good qualities of both. Write for illustrated pamphlet.. ......

GEORGE W. SWETT, Manager,
OLD POINT COMFORT, VA.

Mr. Swett was for many years Manager of the Windsor at Montreal. A cordial welcome awaits

Canadians.

Massage and Mehdanico-Tlherapy.
Mr. George Crompton

T AKES pleasure in announcing to the Medical
'Profession that hie is prepared to treat in

the most modern form

PATIENTS REQUIRING rIASSAGE.
First class accommodation for patients from

a distance. Address-

89 Carlton St., Toronto. THE GLEASON SANITARIU11,
Phone No. 865. ELMIRA, N.Y.

The best of references given by the leading Physi- A home for those seeking health, rest or
cians in the City. recreation.

Ail forms of baths, electricity, massage,
SETS 0F STAMPS FOR SALE. Swedish movements.

SaIt baths so helpful in rheumnatic and ner-

15 Canada revenues, 10c. ; 8 Samoa, 12c. ; 5 vous cases.
Newfoundland, 10c.; Labuau Jubilee, 10c. ; 14 JOHN C. FISHER, flD.,
Roman States, 15c.; 10 Japanese, 8e.; 50 differ-
ent stamps, 10c. ; 100 different stamps, 20c. ; 3

Corea, 10c.; 6 South Africa, 10c.; 23 Canada, Resident Physklan.
15c. All kinds Canada Jubilee stamps bought, For refèrence to leading physicians in Canada. who
also collections, etc. have been patients under Dr. Fishers care, illustrated

booklet, address

W. R. ADAMS, Edward B. Gleason,
7 Ann Stpet. - TOERONTO. ONT. Manager.
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Have you received our

January Bulletin, No. 13,
OF THE.

Mail Order Department?
If not, drop us a postal card and we will have pleasure

in sending you a copy.

NO DUTY ON SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS.

On and after January 1st, 1898, al Surgical Instruments willb. a.lowed to enter any port of the Dominion of Canada FREEOF ALL DUTY, according to the Tariff Act of April 23rd last,the operation of which was at a subsequent meeting of the Min-iitera delayed until the date mentioned.

èA i is Owing to the above we are able to seil Surgical
instruments of good practical quality at prices neverbefore offered.

The following are a few items from our No. 13Bulletin:
ARTERY FORCEPS-

Pean's, Aseptic Lock ......... $0 32
Lawson Tait's, Aseptic Lock.... 0 40

SPLINTER FORCEPS.............. 020
TONGUE-HOLDING FORCEPS-

Howze's · · · · ·................. 0 90
SCISSORS-

41 in., straight, sharp points . ... 0 15
44 in., curved, blunt points...... o 38

VULCELLUM FORCEPS-
Two or four prongs ............. 070

CERVIX DILATORS-
Palmer's .................. 135
Wathen's, Aseptic ............ 145
Goodell's, full size, Aseptic ..... 3 15

INTRA UTERINE DOUCHE-
Haynes' ...... · · · .······

(A most efficient Douche.)

HYPODERMIC NEEDLES-
Standard Screw, each .......... 0 10In lots of i doz. or more, per doz. 0 60

NEEDLES-
To fit Tablet Syringes, each. 0 15

BOSWORTH'S NASAL SNARE-
With straight and curved tip. 1 00

STOMACH TUBES-
With funnel, with or withoutbulb in centre ..... ........o 0 75

THE BEST OPERATING SCALPEL-
Hand-forged, of one solid pieceof steel, finest finish ........ .0 60

THE J. STEVENS & SON CO., Limited
145 Wellington St. West,

Long Distance Telephone, 306 y Toponto

xxvi
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WHEELER'S TISSUE PHOSPHATES.
Whellr'8 CompoundE fd CaMliaYa. A Nerve Food and Nutritive Toni, for the
Wr elr' ofnmp roncEiiorofua d ail frms of Nervos Debility. This elegant preparation combines

treatment Of Consumption Bronchile, Sfu the moof irritable conditions of the stomach, Bone-Calcium Phosphate

0a22 P. 0.4, Sodium Phosphate Nas H.P.O.4. Ferrous Phosphate Fe3 2 PO4, Trihydrogen Phosphate H3 P.O 4, and the

active princloles of calisaya and Wild <'herry.
The spcilal indi-ation cf Wiis Combihation of Pbosphtes in Spinal Affections, Caries Necrouis, Ununited Fractures,

MarThus, Porly Developod hldrf , Retard Dent tion, Alcohol, Opium. Tobacco Habite, Gestation and Lactation

to promote Development, etc., and as a PHT'rOLOoICAL RUrOTIV5 In Sexual Debility aqid all used-up conditions of the

Nervous 51.11bo .uld rec"ive tbe careful attention of good therapeutist.
NOTABLE PROPgRTIES. As reliable In Dyspepia as quinine in Ague. Secures the padtest percentge of beneit

In Consumption and ail wastlng diseases, by determint r succes pole ne treating Ohronic Diseases cf Women

it, Cod Liver OU may be taken without repugnance. It rend5 a f ossil intain the dill of ten

and Children, who take it with pleasure for proongeP o eiod faotmr eTnict 1eatain tpe good well cf th patient.

Being a Tis e Constructive, it le the boit general taible mbd coni o t e ystem. e harychnia mis

chievous efeots resulting from exhibiting it l any possible morbid condition of the system. Whn Strychnia is desir

R. Wheeler'o Tisus Phosphates, one bottle ; Liqhor StrYchunlc, han fluid, drachm

IL. In Dyspepsia with Consti tion, al forms or erve Protestation fd constitutions cf lo V eal ony.

DOSE.-For an aduit one tabespoontfl three times a day anter estn; fro i seten t twelve ysarg of age, o

dessert-opoonful ; from two to seven, one tespowfl For Infants, froflive .D twenty drope, a Pordlng 10 age.

Propaed at lte Ch.Mifl LaboratOrY Of T. 3. WKEELER, 19., MKONTRIAL, P.q.

To prevent substitution, put up in pound boties and sold by &Il Druggist st One Dollar.

SANMETT O GENITO-URINARY DISEASES.

A Solentlfic BlendIng of T Satal and Sa!XPalgto la PN1s111t ArMiUc Ved1lo.

A Vitalizing Tonic to the Reproductive System.

SPEcIALLY IVALE - IABLE BLDDR-

PROSATITTTIS URE T «rgPRE-SENIt|TY.

DOSE:-One ;easpoonful Four TIMes a DaY. 0D CHEM, CO., NEW YORK.

Reserve Principal. AssoMment System.

IJIFE e
INSURANCE.

A il insurers will advance their own

interest by examinilg the plans of the

Home Life Association.
Rates and other inforrnation furnished

on application to Head Office, • • •

72 KING STREET EAST,
4ýýýTRONTO.
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AUTHORS & COX,
135 CHURCH ST., '1 ORONTO,

TELEPHONE 2267.

Have had over twenty years experience in
the manufacture of

Artificial Limbs
TRUSSES AND

Orthopedic Instruments

Spinal Supports, Instrumemts
for Hip Disease, i1sease of
the Knee and Ankle. Bow
Legs KnockKnees,Cub

Foot Sh es, Crutch-
es, etc., etc.

REFERENcES :-Any of the leadinîg Surgeons in Toronto.

For Well-Dressed Meq T11o foundation for ail
well dressed is the Shoe

We have shoes that will please the nost requir-
ing taste-in shape, the newest style and will stand
the hardest walks of life, in Blaek Calf, Russett
Calf, Patent'Calf and Enamel Calf. Sent express
prepaid to any part of Canada.

THE ROYAL,
High Class Shoes, 88 Yonge Street.

HOTE l DE. MONTE PRESTON
M INERAL

OfPEN WINTER ANJ) SUMMER. SPRINGS

MR, THOS. J. R. 000K
Professional Masseur

Graduate of the School of Massage and
Electricity in connection with the West

End Hospital for the Treatment

of Nervous Diseases,

London, England.

Patients may be treated at their own homes
or at our office.

Address--204 KING STREET WEST
'Phone No. 1286

Recomniended by the leading physicians and

curgeons in Toronto.

Mr. Thos. Heys, the celebrated analyst, says: " in
my opinion Preston is the most healthv location in Can-
ada. In addition, the Mineral Bathswill prove very bene-
ficial in many complaints. His analysis says per gal.,
temp. 47.88; altitude 929 sea, 682 Lake Ontario.

Sodium Bicarb .......... grains, 7.231
Calcium " .......... " 16.75o
Ferrous " .......... " .620
Potassium Sulphate...... 2.830
Calcium ...... " 48.770
Magnesium ...... 24.4

Chloride ...... " 2
Ammonium .052
Silica.................... .A)o
Organic Ammonia ........ .007

toi.873
Hydrogen Sulphate a trace, and Carbonic Acid Gas,

cub, inches ro.28.

Physicians should send to R. Walder, Preston, for cir-
culars to give to their patients requiring Mineral Baths.
The manv cures effected stamps them the best in Canada.
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Physicians' Carriages...
., e Of Every Description.

Manufactured
By . Wm. (jray & Sons,

«ý CHATHAM.

Complete fine always on hand at
TORONTO SHOW RooMs

Grand's Repository, 53-59 Adelaide Street West,

TORONTO.
WALTER HARLAND SMITH, Toronto Agent.

RUPTURE :
'*PATI ENTS

Are arnong the nost difficult that many physicians
have to deal with. TRuss making and fitting is a
mechano-medical art. and when ruptured patients
p resent theinselves why not put the matter in the

ands of one who makes a specialty of the subject ?

A perfect holding Truss is as Important to a rup-
tured patient as an accuratey filled prescription
is to others. You would not advise inferior drugs
in your medicines; then why allow patients to use
dou*btful Trusses? We make Trusses which hold as
if ' the finers were there,'-two distinct motions,
IN and UL. Pressure can be set to suit any case.
Our best ones are made of German silver and will not
corrode or rust. No pressure on the spine, and do not
bind on the body. Try us in your next case. We
will send two or more on receipt of measure and par-
ticulars of case. and the most suitable can be kept
and paid for and the others returned. We also make
Poro-Plastic Jackets, Steel Instruments, for
Spinal Curvature, Bow Legs, Knock Knees. Para-
lysis, Club Feet. and anything and everything in the
wvay of mechanical appliances for medical purposes.
If you have any doubtful or difficult cases let us have
particulars and we will make suggestions and help in
every way to make satisfactory appliances.

.. WE ALLow LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION..

Guarantee First-Class Work, and use
the Best of Ilaterials. . . . . . .

ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE - • -

The DORENWEND TRUSS CG.,
83 Queen Steot West, - TORONTO.

W. & J. MITCHELL,
67 Yonge St., , TORONTO.

Manufacturers of.....

SURGICAL LEATHER

GOODS i t

Obstetric Bags.
Iqstrumeqt Rolls.

Buggy Cases.
Pocket Vial Cases.

PocIýet Instrument Cases.

Al Our Goods Are Made From
Best Materials.

Write us for Particulars.
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LAS VECAS 4(0T SPRINCS, NEW MEXICO
A New/e Established Health Resort, on the Santa Fe Route.
Comprises a Sanitorium, Hospital and Cottages, Natu-

ral Hot Saline and Sulphur Springs, Bath Houses and
Natatorium, also a Muck Mud Bath House, a Bacterio-
logical and Chemical Laboratory, etc. Las Vegas Hot
Springs is situated in the tablelands of New Mexico, 6,767feet above the sea. It was opened June tst, 1896, as a
health resort for those persons desirous of obtaining the
benefits of a climate in an elevated region having a dry
and pure atmosphere, and who require careful medical
attention and nursing. An extensive surrounding terri-
tory belongs to the institution, which, as a part of the
treatment, will be used for excursions, and for all forms
of exercise and amusements, etc. Recent medical and
scientific methods, of recognized value, will be carefully
and fully utilized. Out-door treatment, in appropriate
cases, will be a special feature. Absolute and perfect
quiet can be obtained by those requir ig it. Reduced rates
will be given, and nurses furnished, when needed for
journey, from any point on the Santa Fe. It is advised
that no patients advanced in the third stage of tubercu-
losis be sent from their homes.

Medical DiPeetoP, William Curtiss Bailey, A.M.,
M. D., Member American Medical Association; American
Public Health Association; Medical Society of the State
of New York; ex-President Central New York Medical
Society; formerly Instructor in Clinical Medicine, Post-
Graduate Medical School and Hospital, New York; for-
merly Professor of Theory and Practice, and Director of
the Bacteriological Laboratory, Tennessee Medical
College, etc.

Consulting Physiolans: W. R. Tipton, A.M.,
M.D.. Presilent New Mexico BoardofHealth, and Board
of Medical Examiners; ex-President New Mexico Medi-
cal Society; MemberAmerican Public Health Association,
etc. Francis H. Atkins. S.B., (Harv.) M.D., Secretary
New Mexico Board of Health, and Board of Medical Ex-
aminers; ex-President New Mexico Medical Societv
Member American Climatological Society, etc. F. Mar-
ron, A.M., M.D.. Superintendent New Mexico Insane
Asylum; President New Mexico Medical Society, etc.

e are leased to refer to the following gentlemen:
Dr. John S. Roe, Rochester, N.Y., ex-President Ameri-
can Laryngological Association, etc., etc. Dr. N. S.
Davis, Jr., Chicago, Ill., Professor of Principles and
Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, Northvestern
University Medical School, etc., etc. Dr. C. O. Probst,
Columbus, Ohio, Secretary of State Board of Health ;
Professor of Hygiene, Starling Medical College, etc.,
etc. Dr. John McClintock, Topeka, Kansas Professor
of Principles and Practice of Surgery, Kansas Medical
College, etc.. etc. Dr. Michael Campbell, Knoxville,
Tenn., Superintendent State Insane Asylum, etc., etc.
Dr. W. S. Kendrick, Atlanta, Ga., Dean, and Professor
of Theory and Practice of Medicine, Atlanta Medical
College, etc.. etc. Dr. Jerome Cochrane (deceased),
Montgomery,..Ala., State Health ,Officer; President of
State Board of Medical Examiners etc., etc. Dr. W. E.
B. Davis, Birmingham, Ala., Professor of Surgery, Birm-
ngham Medical College, etc., etc,

For further particulars address:
WILLIAI1 CURTISS BAILEY 1.D.,

Medical Director, Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico

NO TICE
The Management of CANADA

LANCET would be obliged if
those in arrears would kindly
send cheque for amount of sub-
scription. The date on address
will indicate the date from which
to reckln amount due.

Advisàble always to have a supply in the house.

THE IDEAL TONIC.
Foptiles,

NouP1shes, BODY and
Stimulats, BRAIN

RefPeshes,r

"I have much pleasure in stating that I have used the
VIN MARIANI for many years. I consider it a valuable
stimulant."

MORELL MACKENZIE, M.D., London.
Endorsed by eminent physicians everywhere. Used in

Hospitals, Public and Religious Institutions. Sold by
Druggists and Fancy Grocers. MAILED FREE, album of
autographs of celebrities, by

LAWRENCE A. WILSON & CO.
Sole Agents for Canada. MONTREAL.

Wear Good Clothes....
Clothes made by us are good clothes
and stand tihe closest inspection. Fit
and finish right up to date. Prices
always the lowest, consistent with
good workmanship. See us for your
next order.

JOSEPH J. FOLLETT,
Good Tailoring,

181 VONGE STREET, - TORONTO.
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>The Bail Nozzle Syringe
- ' diffuses a soft, gentle, conical-

shaped film of water, reachlng
every part of the vaginal cavily,
cleansing thoroughly the
mouth and neck of the womb
and the cul-de-sac, and remov-
ing therefrom every particle of
foreign matter, the presence of
which is the cause of disease,
pain and suffering. Its effect
is one of gentle bathing, or
spraying, rather than one of
percussion, such as follows the
application of a solid straight
stream. This absence of force

USE S is absolutely necessary in ap-

ACCOMPLisHESONGE plications to sensitive organs.
FOR THE HE-ALTH OF WOMwEN

ilNSES11dORfflLYTHE(MuDcW The stream is curved in every
&Mo FPRIV Ct

direction, and is a hollow
stream ; it is therefore impos-

sible for it to enter a practically straight canal such as the uterine canal.

The Bail Nozzle Syringe 4 4
4 Accomplishes Wonders for the Health of Women.

Endorsed by the Highest Medical Authorities. . .

SEND FOR PRIVATE CIRCULAR.

MANUPACTURED BY ......

The Bail Nozzle Co. Limited

Confederation Life Building, TORONTO.
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THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
COMPANY OF ONTARIO, Limited,

Is operated under the direct authority of Leslie E. Keeley, M.D., LL.D., of Dwight,
Ill., for the treatment of Inebriety and Narcotism, and is the only one in Ontario.

THE INSTITUTE is under the medical supervision of a physician fully quali-
fied to practice in Ontario, and, by instruction under Dr. Keeley at Dwight, to
administer the remedies as directed by him.

THE TREATMENT contains none of the injurious ingredients common to
most other treatments, such as strychnine, atropine or apomorphine, therefore there
is no nausea or depression in connection with it ; on the contrary the patient improves
in general health from the beginning. There is no forced confinement ; patients can
take as much exercise as desired.

THE RESULTS are complete and permanent.
THE BUILDING is easy of access and one of the finest in Canada, well built,

well ventilated, sanitary and cheerful.
PHYSICIANS can at all times visit their patients and keep them under their own

observation.
The Institute is open at any time to the full inspection of all physicians, who

.ce cordially invited to visit us.
For full partic'ulars and literature apply to

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE,
58> Sherbourne Street, - - - TORONTO.
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Canadian Medical Practice Office.
An Important Department of Medical Affairs and the only one in

Canada managed by a Co-laborer in fledicine, Conducted for
the Convenience and Protection of the Profession, for the
purchase and sale of practices, the arrangement of partner-
ships, securing eligible openings, etc. Ail transactions and
communications strictly confidential.

Registered Buyers receive private notice of new offers, hence many practices are sold be-
tween the issues of the medical journals and never appear therein. Intending pur-

chasers consult their own interests by giving this office such information and
data of themselves and wants as to enable us to pilot them unto what they desire.

We try to secure reliable openings for physicians and will offer nothing which
wil not stand a thorough investigation. We obtain from prospective buyers
their age, qualifications, religious persuasion, financial ability, etc., etc., and a pledge as to
secrecy and honorable dealings.

Practices offePed independently of this office are generally those
which we have rejected as unworthy and undesirable.

We court the patronage of the profession and fromise honest
effort to secure your wishes,- which our accumulated experience in these matters
ought to enable us to do.

PRACTICES FOR SALE.

No. 164.-$x,5oo unopposed practice on C. P. R.-
Assinboia, N.W.T.; with physician's home; easy terms

No. 163.-$4,ooo practice in nice town on C.P.R.-
Saskatchewan; established 1s years ; full introduction;
the goodwill of practice and the Doctor's house all
for much below cost of house. The Doctor vants to
go to larger place to educate his children. This is a
fne 'opeming.

No. 162.-A tidy Toronto practice and the finest lo-
cation on corner in western part of city; price, $6,500,.
which is much below its cost; easy terms ; investigate
this.

No. 16i.-$2,000 practice; unopposed; in County
Durham ; with Doctor's home; established 12 years.
Ill-health forces Doctor to an easier field. Price, $1,300
for whole thing; terms, $6oo cash,'balance ead4y.

No. 160.-$2,000 practice in village of about 800,
County of York; one opposition ; goodwill and intro-
duction ; $375. This practice can be doubled by the
right man.

No. 159--$3,500 practice In town Of 4,500, north-
west portion of Province of Ontario. The goodwill,
with introduction, with or without chattels, can be pur-
chased favorably, as the Doctor must go south,

AND OVER 20 OTHERS.
See Toronto Saturday Globe

No. î58.-$i,8oo unopposed practice, with nice drug
store; Co. of Victoria-nice village on railway; price
for whole thing. $1,200; terms, $6oocash, balanceon time

No' 47. $3,ooo practice, with or without proper-
t'; Co. of Lambton. Snap ; easy terms; investigate;
thoroughly established.

No. 146.-$3,500 practice; N. W. T.; population
i.,oo-on C.P.R. ; no property to buy ; one of the nost
inviting on my list.

No. 847.-Includes Inquiries from three different
)octors who have money to purchase a partnership in

a lucrative practice.

No. 137.-An inviting office practice and drug store
in a Michigan town of 6,ooo.

No. 136.--$3,500 practice, with residence ; County
of Simcoe. town of 1,700. Ill-health. A nice oppor-
tunity,to cinch a good thing cheap and on easy terms.

No. 105.-$4,000 practice, with or without proper-
ty, in town of 4.ooo population. Co. of Dufferin.

No. 112.-$3,500 practice, with residence; County
Huron ; population, 3.0o; thoroughly established
easy payrnents.

SEND FOR FULL LIST.
each week for Interim Offers.

da Letters must be direct from medical men interested, and must enclose stamp for reply, otherwise
they will remain unnoticed. Address:

DR. W. E. HAMILL,
88 YONGE STREET.
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itWELCH 'S

GRAPE

JUIE

Has been lielpig

physicians since 1869 in
-ases of Typhoid Fever,
P1neumonia, Peritonitis,
Pleuritis, Anmeniia, and

ail foris of chronic dis-
eases, except Diabetes
Mellitus.

Many emin.ent- men
recomnend Welch's, be-
cauLse it contains

NO ADULTERATION
NO ALCOHOL

being the PURE JuicE
of the finest Concord
Grapes-pressed- steril-
ized, and hernietically
sealed in new glass bot-
fles, by the cleanest pos-
sibleimet-hods, within an
hour after the skin is
brôken.

1OO A1OUT IT--AND
XAMPLE- iYTLEj-

FFREE.d

We invite your attention to our
Alpha AtomizePs. Note the
tube in its different views, A B C D.

This tube is simply an air reser-
voir into which the bulb empties
itself. By gradually collapsing it
forces the air forward, the full sup-
ply of air not being entirely ex-
hausted before the bulb again fills
the tubes.

WE CLAIM that our ALPHA
ATOMTZERS produce an abso-
lutely continuous spray with less labor to the hand than any other single bulb
atomizer upon the market. Examine the cut and you will see how simple yet
effective it should be.

For Sale by the Drug Trade, or

ALPHA RUBBER CO., Limited,
Illustrated Catalogue on Application. % * Montfea.
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ABBEY'S...

an Aperient Effervescent
spoonfuls in a

Sai

1 ewe, Aà-ML 1 IVI1

1 TRADE MARK s

A pleasant effervescing

aperient, taking the place
THIS SAUNE BYTHEADD-

ITION OF WATER FORMSAN INVISORATING
AND REFRESIIING BEVERAGE PAPTICU- of n u e t g i ra
LARY RECOMMENDED TO TRAVELLERS

iN HOT CLIMATES.
NO ONE WHO SUFFERS WITH A SLUGGISH

UVER SffOULD EVER BE WITOUT T. waters. Recognized and
tg BRIPPE.SLEEPLESSNESS SPLEEN

si-KHEDAH.SASCKESý pre scribe d by e minent
CONS-jTIT * FLATUFNCY, FVE.

RHiEUMATISMNEUR L61A. GOUT. SKIN

rT PURIFIES THE BLOOD AND CLEARSTHECOMRXIN -members of the profession
in Gireat Britain, Europe

BEY EFFERVESCENT SALT GO. Lio.

mo«REL.dkNAw-aters Reconizeaan
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Styra-pheno1...
Is approved by the Medical Faculty as
presenting a dressing entirely free from
grease in any form e a a a a a

It opens up a new era in treating Ulcers,
Sores, Wounds, Burns, and various forms
of Skin Diseases, as IT DESTROYS MI-
CROBES WITH CERTAINTY

Its marked anodynous effect is a great
boon a « w a %

This preparation may be secured by Ox Asper
Formula, or under name .....

"STYRAPHENOL."

EVANS & SONS, Limited,
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

«S MONTREAL.
Wholesale Agents for Canada.
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PICTON, ONT., Aug. 26th, 1897.

I am, both in person and in my professionall work, greatly

indebted to the preparations introduced by Messrs. Brand, and in

particular their well-known Essence of Beef. From experience in a

ccnsiderat!e rtn4er of cass of continued fever, pneumonia and

other exhausting diseases, among which typhoid fever deserves

especial mention, I can speak most highly of the strengthening pro-

perties of the Essence. In ulcerated stomach, whether simple or

malignant, and in intractable dyspepsia, not only can the Essence be

borne without discomfort, but frequently paves the way to the exhi-

bition of other forms of nutriment. After surgical operations, nothing

I have found more rapidly relieves the patient from shock and from

the nausea following anaesthetisation than the repeated administra-

tion of the Essence with or without the accompaniment of alcoholic

stimulants. In short, as a tonic, a stimulant and a very perfect food,

I am sure the preparation deserves the attention of every medical

man, and the profession, no less than the public, are indebted to

Messrs. Brand, the inventors, for a boon of the utmost value in the

very class of diseases most fraught with trouble and anxiety.

ARTHUR W. HARE,
M.B.C.M., M.R.C.S., F.R.C.S.E., F.R.S.E.

Formerly Prof. of Surg. Owens Coll., and Examiner and
Professor in the Victoria University, etc., etc.

BRAND & CO., LONDON, ENG.

THE CANADA LANCET. xxxvii
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Purest and Best

WINDSOR
. SALT..

,,PROF. ELLIS, M.A., M.B., Professor of Applied
Chemistry, Toronto School of Practical Science,

states:
" The sample contained, practically, 30 per cent.

less impurity than any one of the eight samples of
Canadian, American and English Salt which I an-
alysed at the same time."

As salt is used in all food it is important that when
used for domestic purposes it should be free from lime,
and other impurities. Windsor salt is guaranteed to be
free from all such impurities.

THIE WINDSOR SALT CO.,
LIMITED,

Windsor, Ont.
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THE....

'IdaI and4 Tlvrsa1' ~ffll3Ray Ill8Iiirt0f8

C)

OIYGEN

nTAHE

A0 AHMN

CD

ào
CD

... IMPROVED

A Perfected Apparatus for the Treatment of the Diseases of
the Respiratory Organs by the Inhalation of Antiseptic

Remedies in Dry or Moist Heated Air, or
2 in Combination with Uxygen Gas

HE only instrument in which a Di-

L ferential range of temperature is

obtained, and the perfect volatilizations
of the most and least volatile medica-
ments occur simultaneously, and by
the use of which perfect pulmonary
tolerance is assured. The use of these
instruments is especially indicated in
the treatment of

TUBERCULOSIS
BRONCHITIS

PNEUMONIA
CATARRH

ASTHMA
LA GRIPPE

and the diseases of the Larynx, Phar-
ynx, and Nasal Passages.

THE PORTABLE OXYGEN

GAS GENERATORS
Loomis Sanitarium We are manufacturing three si

Mi Portable Oxygen Gas Generators
f or Consurptive capacity of ten, twenty, and thir

cost of producing Pure Oxygen G
ONE CENT PER GALLON.

v RM~PIr Descriptive Illustrated Parnphl

es and styles ot
, having a retort
ty gallons. The
as will not exceed

et wvith Price List
sent on application. (Mention tnis journal.)

OXYGEN GAS A SPECIALTY.

is successfully using these inspirators. Chemically Pure for Medicinal Purposes.

G. B. UNDERWOOD & CO.
15 East Fourteenth Street,

LIBE ,L Nmidi 9£.Y1.

- NEW YORK CITY.
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New Hot Water Heating System.
LOW IN PRICE VERY EFFICIENT IN OPERATION.

The
Most
Economical
System
Of
Heating
Yet
Introduced "NEW STEEL RADIATOR."

Handsome, Efficient and Durable.

Astoqishing Results in Economy of Fuel were Obtained
Last Winter Wherever Our

NEW SYSTEMWas introduced.

Circulars, Prices aqd Full Information sent upon application.

CLARE BROS. & CO., Preston, Ont.
COLOONE 1889

BERLIN 199C

Concentrated Vinegar
Manufactured entirely from Grapes.

DOMINION ANALYST'S REPORT.

TWs is to certify that on analysis of abve vinegar I found it a purely 'CONC-ENTRATED

WINE .INEGAR' maue from the Grape fruit. Free from minerai acids, metallie substance and
alcohol. After dilution with pure water will prove a wholesome and palatable commodity
either for table use or pickling purposes. A very important thing not to be lost sight of in using
this article is that cleanliness is insured by procuring this vinegar in the concentrated forn.

Toronto, Sept. ist, 1897.

Grape Wine V

Signed, DR. A. R. PYNE, MI.D.,
Dominion Analyst.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

i negar Co. 25 Fpont Street West,

GOLD MEDAL

LcLD prEDAL
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In Frost=Bites....
There is nothing First apply friction
so good as .Unguentine. with snow or ice
water, then rub the parts freely with this preparation.

In cases of FROZEN FINGERS, FROZEN TOEs, FROZEN EARS or
FROZEx NOSE, UNGUENTINE is indicated.

Used by Surgeons of N.P. Ry., Gt. N. Ry., C.M. & St. P.R., and
others.

Formula, Clinical Notes and Samples, free upon request.

The Norwich Pharmacal Company, - Norwich, N.Y.
At Druggists, in Four Ounce, One and Five Pound Packages.

LYMAN, KNOX & CO., - MONTREAL AND TORONTO.

............. DIN EEN 'S
NEW BUILDING

A QUARTER ot a century ago, when Dineen's fashionable
hat and fur business was founded, the corner of Yonge and

King Streets, which soon became known as " The Hat Corner,"
was recognized as the retail centre of Toronto. The stream of
trade bas been drifting up Yonge Street, and the location of
Dineen's palatial new building, w ich has been erected at the cor-
ner of Temperance and Yonge, is now generally indicated as the
present central point of the city's great shopping district, and
destined to remain such. Dineen's new building is one of the
notable architectural ornaments of which Toronto may justly
boast. The building investment of Messrs. W. & D. Dineen at
the corner of Tenperance and Yonge Streets amouuts to over
$ioo,ooo, and no expense was spared to have the interior finish
of every part of the building in keeping with the tasteful and
substantial elegance displayed in its handsomely-designed ex-
terior. The great hat and fur business of the firm occupies the
entire store floor, with a lotty fur show room in the rear, finished
in gold and white, and open to the top of the second storey and
encircled with a richly carved gallery containing plate-glass dis-
play cases filled with finished fur garments. A handsomely-fin-ished electric passenger elevator communicates with every floor.
The plate-glass store front takes in the entire Yonge Street and
a good part of the Temperance Street frontage. and is designed
in rich effects of luxfer prisn and stained glass work. The side-
walk from the curb to the store line is laid in luxferprism squares,
to light up the lofty, roomy basement,which is divided into large
storage chambers and large fire, dust and moth-proof vaults.
The fur work roons are located on the top flat and embrace the
entire west half of the floor fronting on Temperance Street. The
remainder of the building is fitted up for twenty elegant offices,
equipped with vaults and the latest appliances for steam heating
and electric lighting. Access to the offices in Dineen's building
will be by the tesselated vestibule entrance on Temperance
Street, both by the passenger elevator and by a broad, easy
staircase. The building, a revelation of architectural eeance,
ând the prestige of the famous old bat and fur house, marks the
new site as the fashidnable bat and fur corner of Toronto.
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THE

"Improved Bafflo " Hot Water Hoater
(Patented and Manufactured in Montreal)

Was the only Canadian Heater awarded Medal and Diploma
of Highest Merit at World's Exposition: Chicago.

For Economy of Fuel,
Steadiness of Ijeat,

Ease of Ia'nagenjent
IT IS UNSURPASSED.

It does not require an Engineer to run it.
An intelligent domestic can manage it .0

Read the Following Testimonials:
MONTREAL HOMŒOPATHIc HOSPITAL,

February 9 th, 1897.
We have much pleasure in stating that the BuffaloHot Water Heater supplied by M. R. Ives & Co.,

through J. W. Hughes, has worked to our entire
satisfaction during the past two winters, proving
both efficient and economical.

(Signed) E. G. O'CONNOR, Treasurer,
For Building Committee

Montreal Homoeopathic Hospital.

Two (2) Winters in Use.
TORONTO, March 3oth, 1895.

MESSRS. H. R. IVES & Co., Montreal.
GENTLEMEN,-In reply to yours of yesterday, I

am pleased to state that I have had the best of com-
fort from the " Buffalo " Boiler (No. 16). This

has been the coldest winter we have experienced in years, and yet I have kept my house
comfortably heated on fifteen tons of coal to date. During the few days in February, with
the thermometer constantly ranging from 5 to 20 below zero, I had no trouble in keeping the
house at a uniform temperature of about 70 degrees. As I had previously burned twenty-two
tons in another style of Boiler in a mild winter, with much less satisfaction, you can under-
stand my appreciation of your boiler. I am, yours truly,

(Signed) P. E. DOOLITTLE, M.D.,
Send for Catalogue and Testimonials. i8o Sherbourne St., Toronto.

AIso
Manuf acturers of

HOSPITAL, INSTITUTION,
and all varieties of , . .

BRASS and IRON BEDSTEADS.

H. R. IVES
Show RQoms and Works,

& CO1PANY,
- Queen Sreet., Montreal.
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Its
Bacteriology

The crucial test of the efficacy of an antiseptic

fluid is the bacteriological one. When we state that

BOROLYPTOL is equal in germicidal potency to a 1-1000

solution of Corrosive Sublimate without the irritant or

toxic properties of the latter drug, we base our claim

upon the results of careful laboratory experimentation

with the different varieties of germ life. We have

full, complete and conclusive reports from the bac-

teriologists of the N. Y. Post-Graduate Medical

School, City Hospital at Boston, and the Garfield

Memorial Hospital at Washington.

These will be sent upon request.

BOROLYPTOL is palatable, fragrant, and
slgtyastringent. It does flot stain linen or

clothe. It should be employed in Gyncoan and

Obstetrics. Rhino-Laryrigology, Surgery ad Den-
tistry. Also internally in the treatment of Typhoid
Fever, and in the gastro-intestinal disorders of
children.

Send for " Expert Evidence."

THE PALISADE nl'F'G CO.,

YONKERS, N.Y.

CANADA BRANCH, 88 Wellington St. W., Toronto.



Somatose.
FARBENFABRIKEN

VORMALS

FRIEDR. BAYER & CO.
ELBERFELD.

IGERMANY.

MILK=SOMATOSE
(Lacto-Somatose)

IRON=SOMATOSE
Somatose is absorbed with extraordinary rapidity,

immediately acts as a nutrient, does not disturb the stomach,
and may be administered in combination with a meat diet,
or without the latter, which it replaces. With the aid of
Somatose it is possible to tide the patient over certain
critical periods, since it is capable of acting for a long time
as a substitute for other foods. That is the chief object of
Somatose.

While all the meat preparations known represent
simply a mixture of albumoses together with variable
amounts of peptones and extractive substances from meat
which are valueless as nutrients, Somatose is an albumose
preparation devoid of superfluous material, possessing a
permanently uniform composition and containing the
nutritive principles of meat.

A mong all the artifîcial meat preparations in the
market, Somatose exhibits the largest percentage of
albuminous matter.

Sole Agents for Canada:

Dominion Dyewood and Chemical Co.
romCX O

Samples and Literature on application. (Wholesale Only).


